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Abstract

Current safety certification procedures are, for the most part, structured within a conven

tional deterministic framework, which implicitly deals with the nominal values of parameters 

without systematically and rationally considering the associated uncertainties. The uncertainty 

is accounted via the use of safety factors. Such treatment of uncertainty raises some concerns, 

since the safety factors are empirically chosen. Furthermore, these safety factors cannot be 

directly related to the probability that the system response or the stability margin will exceed 

a predetermined critical level. On the other hand, a probabilistic approach provides a rational 

framework to deal with the uncertainty in the model and its parameters. The rational treatment 

of uncertainty and the assessment of associated risk and reliability levels permit a cost effective 

and optimal design and analysis of engineering systems at different stages in its life cycle.

In this thesis, a probabilistic methodology is applied to the analysis of the coalescence flutter, 

influenced by the parametric uncertainties associated with the structure. Coalescence flutter is 

a two mode aeroelastic dynamic instability, which can occur on flexible structures exposed to 

air flow, such as an aircraft, bridge or a wind turbine. In this thesis, a two degree-of-freedom 

elastically mounted rigid wing and a uniform cantilever wing models are considered for nu

merical investigations. For these systems, the effect of uncertainties is studied on the flutter 

speed and the pre-flutter modal parameters. Monte Carlo Simulation is performed to estimate 

the probability density functions of the output quantities of interest (i.e. modal parameters and 

flutter speed). Based on such probabilistic analysis, an optimal flutter speed may be selected for 

certification. In addition, appropriateness of the rigid wing model approximation of a cantilever 

wing is investigated. It is shown that this approximation is acceptable only for the cases, where 

the modes involved in the flutter mechanism can be adequately represented by a combination 

of the fundamental bending and torsional mode of a uniform cantilever without air flow. Fur

thermore, the effect of quasisteady and unsteady aerodynamic forcing is examined for both, the 

rigid wing model and a cantilever wing model, from a probabilistic prospective. The effect of 

statistical correlations among parameters is also examined on the flutter speed and the modal 

parameter estimates.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In a typical design practice, system parameters are selected to optimize the system performance 

and simultaneously satisfy all of the failure criteria. Effectively, an appropriate failure criterion 

should strive to avoid the possibility of failure throughout the life-cycle of the engineering sys

tem. With this in mind, all sources of uncertainty inherent to the model should be incorporated 

into such failure criteria. In many cases, the effect of uncertainty can be significant in modeling 

and simulation of engineering systems. Therefore, the effect of uncertainty must be considered 

for the robust design of these systems. For aircraft, for instance, the sources of uncertainty 

include (but not limited to) the production process of components, the flight conditions, ag

ing process, etc.. In order to account for uncertainty in the aircraft certification process, the 

airworthiness criteria includes a safety factor that is empirically chosen from experience and 

flight tests. As this factor does not include a measure of risk associated to the selected value, it 

implicitly assumes that 100% of the aircraft contained in a certification batch would fall within 

the acceptable safety brackets. Although the safety factor approach has traditionally been used 

for the certification of an aircraft fleet, it has certain drawbacks. First, as already noted, it does 

not carry within itself any explicit information regarding the risk o f  failure. For instance, the 

critical speed for flutter instability that is obtained using a safety factor may be considered to be 

too conservative for a cost effective and optimal aircraft design. Second, neither this method or 

other methods could realistically guarantee absolute safety against failure and therefore, points 

toward the need to assess the risk associated with the chosen value o f a design parameter for the
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failure analysis.

The focus of this work is the application of a probabilistic method for flutter analysis. This 

study focuses exclusively on the dynamic instability due to the coalescence flutter phenomenon. 

Such dynamic instability originates from the coupling mechanism between the structure and the 

fluid, whereby the airflow begins to feed energy to the structure, leading to the self-sustained 

growing oscillatory motions[l], which sometimes lead to a “benign” limit cycle oscillations or 

to catastrophic failure. Coalescence flutter requires at least two degrees-of-freedom with ap

propriate phase difference between the elements of aeroelastic modes. Using a probabilistic 

approach, the uncertainty in the flutter speed is estimated due to the random variability of the 

system parameters. In contrast to the safety factor approach, the probabilistic method provides 

a probability density function (pdf) of the flutter speed, from which the risk of failure can be 

estimated. The pdf of flutter speed could then be used to prescribe the limiting flight speeds for 

a prescribed probability of failure. The flight speed below this limiting speed would be deemed 

safe and at the same time, the design will not be overly conservative. The probabilistic method 

offers many advantages over the currently employed certification methods. The probabilistic 

approach provides a rational basis for estimating the flutter speed of an entire fleet of aircraft 

based on the statistical information regarding the system parameters. The current investigation 

focuses only on the uncertainty of the structural parameters, but the methodology can be easily 

extended to account for the random variability of the aerodynamic parameters. Furthermore, 

since coalescence flutter is a problem that can occur on any flexible structure exposed to air

flow, the analysis covers a range of engineering applications, such as aircraft, bridges and wind 

turbines.

The main objectives of the thesis are summarized as follows:

1. For a two degree-of-freedom (dof) elastically mounted rigid airfoil, a detailed probabilis

tic analysis is carried out using Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) for both, the quasisteady 

and unsteady aerodynamic loadings. The robustness of the flutter speed with respect to 

random variabilities of the structural parameters are investigated in detail. Furthermore, 

the probabilistic characteristics of the aeroelastic modal parameters (e.g. modal frequen
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cies and decay rates) at pre-flutter airspeeds are studied in detail.

2. Next, the probabilistic flutter analysis is extended to the more realistic case of a con

tinuous wing modeled as a uniform cantilever for the quasisteady and unsteady aerody

namic loads. Using the cantilever beam modes (without flow) as the basis functions, the 

coupled bending and torsional aeroelastic oscillations of the continuous wing are inves

tigated from the probabilistic point of view. The effect of parametric uncertainties of the 

structural models is investigated in the flutter speed and the pre-flutter aeroelastic modal 

frequencies and decay rates.

3. From the probabilistic prospective, this analysis identifies the similarities and differences 

between the rigid and cantilever wing models and examines the effects of parameter cor

relation.

The layout of this thesis is summarized as follows:

Chapter 1 provides an introduction of the thesis. Chapter 2 involves a brief literature review 

relevant to the probabilistic analysis of aeroelastic flutter. Chapter 3 introduces the basic mech

anism of the coalescence flutter using a two dof elastically mounted rigid model of a wing 

for both, the quasisteady and unsteady aerodynamics in a deterministic setting. It is then fol

lowed by the probabilistic analysis to consider the uncertainty effects in the inertia, stiffness 

and damping coefficients of the aeroelastic system. In particular, the non-linear transformation 

effects of the structural parameter uncertainties are investigated in detail on the flutter speed 

and the pre-flutter aeroelastic modal parameters. Then, Chapter 4 details the coupled bending 

and torsional aeroelastic vibration of a uniform cantilever subject to  quasisteady and unsteady 

aerodynamics. Consequently, using the Galerkin Method, a coupled set of ordinary differen

tial equations (odes) are derived from the original partial differential equations describing the 

bending-torsional motion of the cantilever. A detailed numerical investigation is conducted to 

study the influence of structural parameter uncertainty on the flutter speed. The significant ef

fect of uncertainty is also highlighted in the aeroelastic modal frequencies and decay rates at 

the subcritical (i.e. pre-flutter) airspeed.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

When structural dynamics and dynamic instabilities became an issue in the modem designs 

of aircraft, the subject of aeroelasticity has been an active area of research. Most of the early 

works have been dedicated towards the mathematical development and physical understanding 

of the aeroelastic phenomena in the deterministic setting in order to assess and improve the 

aircraft safety [2, 3,4]. These deterministic methods however fail to take into account the ran

dom variability of the aircraft properties and the atmospheric conditions due to manufacturing 

process and the operational and environmental conditions. An assessment of all properties of 

the individual aircraft flying at specific flight conditions is neither possible nor practical due to 

excessive time consumption and expense associated with the aircraft testing [5]. As a result, 

a batch of aircraft must be certified based on testing of only a limited number of aircraft at a 

limited number of flight conditions. To take into account the inherent uncertainties into the de

sign and certification of these aircraft, two different methods are currently applied. The earlier 

method, which is still widely applied in practice, uses an empirically chosen safety factor to 

incorporate this uncertainty [5], maintaining a deterministic framework. An empirical choice 

of a safety factor, however, does not always guarantee safety [5] and the hard limit set on the 

failure criteria may be too conservative for specific types of missions or aircraft. In contrast 

to the safety factor approach, the second method poses the problem in a probabilistic setting. 

This method permits the user to select a maximum flight speed based on a prescribed level of 

acceptable risk of failure for a specific scenario without being overly conservative. Recently
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the research initiative has been directed towards probabilistic uncertainty analysis in various 

engineering disciplines [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. A brief literature review is provided in this chapter 

relevant to the fields of aeroelasticity, uncertainty quantification (UQ) and their applications to 

the problem of coalescence flutter. Initially, a brief introduction to the deterministic problem is 

provided, which is then followed by relevant literature in the uncertainty quantification.

Historically, the aircraft have gone through a multitude of changes in their overall look and 

design in order to accommodate and advance their functionality and performance. Generally, 

all aircraft underwent a significant reduction in the structural weight o f the lifting surfaces (rel

ative to the size of the aircraft) and a complete change in their geometry, rendering a much 

more complex in design. These enhancements were primarily accomplished by improving the 

original design concepts and developing techniques to have the ability to use better and lighter 

materials with higher strengths (e.g. composite materials) [12]. Such enhancements have con

tributed in achieving an increase in operational speeds, much greater maneuverability and other 

functional advancements in the fighter aircraft. In civilian aircraft, the increases in material 

strength permitted a design of lifting surfaces of high aspect ratio, making it possible to have 

larger aircraft flying at relatively fast speeds. As a result, wing flexibility increased, which led 

to amplification of aeroelastic effects. As the operational speeds have increased, the aircraft 

became prone to instabilities, which became a major issue in the design process. More care 

had to be given to these instabilities within the airworthiness criteria to achieve safety over the 

entire flight envelope. [3]

2.1 Deterministic Aeroelastic Flutter

Most recent research initiatives are devoted towards the development of techniques to analyze 

the stability of aeroelastic systems in a deterministic setting. Starting with the early works in the 

1920s to 1940s, stability of a simplified rigid wing model, i.e. airfoil, has been extensively stud

ied by Wagner [4] and Theodorsen [13, 14] and later, Goland proposed an analytical solution 

of a simple uniform cantilever wing model, known as the Goland Wing [15]. For simplicity, 

only linear structural and aerodynamic systems were considered, i.e. small deflections and sub
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sonic flow were assumed. Since then, other researchers have conducted similar investigations 

with various modifications to the general Goland wing model. Some examples of such works 

include wings that are swept and tapered with camber effects [16], performing maneuvers and 

holding payload [17], in transonic region [18].

For complex geometrical configurations and variation of the material properties the numeri

cal methods such as finite element method (FEM) are commonly used. The aerodynamic models 

for inviscid flow around the wing rely upon the potential flow theory [13, 19, 20]. For viscous 

flow, the Navier Stokes equations are solved numerically, using a Computational Fluid Dynam

ics (CFD) method [21], to obtain the aerodynamic loading on the structural model. A few papers 

report the solutions to the dynamic response and stability problems using FEM [22, 23, 24], 

where the forcing can be accurately described by the potential flow theory. The first two ref

erences [22, 23] examine the response of a cable stayed bridge to gust loading and the third 

reference [24] examines stability of a model aircraft and its wings. In situations where the po

tential flow theory does not apply due to nonlinear effects (e.g. viscosity, large deformations or 

material plasticity, etc.), seen in references [25,26,27], CFD methods are used to solve the full 

Navier Stokes equations to obtain the forcing expressions.

Although this review mostly focuses on the applications in aircraft design, similar aeroelastic 

effects occur in many other fields, including for instance cable-stayed suspension bridges and 

wind turbines [28, 29].

The aeroelastic coupling between the fluid and structure leads to  a non-self adjoint opera

tor for flutter analysis. In its discrete representation, the non-self adjoint operator gives rise 

to non-symmetric mass, stiffness and damping matrices. The classical (normal) modes do not 

exist for such systems. Stated differently, the mode shapes of such systems are complex and 

non-orthogonal. Yang [30] and Eldred [31] provide a few examples of non-self adjoint systems 

in structural dynamics. Similar to the coalescence flutter problem in aeroelasticity, where the 

fluid flow changes the mass, stiffness and damping properties of the aeroelastic system, the dy

namical systems involving gyroscopic forces also possess non-symmetric damping and stiffness 

matrices.
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Hoen [32] and Ewins [33] provide a physical interpretation of the complex modes. They 

illustrate how the complex nature of these modes relates to a phase difference between the ele

ments of each mode shape vector. For aeroelastic systems, the phase lag effect may eventually 

lead to the dynamic instability. An elementary case is illustrated by Zimmerman [34], who 

studies an airfoil in a steady flight. Although this method provides a solution, it has inherent 

limitations for the analysis of non-self adjoint operators. Yang [30] demonstrates how the eigen

value analysis of non-self adjoint operators leads to non-orthogonal eigenvectors. Yang notes 

that the modal analysis with non-orthogonal eigenvectors does not guarantee the convergence 

of solution as the eigenvectors may not constitute a complete basis. Yang adopts an eigenfunc

tion expansion of the Green’s function for the non-self adjoint system. However, several papers 

report the usefulness of the modal analysis using these complex modes [32] [22].

In the aeroelastic computation, inherent modeling uncertainties present in the structural and 

aerodynamic systems and inaccuracies in the measurements demands uncertainty quantifica

tion. As a result, the probabilistic methods have recently received considerable amount of 

attention [35, 36, 37, 12, 38, 39]. Some of these methods include simple Monte Carlo Sim

ulation (MCS), perturbation method and spectral methods [11, 40]. A recent paper by Pettit 

[35] stresses on the need for uncertainty quantification in aeroelasticity and outlines some of the 

benefits of the probabilistic analysis. Pettit reviews some of the currently available and devel

oping uncertainty quantification techniques and discusses the major challenges associated with 

the implementation of these techniques in aeroelastic design of the aircraft. He points out the 

lack of coordination among teams from different engineering fields, lack of a unified method for 

uncertainty definitions and its incorporation into the analysis and a preference, or persistence, of 

researchers and professionals to stay within a traditional framework of the deterministic analy

sis techniques. Nonetheless, all of these challenges will be resolved as the probabilistic methods 

achieve further advancements [35,41].
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Next, a short overview of the UQ methods and some of their applications in the field of aeroe- 

lasticity is provided. Due to large computational costs associated with the probabilistic analysis, 

some authors prefer to conduct a sensitivity analysis in order to identify the most significant pa

rameters influencing the output [36,42,43]. This method is based on a Taylor Series expansion 

of the response around the baseline parameter value. There are two weaknesses associated with 

the sensitivity analysis. Firstly, the sensitivity of the solution is computed only at the baseline 

parameter value using (first and second order) Taylor Series expansion and encounters diffi

culty for large deviations of the parameters. Secondly, the parameter correlation effects cannot 

be taken into account by the sensitivity analysis.

2.2.1 Monte Carlo Sampling (MCS)

Schueller et al. [11] reviews the most commonly used methods for UQ to propagate the uncer

tainty in complex structures. They introduce the perturbation method, various forms of spectral 

methods and MCS. The simplest method to propagate the uncertainty is to apply a direct MCS 

technique. In MCS, a large set of deterministic problems is solved using the samples of input 

random vectors that are generated from their joint pdf. From the ensemble of output, the statis

tics of the response (including the joint pdf) can be estimated. Although MCS is versatile it is 

also computationally inefficient, therefore it is typically used as a base of comparison for other 

methods [5,42, 4 4 ,6, 45,46]. Lindsley et al. applied MCS to propagate stiffness and boundary 

condition (BC) uncertainty in a plate to analyze the probabilistic effects in Limit Cycle Oscilla

tion (LCO) [47,48]. Murugan et al. [49] applied MCS to investigate the effects of uncertainty 

in the helicopter composite blade stiffness on the response. Siva et al. [50] extended this study 

to consider the effect of uncertainty in the blade and rotor geometric and aerodynamic properties 

on the thrust and power coefficients.

An earlier study by Mill water et al. [51] has explored the advantages of the probabilistic 

assessment in structural failure detection. Using the historical measurement data and MCS to 

describe uncertainty in the structural parameters, the authors have illustrated the importance of
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the uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis for improvement of the design concept 

with a reduced probability of failure. Similar effects have been explored by Sexstone [52], 

where he describes the ELAPS method (developed and used by NASA) to provide a good early 

design concept. In these designs, the structural weight plays a major role in establishing the de

sign parameters. Therefore a probabilistic analysis using MCS is conducted to probabilistically 

estimate the total structural weight due to random variability of the individual components.

2.2.2 Perturbation Approach

As the MCS is computationally inefficient, other efficient methods for uncertainty propagation 

were developed. The Perturbation technique that uses a Taylor Series expansion around a mean 

(baseline) value parameter can efficiently capture the mean and covariances of the solution. 

Moss [7, 53] examines a simple undamped discrete structural system to show the effectiveness 

of perturbation technique for an inverse modal analysis problem using a first and second order 

Taylor series expansion with uniform distribution of input. The results of this method show 

good agreement when compared with the MCS technique, but only for low uncertainty in the 

input. The perturbation method proves to be much more efficient than the MCS for low levels 

of uncertainty [54, 53, 55]. Oh and Librescu [56] present a method based on the Perturbation 

technique in order to obtain a measure of randomness within the modal parameters based on 

uncertainty contained within the structural properties of a composite cantilever wing. These 

authors focus strictly on the analysis of a system with no flow effects (with self-adjoint oper

ators). Ganesan [57] has treated a system with non-self adjoint operators, where he uses a 

Perturbation approach for uncertainty quantification where the material properties and loading 

conditions are considered as random. Ganesan considers only to undamped systems with low 

level of uncertainty.

2.2.3 Spectral and Collocation Methods

The spectral and collocation methods (e.g. [58, 59]) prove to be much more efficient than the 

MCS and do not suffer from an assumption of low uncertainty of the Perturbation technique.
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These methods are based on a spectral decomposition of the random input process by a set 

of deterministic shape functions multiplying a random amplitude and the associated solution 

obtained by expanding the solution by the polynomial chaos expansion (e.g. [58, 59, 60],

The Collocation methods (pseudo-spectral methods) include a variety of different collocation 

techniques for random variables based on global [61] or multi-element collocation [62, 63]. 

Witteveen, Loeven and Bijl [64, 65, 66 , 61] compare the efficiency of several such methods. 

In [64] a new collocation method is proposed, where a piecewise cubic interpolation is used, 

instead of a typical global collocation. In this work, the effectiveness of the new approach is 

examined against the Galerkin (intrusive) Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) and the typical 

Stochastic Collocation. Similarly, other two investigations [66 , 65] propose a Probabilistic 

Collocation (PC) method, effectiveness of which is compared against Stochastic Collocation 

and the intrusive and non-intrusive PCE. The probabilistic representation of a bifurcation point 

is considered in [66] when the external torque is considered a random quantity. The proba

bilistic representation of the lift and drag forces and dynamic pressures acting on the airfoil are 

reported in [65] where the free stream airspeed is considered a random quantity. Accuracy of 

all methods is validated using the MCS approach. Then, Witteveen et al. [61] have proposed 

an extension to the general non-intrusive PCE method in order to avoid the problem of grow

ing variance in the unsteady analysis of Limit Cycle Oscillations. This method, referred to as 

PCLCO, bounds the variance for long-term results, where it obtains results comparable with 

the MCS. For short-term response, ordinary Probabilistic Collocation (PC) provides very good 

results.

Although both spectral and collocation methods are very powerful, they share a single weak

ness. For multi-modal non-Gaussian pdfs, the order of chaos basis and collocation points in

creases significantly, thereby increasing the problem size [67],

2.3 Probabilistic Flutter Speed Estimation

The probabilistic estimation of the coalescence flutter speed has been previously examined by 

numerous authors. For example, Kurdi [42] examines the effects o f uncertainty in the geomet
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rical dimensions of isolated wing components, i.e. thickness and area, on the flutter onset at 

different flight conditions. Initially, Kurdi performs a sensitivity analysis on the baseline wing 

in order to eliminate the parameters that prove to be insignificant in controlling the natural fre

quencies. Consequentially, Kurdi optimizes the baseline wing parameters to achieve maximum 

values of the natural frequencies. Using MCS for uncertainty quantification, Kurdi compares 

the flutter speed statistics of the baseline and optimized wings with o r without a tip store mass. 

In the absence of a tip store mass, the small uncertainty in geometric parameters does not lead 

to large result uncertainty in the flutter speed for the entire range of subsonic and transonic 

flight regime. As the tip store mass is attached to the wing, the uncertainty in the flutter speed 

remains very similar to the case with no tip store mass within the subsonic region. For the tran

sonic region, the flutter speed experiences large uncertainty and its pdf becomes multi-modal. 

Pitt [5] studies the effects of uncertainty in the material properties (mass, stiffness and center of 

gravity), the natural frequencies (bending and torsion) and the air density on variations of flutter 

speed in an airfoil and a beam-rod wing FEM model. Only effects of independent parameter 

uncertainty on the flutter speed were examined. Pitt uses the MCS technique for uncertainty 

propagation of the random input parameters described by a Gaussian distribution. He identi

fies the practical benefits of the probabilistic approach over the currently used safety margin 

approach, which may be too conservative. For an airfoil, the probabilistic results illustrate that 

the most critical parameters (i.e. ones producing the significant sensitivity in the flutter speed) 

prove to be the torsion frequency, mass and air density. In this case +/-15% variation in all 

parameters resulted in a failure of the safety margin requirement set forth by the current mili

tary standard. Next, a 3-D wing was examined using a beam-rod analogy modeled using FEM. 

In this analysis, element mass, stiffness and modeshapes (by use o f Modal Assurance Criteria) 

were varied. When all of these parameters were varied together, mass +1-5%, stiffness +/-0.1%, 

modeshapes +1-5%, the resulting flutter speed retained a Gaussian distribution and varied by 

+/-4%, which is acceptable level of uncertainty in the current military standards. Bansal et al. 

[44] also investigated the effects of independent uncertainty in the material and geometrical 

properties of a tapered wing on the sensitivity and uncertainty in the flutter speed. Using MCS
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Bansal et al. found that the chord-wise location of mass center and torsional rigidity had the 

most influence on the uncertainty of the flutter speed. The effects of structural uncertainty were 

also studied by Borello et al. [36], whereby different reliability methods are compared with 

respect to the results of MCS. Using a rigid wing model, this work investigated the influence 

of different amounts of structural parameter uncertainty on the flutter speed to assess the ac

curacy of the reliability methods. Moreover, the validity of a rigid wing model (airfoil) was 

established based on the comparison of the deterministic flutter speed of the uniform Goland 

wing model [15] and an equivalent rigid wing model. Furthermore, the importance of the sen

sitivity analysis was also illustrated in this investigation. For an isotropic uniform wing, elastic 

modulus was shown to have negligible sensitivity on the flutter speed, and hence was treated 

as a deterministic variable. Uncertainty in the flutter speed was also investigated by Chung et 

al. [68], who uses the /x-method to study the effects of structural and aerodynamic parameter 

uncertainty on the flutter of a uniform wing. In this approach a weight value, which relates to 

the level of uncertainty in the system, is assigned to each parameter of the modal matrices and 

the real and imaginary parts of the Theodorsen function. The ^-method, however, determines 

only the worse case scenario of the flutter phenomenon, and hence it does not actually quantify 

the risk of failure. The probabilistic analysis of the flutter phenomenon was also conducted by 

Witteveen et al. [61] due to the random variability of the free flow airspeed. Although only a 

low amount of input uncertainty was selected, the results have shown a very substantial prob

ability of flutter failure. Castravete and Ibrahim [69] investigated the effects of uncertainty in 

stiffness on the flutter speed using a perturbation approach with application of the Karhunen- 

Loeve expansion. For a large input variance, the limitation of the perturbation approach was 

identified in this investigation.

The effect of uncertainties are also investigated based on the widely used Flutter Margin 

approach, which was originally established by Zimmerman and Weissenburger [70], This 

method evaluates the stability based on the Flutter Margin (FM) measure, which is evaluated 

for a specific airspeed using the modal parameter values. Then a quadratic relationship is used to 

extrapolate a flutter speed based on a few measurements of modal parameters [70, 71]. Several
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researchers adopted this method to study the probabilistic effects [72, 73, 74],

2.4 Probabilistic Characterization of Modal Parameters

Substantial amount of research has been devoted to examine the influence of the parameter un

certainties on the modal parameters of the structural systems. The early work of Shinozuka et 

al. [46] investigated the modal parameter uncertainty using the perturbation approach. Benaroya 

[53] provides the probabilistic representation of the modal properties based on the perturbation 

approach. Similarly, Adhikari [75] has used an asymptotic approach to examine the probabilis

tic characteristics of eigenvalues. Oh and Librescu [56] have used the perturbation approach 

to perform risk analysis based on the eigenvalue analysis of a composite wing. In another 

work by Adhikari [76], the eigenvalue density plots were used to obtain a representation of the 

modal parameter pdfs of a structural system. The eigenvalue density plots eliminate the need 

for eigenvalue sorting for closely spaced modes. A PCE approach was used to study the effects 

of the uncertainty on the modal parameters by Ghosh and Ghanem [37, 58], Ghosh et al. [40], 

Meidani and Ghanem [77]. They validated their results based on MCS results. Mingolet and 

Soize [78] have investigated a case with non-parametric uncertainty in the wing flexible bound

ary conditions. They used the random matrix representation of the structural system matrices 

to model such uncertainty. The results have shown a multi-modal pdfs of the flutter speed and 

the aeroelastic modal frequency in the flutter mode. Khodaparast et al. [79] conducted the 

probabilistic analysis (using interval arithmetic and fuzzy set theory) to examine the effect of 

parameter uncertainty on the pre-flutter modal parameters and the flutter speed of an aeroelas

tic system. Reddy et al.[80] have investigated the probabilistic properties of aeroelastic modal 

parameters for different values of reduced frequencies for two aeroelastic configurations (one 

stable configuration and the other unstable configuration). The sensitivity of the aeroelastic 

system modal parameters is also investigated by Plaut and Adhikari [81, 82] based on deriva

tives of complex modes. With this brief overview of literature, this section is complete. The 

following section begins the probabilistic investigation of the flutter problem.



Chapter 3 

A Two Degree-of-freedom Airfoil: Flutter 

Speed

3.1 Introduction

A realistic representation of the dynamic behaviour of an arbitrary wing is generally established 

with a 3-D structural and aerodynamic model, which takes into account the 3-D flow effects. A 

direct analysis of this 3-D model of the wing, however, poses substantial theoretical, analytical 

and computational challenges. Complexities arise in the development of the analytical (when 

they are available) and numerical solutions of the problem. Furthermore, a relatively large 

computational time is required to obtain an accurate numerical solution to the problem.

In this chapter, the analysis of flutter in a 3-D cantilever wing is simplified using a 2-D rigid 

wing model, also known as a typical section. This two degree-of-freedom model captures the 

essential aeroelastic effects without introducing the theoretical and computational complexities 

in its formulation and solution [1], Consequently, the 2-D analysis is used to introduce the basic 

physics of the coalescence flutter phenomenon. Furthermore, the rigid wing model analysis also 

simplifies the experimental verification of its numerical predictions.

In this chapter, a detailed derivation of the 2-D airfoil dynamics is formulated for both, the 

quasisteady and unsteady aerodynamic loads. Then, the probabilistic solution of the flutter 

problem is obtained in time domain. The probabilistic analysis is then interpreted based on the

14
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physics of coalescence flutter for the deterministic system. Effectively, the probabilistic results 

are compared to those obtained from the deterministic case. The probabilistic results are then 

contrasted for the cases of quasisteady and unsteady aerodynamics. Lastly, a detailed numerical 

investigation is carried out for the random eigenvalue problem relating to the natural frequencies 

and decay rates of the aeroelastic system at the subcritical (pre-flutter) airspeeds.

3.2 Deterministic Formulation

The airfoil under investigation and the associated elastic springs are shown in fig. (3.1) below. 

To simplify the derivations, the airfoil considered in this analysis maintains a

/ / / / / / / / / / / /

u

Figure 3.1: Example of an airfoil under study

symmetric geometry about the chord, hence it is free of camber effects. Regardless of this 

assumption, camber of the section does not effect the stability of a linear aeroelastic system 

[1]. The dynamics of a rigid wing model are derived based on the following assumptions:

• the structural vibration is limited to small amplitude motion

• the validity of the model is restricted to lower Mach numbers, relating to subsonic flow 

regime

• the Reynolds number at flutter speed is assumed to be very high, leading to negligibly 

small viscous effects

These assumptions justify the linear analysis [1]. Validity and limitations of the linear modeling 

of structural and aerodynamic subsystems will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

The coupled linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) representing the motions of the 

airfoil in heave and pitch are:
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mh + mbx$d +  B\h +  B26 +  khh — —L 

lea0 + TTibxe'fi +  B^h +  B48 +  k$9 =  Mei

(3.1)

(3.2)

where m  and Iea terms represent the structural mass and the mass moment of inertia, respec

tively (note that Iea =  mb2 {r2 +  x j ) ,  where rg is a non-dimensional radius of gyration); kh 

and ke terms represent the spring stiffnesses in heave and pitch, respectively; B x ,B3, B 2 and

B 4 are the elements of the structural damping matrix. The structural damping is assumed to be

(  [ B x B 2 1 \
a proportional damping I i.e. Bstr =  d \M str +  d2K str =  I , which is set by the

\  [ B 3 B 4 \ J
prescribed modal damping ratios; b and x# are geometric parameters representing a half-chord

length and the mass offset aft of the elastic axis normalized by the half-chord length, respec

tively; h and 6 are the two degrees of freedom representing the heave and pitch motions of the 

elastic axis of the airfoil, respectively; L  and M ea represent the aerodynamic lift and moment 

about the elastic axis respectively. Since the model is represented in 2-D, all of the model pa

rameters and loading terms are stated as per meter span values. A detailed derivation of the 

equations of motion is presented in Appendix A.

In the matrix form, eqs. (3.1)-(3.2) can be represented as follows:

r I h 1 / ‘ I r -|
* > 

h
■Mfttr <

0k. *

> + ■Êstr
*j

► + ^str i
0

► =  <
- L

Mea
(3.3)

where [Mstr], [Bstr\ and [Kstr) are the structural mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respec

tively. These structural matrices are symmetric and positive-definite. For the aerodynamic load

ing, both quasisteady and unsteady aerodynamics are considered in this investigation. The next 

section formulates the two types of aerodynamics and points out when it is appropriate to sim

plify the more general unsteady aerodynamics to the quasisteady counterpart. The derivation of 

aerodynamics is established based on the Thin Airfoil theory.
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3.2.1 Quasisteady Aerodynamics

This section provides a brief overview of the formulation of quasisteady aerodynamics. The 

detailed derivation of equations of aerodynamic load for a typical section are provided in Ap

pendix A. These derivations are taken from texts by Hodges and Pierce [83] and Fung [1], 

The general quasisteady aerodynamic forcing considers the effects of 6 , h. and 0 motions, 

which alter the angle of attack. In addition, the added mass effects will be included together 

with the quasisteady aerodynamics. The added mass effects are function of acceleration terms 

h and 6 . Typically, the added mass does not appear with the quasisteady aerodynamics model, 

however, its inclusion does not invalidate the quasisteady model assumption. The reason for its 

inclusion here is simple: when contrasting the effects of quasisteady and unsteady aerodynam

ics, we would like to focus strictly on the effect of addition of the circulatory force component, 

which will be introduced shortly.

Effectively, the quasisteady lift and moment are functions of the airspeed, heave and pitch 

motions as denoted by:

L =  L(U,6 ,h J ,h ,d )

Mea — Mea(U,d,h,6 , h , 6) (3.4)

The aerodynamic load vector in eq. (3.3) can be recast as:

( r \ (
- L ■

1 ^
■ h ■

1 H> — Maero 1
> + Baero (U') i ► + A"aero(17)

M ea
V J M

L J 0
< I  * .

where [M aero], [Baero] and [Kaero] are the aerodynamic mass, damping and stiffness matrices 

respectively. Only the damping and stiffness matrices are influenced by the airflow. The aero

dynamic damping and stiffness matrices are non-symmetric.

In the general case of unsteady aerodynamics, the aerodynamic damping and stiffness can 

be represented as a function of a Theodorsen’s function, C(k),  which in itself is a function of 

the reduced frequency k =  ff1, where u, b and are the frequency of oscillation, the half

chord length (see fig. (3.1)) and free flow airspeed. Typical graphs of the real and imaginary
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parts of the Theodorsen’s function: C(k)  =  F ( k ) +  iG(k)  are plotted below in fig. (3.2). This 

function represents the effects of trailing vortices, which are time dependent [1]. Such effects 

are reflected by a lag between the forcing and the response. Naturally, unsteady aerodynamics 

would have to be used for analysis of a general case. However, the unsteady (circulatory force) 

effects are negligible in some cases, meaning that a steady condition is reached instantly, leading 

to the case of quasisteady aerodynamics, where the

Theodorsen’s Function

02

0  IS

§I
0.1

0 0 6

o'0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4  O S 0 8  
reduced frequency (k)

0.7 0.8 0 9

Figure 3.2: Theodorsen’s function, C(k), at top F(k) and bottom G(k) [1]

Theodorsen’s function takes a value of 1.0. Such condition occurs only when the value of re

duced frequency is 0 , where the real component is 1.0 and the imaginary component is 0 , as 

evident from fig. (3.2). Zero imaginary component implies that there is no lag between the 

response and the forcing. This condition occurs only when either of two conditions are met: the 

frequency of vibration is 0 or the free stream air flow speed is oo. Physically, the first condition 

can be interpreted as steady motion aerodynamics, where the angle of attack remains constant. 

The second condition implies that the wing is moving at such a high speed, that the unsteady 

circulatory effects move far downstream before the wing could actually register these effects. 

In reality, however, these conditions are impractical. If the aircraft is moving at a very high 

speed and/or the response vibrations are of very low frequency range, the quasisteady aerody

namics could approximate the unsteady aerodynamics with reasonable accuracy. In this case, 

the quasisteady treatment of aerodynamics removes the dependence of aerodynamic loading on 

the Theodorsen’s function (removing the explicit time dependence), since it has a unit value.
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Next, eq. (3.3) can be recast as:

r -1 J a 1 r
* >

h r -]
/ > 

h
M ae

'J
► + Bae i

0
► + Kae <

6
► — < (3.6)

where the mass, damping and stiffness matrices are shown next, with their full development 

provided in Appendix A.

[Mae) =

[Bae] = 

[■Kae.} =

m  +  \p b 2C La mbxe -  y>b3C'iaah. 

mbx$ -  \p b 3C Laah Iea +  |p 6 4 CxQ ( |  +  a£)

Bi +  PUbCha B 2 +  PUb2C La (1 -  a h)

B 3 -  pUb2C La ( 3  +  ah) B 4 -  pUb3C Laah ( 5  -  ah)

kh PU 2bCLa

0 k g -  pU 2b2C ha (a„ +  i )  _

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

where p is the air density, C Lci is the lift curve slope and ah is a geometrical dimension normal

ized by the half-chord length, representing elastic axis offset aft of mid-chord. The important 

geometric parameters are illustrated in fig. (3.3) below.

bxe

c = 2b

Figure 3.3: Symmetric airfoil illustrating important geometric parameters 

Mach Correction Factor

In the subsonic flow, the compressibility effects are generally considered negligible for very low 

airspeeds. As the airspeed increases and the Mach number passes a value of 0.3, the compress

ibility effects become more significant and therefore they have to be accounted for. Fortunately, 

a correction factor exists to include these effects. A Prandtl-Glauert Mach Correction Factor
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[84] is used in the lift curve slope to consider these effects for the subsonic regime. This factor 

is applied as follows:

C La =  , .. (3.10)
y / l - M l

where C u t is the lift curve slope at M 0c =  0 and is the free flow Mach number being 

a function of the free flow airspeed and a speed of sound a, stated as With this

correction, the compressibility effects have been included in the aeroelastic analysis.

Physical Explanation of Coalescence Flutter

The fluid-structure interaction problem in aeroelasticity involves a non-self adjoint (partial) dif

ferential operator describing the dynamics of the structure. The finite dimensional discretization 

of such differential operator leads to a non-symmetric stiffness and damping matrices. This fact 

leads to a change in the system stability characteristics, which may lead to the loss of stability of 

the structure due to static (divergence) and dynamic (flutter) instabilities [85, 86]. In this thesis, 

we investigate the dynamic instability phenomenon leading to the coalescence flutter instability.

From another prospective, the classical theory of structural dynamics generally involves a 

symmetric, undamped or proportionally damped structural system with the absence of fluid. 

Such dynamical system produces classical modes that are real. In this case, when the structure 

vibrates with one of its (damped) natural frequencies, all the dof o f the system vibrate in the 

same phase. Such oscillations produce standing waves. On the contrary, the classical modes do 

not exist for the aeroelastic system due to non-symmetric nature o f its system matrices. These 

modes will be defined as aeroelastic modes which are generally complex. The vibration of a 

system with the frequencies that are associated with these complex modes will lead to traveling 

wave motions, whereby the dofs will contain phase differences [34, 32]. This very phase lag 

effect introduces the coalescence flutter instability.

For better visualization of a link between the phase difference and the decay variations asso

ciated with the coalescence flutter phenomenon, work produced by the airflow will be examined 

next. As already mentioned, changes in the coupling properties that are incurred due to increase 

in airspeed lead to changes in the phase differences between individual modal components of
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the modes that are involved in the flutter mechanism. Exactly at the flutter point, the coupling

interactions of the aeroelastic system cause the phases in the modal components of the flutter

mode to align in such a way, where the total work induced onto the structural subsystem by 

aerodynamic loading would be zero, resulting in self-excited oscillation of the airfoil. Once 

this point of instability is passed, in absence of any external forcing terms, the total work term 

becomes positive, and in effect the airfoil, which was modeled as a linear system, would expe

rience diverging oscillations. For clarity purposes, an illustrative example taken from Fung’s 

theory [1] is provided next. With the same definition for the airfoil parameters, shown in 

fig. (3.1) and same predefined degrees of freedom, assuming steady aerodynamics and simple 

harmonic motion (response at flutter point) for both heave and pitch, work due to lift can be 

obtained through the following expression:

dWL =  - L d h  (3.11)

obtaining total work produced within a cycle of oscillation by integrating it over one cycle of 

motion bounded between h\ and h2:

WL =  — f  2 Ldh (3.12)
J h i

WL is the work generated by aerodynamic lift through the displacement in heave. According to 

steady aerodynamics, lift L oc 0. Restating lift and changing the integral to temporal depiction 

of oscillation cycle, work is depicted as:

r h 2 r t 2 Q h  r t 2 .
Wl, oc -  I 6dh =  — I 0— dt — — I Qhdt (3.13)

J h i  J t ! 9 t  J t l

Together with the above equation eq. (3.13), a hypothetical example is shown below for clarity,

illustrating a case where the steady aerodynamic loading would lead to positive work.
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Time

Figure 3.4: Oscillatory motion producing positive work

The dashed line shows the pitch motion and solid line the heave velocity. Since 6 and h have an 

opposite sign for majority of the oscillation, the integration of eq. (3.13) produces a negative re

sult, translating to positive work due to lift. At this instance, the airflow is feeding energy to the 

structural subsystem, leading to a self-sustained growing dynamic oscillation, a phenomenon 

that was described as coalescence flutter. The above example, and more generally eq. (3.13), 

were used to illustrate the cause of coalescence flutter phenomenon. From this simple example, 

it should now be clear that the coalescence flutter arises as a direct consequence of the phase 

difference between the degrees of freedom of the flutter mode.

In his work, Zimmerman [34] uses the energy principle to look further into the physical 

mechanism of the flutter phenomenon. In the pre-flutter region, he explains, the mechanical 

energy from all of the modes is absorbed by the air. Then, as the system enters the post flutter 

region, he states that the air acts as a constant source of energy that feeds the structural sub

system through the vibration of the flutter mode, and at the same time the stable modes keep 

transferring their mechanical energy to the air. Once again it will be noted that the air provides 

an energy feeding mechanism through the flutter mode because the phases of individual modal 

component within the flutter mode align in a particular way.

It should be mentioned that the coalescence flutter phenomenon takes its name from a feature 

that is very distinct of this type of instability, where the modes that are involved in the flutter 

mechanism experience frequency coalescence. This observation has been made in both theory
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and practice [34], As the aeroelastic system approaches the flutter point, the inter-coupling and 

interaction between the modes promotes a modal energy exchange mechanism by which the 

modal frequencies coalesce. A simple example is shown by Zimmerman [34], where he ex

amines the transformation of characteristic roots as well as the energy exchange mechanism of 

an oscillating airfoil that is affected by steady aerodynamics. For this simple case, Zimmerman 

shows that the flutter point occurs when the two frequencies meet, where the decay of one of 

the modes is on the brink of becoming positive, signifying the onset of instability. This work 

examines the transformations of the characteristic roots in detail, illustrating that the approach 

to instability is associated to the coalescence of the modal frequencies of the interacting modes. 

Even for a more general type of aerodynamics, he explains that the frequency coalescence is 

essential for the instability to set in. In a sense, the frequency coalescence can be attributed to 

the growing coupling effects between the interacting modes as the airflow strengthens, which 

translates to an energy exchange between these modes.

Effectively, for a general aeroelastic model of an airfoil, where the structural damping and 

the additional effects of non-steady aerodynamics are present, similar conclusions apply. With 

increasing air speed, the frequency coalescence escalates, and once the flutter speed is reached, 

the instability sets in. This instability results in a growing oscillatory motion of the wing, which 

may eventually lead to fatigue failure or a destructive failure of the entire wing. Since there 

exists a possibility of a rapid and catastrophic failure in an aircraft due to coalescence flutter, 

an accurate estimation of the flutter speed is necessary to achieve maximized performance with 

increased safety. All of these aforementioned deductions will become more evident once the 

probabilistic study is accomplished. However, before proceeding to the probabilistic analy

sis, the next section presents a commonly used approach to carry out a deterministic analysis 

of the coalescence flutter phenomenon by means of analyzing the system characteristic roots 

(eigenvalues).
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Eigenvalue Analysis for the Modal Properties of the System

This section aims to interpret the eigenvalues and eigenvectors relevant to the properties of the 

typical aeroelastic systems. Consider the steady state harmonic motion of the aeroelastic system 

defined by:

h
=  W e A t (3.14)

Substituting eq. (3.14) into eq. (3.6) of the aeroelastic system, we obtain:

0 

0

which leads to the following Quadratic Eigenvalue Problem [87]:

*

A2Mae +  A Bae +  K ae {X} eAt =  <

r i 1
A2 + ABae 4- K ae {X} = >L0 J

(3.15)

(3.16)

Solution of this equation yields a set of eigenvalues, A’s, known as the characteristic roots, and 

an eigenvector {X} that is associated with each of the characteristic roots.

If the state space representation of the system is used (see Appendix B), the Quadratic Eigen

value Problem can be transformed into a Standard Eigenvalue Problem defined as:

[A]{X} = A{X> (3.17)

where [A] =
[0]

[Mae}~' [Ka

[I]

iM n,]'1 \Bn
and {X }T =  {h  9 h 0 j .  The eigenvalues

of a representative system generally appear in complex conjugate pairs, given by:

Ai fti i  j (3.18)

where /% and (ujd)i are the modal decay (damping) rate and the modal frequency of the i th mode.
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For the flutter problem, the negative modal decay dictates that the loss of stability of the

system has occurred, leading to an exponential growth of oscillation. Although the decay rate 

reveals the loss of stability, the modal frequency has to be studied carefully, since the coales

cence of the two modal frequencies is the primary mechanism of the coalescence flutter, as

the frequency coalescence phenomenon, which actually controls the mechanism of flutter. This 

does not necessarily mean that the decay or damping rate of the mode is not important to detect 

the onset of flutter, it just means that it is of secondary significance. The importance of the 

decay rate, or damping, on the flutter mechanism will be investigated in detail in the subsequent 

section that describes various types of flutter.

In order to illustrate the physics in a representative case of coalescence flutter problem, a 

particular set of system parameters was selected to model this representative airfoil. These 

parameters are supplied in Appendix C. Their selection criteria will be reviewed further with 

the discussion of unsteady aerodynamics. For the aeroelastic system that is described by the 

representative parameters, the resulting modal properties of both vibrating modes are plotted 

below, in fig. (3.5), as a function of airspeed.

investigated in the thesis. Generally, it is assumed that the decay is only a manifestation of

100

00 20 40 60
AIR SPEECHm/s)

80 100 120

Figure 3.5: Evolution of the oscillatory modes’ modal parameters with respect to increasing 
airspeed. Top plot describes modal decay rates; bottom plot describes damped modal

frequencies
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The top plot in the figure depicts the modal decays. The bottom plot shows the modal frequen

cies. This figure plots the evolution of modal properties as a function of airspeed.

For this representative case, fig. (3.5) illustrates that an increase in airspeed causes the decay 

of one mode to increase and the second mode to decrease. As the decays rates spread apart, 

the two frequencies coalesce. This phenomenon is largely attributed to the increased coupling 

between the two modes. The relative spread of the decay rates is not a necessary condition, 

as shown in a later example for instability. On the other hand, the frequency coalescence is an 

essential condition for flutter. As was mentioned earlier, the frequency coalescence is directly 

associated with the increase in coupling attributed to the energy exchange mechanism between 

the coalescing modes. Therefore, it is worth mentioning that the onset of flutter is controlled 

by the frequency coalescence phenomenon. Thus, the parameters that have the greatest effect 

on the modal frequencies control the flutter. We again reiterate that the decay is only a man

ifestation of the frequency coalescence, and hence serves mainly as an indicator of the flutter 

occurrence.

As one of the modal decay rates approaches a value of zero, just before going to the negative 

value, the system is said to have reached its stability boundary. The airspeed where this insta

bility occurs is identified as the flutter speed, which is shown by a vertical red line in fig. (3.5). 

Fig. (3.6) below contains three time-history plots at various airspeeds, illustrating examples of 

a stable response in the pre-flutter region, a neutrally stable response at a flutter point and an 

unstable response in the post-flutter region, given in the same order from top plot to the bottom 

plot. The stable response shows a positive value of decay in both modes leading to decaying 

oscillation. The response at neutral stability contains one mode that has a large positive value of 

decay, which damps out very quickly and another mode that will have a zero decay rate. Hence 

it does not damp out, leading to persistent oscillations. Lastly, the bottom plot shows an unsta

ble response at a point slightly higher than the flutter speed, where similar to the previous case, 

a very largely positive decay value of one mode indicates its rapid decay, yet a slightly negative 

value of the decay rate of the second mode leads to a diverging oscillation. These response plots 

only show the heave oscillations, but it should be mentioned that the response of the pitch
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Figure 3.6: Figures representing stable, marginally stable and unstable responses, 
respectively from top to bottom

oscillations is of similar behaviour, but contains a phase difference relative to the heave oscilla-

For the unstable response analysis, small amplitude vibration assumption is invalid as the 

diverging oscillations will have very large amplitude as the time increases. Thus, the plot of 

unstable response is unrealistic due to the modeling errors. If proper post-flutter analysis needs 

to be pursued, the aeroelastic system must then take into account the non-linear effects into 

both structural and aerodynamic models. As we are only interested in the pre-flutter results, the 

linear system assumption is considered to be sufficient.

3.2.2 Types of Coalescence Flutter

Next, different classifications of flutter will be reviewed. Each classification is based on the 

explosiveness of flutter, which in effect defines the sensitivity of flutter speed to the damping 

variations. Generally, there exist three types of flutter: mild, moderate and explosive. In fig. 

(3.7) the top, middle and bottom plots illustrate the mild, moderate and explosive types of flutter, 

respectively. The definition of each type is based on a relative interval of air speed, represented 

by variable x in the figure, between the most stable point and the point of instability onset in the

tions.
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flutter mode [70]. The physical interpretation of each flutter type is explained in details in the 

work by Zimmerman [34], where he explains that the explosiveness of flutter depends on the 

relative magnitude of the quadrature lift component (relating to h, 9, h and 6) with respect to 

the in-phase lift component (relating only to 9). The in-phase lift comes mainly from the steady 

aerodynamics. The quadrature component comes from the additional quasisteady and unsteady 

components. When the quadrature component is low, an explosive flutter is experienced. On the 

contrary, if a larger quadrature component is experienced, the flutter type becomes milder. As it 

was already stated, the flutter mechanism is controlled by the frequency coalescence, therefore a 

more explosive nature of decay rates is representative of a much stronger frequency coalescence 

effects in vicinity of the flutter region. In effect, the quadrature component reduces the rate of 

frequency coalescence, which reduces the rate of the flutter mode decay growth to instability. 

Therefore, for milder cases of flutter, the coupling effects do not have to be as strong for the

MILD FLUTTER Variation: 15.2%
FLUTTER

JH
<uwQ

0

u, Variation: 6%MODERATE FLUTTER FLUTTER

><
<uwQ

0

EXPLOSIVE FLUTTER U   , Variation: 2.2%
FLUTTER

<uw
Q

0

mode2model

AIR SPEED(m/s)

Figure 3.7: Examples of mild flutter, moderate flutter and explosive flutter respectively from 
top to bottom. Solid lines represent the original modal parameters, dashed lines represent modal 

parameters obtained using manipulated damping ratios
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onset of instability.

Due to a completely distinct nature of the parameters chosen to represent each flutter type, the 

width x is only relative in fig. (3.7), therefore it displays only qualitative information exhibiting 

the three various types of flutter. It has been observed that the systems experiencing a mild flutter 

are sensitive to the variations in the structural damping. In order to establish a quantitative 

comparison between each type of flutter, the percentage variation o f flutter speed is given in 

each plot when the structural damping ratios experience an equal change for each of the three 

scenarios. In fig. (3.7) it is evident that the flutter speed is most sensitive to the structural 

damping variations in the case of mild flutter. By changing both modal damping ratios from 1% 

to 3%, in the mild flutter scenario, the flutter speed varied by 15.2%, however in the explosive 

flutter scenario, the flutter speed has changed only by 2 .2%.

3.2.3 Unsteady Aerodynamics

This section introduces the effect of unsteady aerodynamics. In general, the unsteady aerody

namics include two additional components to the typical quasisteady aerodynamics due to the 

added inertia terms and the circulatory effects due to the vortex shedding. However, in this 

study the added inertia terms were already included in the quasisteady aerodynamics, as men

tioned previously. Therefore, only additional effect introduced by the circulatory forcing needs 

to be accounted for by the unsteady aerodynamics. The circulatory forcing accounts for the 

lag effects originating from the starting vortices traveling downstream [1]. Previously, while 

formulating the quasisteady aerodynamics, a brief introduction to the unsteady effects was pro

vided. A solution of flutter speed is obtained in the frequency domain, using a Theodorsen’s 

function to account for the effect of these circulatory forces. Although this method proves to be 

very fast and powerful, it assumes that the aerodynamic loads are influenced only by the flutter 

frequency and the effects of the other modes are neglected. The time domain approach based on 

the Wagner’s method relaxes this assumption. The Wagner’s method is detailed in Appendix A. 

In this approach, the unsteady effects are incorporated into the model by introducing an addi

tional degree of freedom in 2. This new parameter considers the contribution of the lag effects
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from the so-called starting vortices [1]. As the starting vortex travels downstream of the air

foil, the influence of the resulting vortex shedding force on the wing diminishes with increasing 

distance between this individual vortex and the airfoil. Within the effective influence region 

of ten chord-lengths, for the incompressible flow, Wagner’s Function closely approximates the 

effect of lag due to the vortex shedding effects [1]. A two term approximation of this function, 

developed by Jones [88], as given below:

<2>(t) =  1 -  A 1e-°-M5&T -  A 2e~o :iT (3.19)

(3.20)

where A\  =  0.165, A2 — 0.335 and t  =  ^  is a dimensionless time parameter, U is the flow

speed and b is half-chord length. In the dimensionless form, the Wagner’s Function is given by:

0( t )  =  1 -  Ai e “M -  A 2eTb2t (3.21)

where bi =  0.0455^ and b2 =  0.3^. For the non-dimensional form, the Wagner’s Function is 

plotted in fig. (3.8).
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Figure 3.8: Wagner’s Function represents a lag in reaching the steady aerodynamics

In the Wagner’s method, the vortex is thought to have negligible effect on the airfoil past ten 

chord lengths downstream of it. The two term approximate of the Wagner’s function still retains
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some of the effect of vortex shedding beyond ten chords. However, if  there is a need for a better 

approximation, more terms could be included in the Wagner’s function. The number of terms 

used in the approximation reflects the balance between accuracy and computational efficiency. 

In genera], a two term approximate provides acceptable results [84],

When the unsteady aerodynamics are considered, an additional equation needs to be included 

to describe the dynamics of the system as follows:

z{t)  +  {bi +  b2) z{t )  +  ( M 2) z(t) =  tV3( (3.22)

where the term W3C (described in Appendix A) represents the effective down wash at the three-
4

quarter chord point. Consequently, the dynamics of the coupled aeroelastic system is given 

by:

1- 1
/ ' 

h
Mstr 0

< 6 > +
0 1

t *

B s t r  0  

0 61 -f b2

h

: +
K str 0

0 b\b2

h

e
- L

Mea

w 3 
4

(3.23)

where [Mstr\, [Bstr], [K str] are the structural matrices as defined in previous section; L and Mea 

represent the aerodynamic lift and moment about elastic axis respectively (see Appendix A). 

h and 9 represent the heave and pitch degrees of freedom of the airfoil; 2 is a new degree of 

freedom, which accounts for the lag effects. In unsteady analysis, the forcing terms become 

explicit functions of time, acceleration, velocity, displacement and airspeed [89]:

L =  l ( u , 9, h, 9, h, 9, t )  

M ea =  M ea (u, 9, h , 9, h, 9, 

(9, h, 9)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

Restating all of the aerodynamic loading terms in a matrix form leads to the following relation:
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(3.27)

where [Maero\, [Baero] and [K aero} are the aerodynamic mass, damping and stiffness matrices, 

respectively. A detailed derivation of these equations of motion for unsteady aerodynamics with 

all of the system matrices can be found in Appendix A. Consequently, the equation of motion 

can be written as:

f >
h

f y
h U j f

Mae < e > + Bae(U) < 6 > + Kae{U) <
• Izk J zk 4 ,

0

0

0

(3.28)

Using Appendix A, the expressions of the system matrices are given by:

[M,

[B o.] =

i P r ^ C L a b2 m b x 9 -  % P o c C L a bz a h 0

m bxQ  -  ^ p oo0 L a b3 a h I ea  4  ^ P o c C L o fe4 ( J  4  a h 2 )  0

0 0 1
+  jP o c ^ o c C lq 6 B 2 4  ^ P < x . U o a O  L a b 2  ^  — C l^  Poo C,£/0 b (.4 i bi +  A2&2)

B 3 — ^ p o c  £ro c C / , a  62 ^  4  ah  ^ B i  +  ^  Poo Uoo C ' ^ a b  ( b  ^ j  — p o c  U<x ^ 5 ' + a / i ) ( ' 4 i ^ i  + ^ 2^2 )

0  0  61 4  ^2

fc/i 2  Pfx; C L (y  b (A]_ 4  A 2 ) ^ 1 ^ 2

0 + â ) —pocUocCLab2 (5- + a/i) (̂ 1 + bXb2
0 0 hib2

(3.29)

Eigenvalue Analysis for Modal Properties of the System

In contrast to the quasisteady aerodynamics, the eigenvalue analysis now yields two additional 

characteristic roots in addition to the original two complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues, that 

represent the two oscillatory aeroelastic modes. These new roots are distinct and purely real. 

Each complex conjugate pair of roots represents the modal decay and the frequency for the 

aeroelastic mode. The two purely real roots represent two overdamped modes that arise from 

the addition of an extra degree of freedom z,  which introduces the unsteady effects into the 

aerodynamic forcing.

Fig. (3.9) shows the change in modal parameters for the two oscillating modes as a function
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of the oscillatory modes’ modal parameters with respect to increasing 
airspeed. Top plot describes modal decay rates; bottom plot describes damped modal

frequencies

of airspeed. The modal properties of the overdamped modes are excluded from the figure as 

these modes do not exhibit information indicative of the occurrence of flutter. The parameters 

that were used to generate the modal parameter results for this representative airfoil, are shown 

in Appendix C. They were chosen to resemble the basic dynamics o f a general Uniform Goland 

Wing, a case that has been widely examined in literature. Reference [36] provides the basis 

for the parameter selection that draws equivalence between the cantilever wing model and its 

equivalent rigid wing model. The equivalence between these two models is based on matching 

of the mass ratios and natural frequencies of the two coalescing modes. The results of the 

equivalent rigid model have shown good match with the cantilever model for the case with 

unsteady aerodynamics.

The following section examines the effect of structural uncertainties on the flutter speed 

estimate, and in process, identifies the most critical structural parameters to effect the flutter 

speed. Then, further analysis develops a physical interpretation of the leading causes of the 

flutter speed sensitivity.
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The previous section treated the baseline deterministic problem, where exact values of all of 

the parameters are known from the start. From analysis of this problem, we are able to discern 

a basic understanding of how the structure works, how different forces affect it and how cer

tain assumptions implicate the analysis. In reality, however, the parameters are never initially 

known, since there is always a degree of randomness present within them. Through proper 

sampling methods, the randomness within these parameters can be captured and described us

ing a probability density function (pdf). Further, implementing statistical techniques together 

with the physical model of the system, which was developed in deterministic setting, estab

lishes a direct link to study a probabilistic problem. Statistical techniques, if applied properly, 

aid in treatment of uncertainty contained within the input parameters of the problem. In our 

case, solving a problem in a probabilistic sense accomplishes two objectives: one, it provides a 

straight forward way to assign an amount of risk associated to a specific choice of the controlled 

parameter; two, it uncovers some hidden physics of the problem, which are not obvious when 

dealing with a deterministically set problem, for example a minimum flutter speed. These two 

factors, and many others, make the probabilistic assessment of many problems very tempting, 

but nonetheless, the probabilistic techniques have to be well understood for their successful 

implementation.

In the subsequent sections we conduct a detailed probabilistic analysis for (a) the flutter 

speed and (b) the characteristic roots for the following distinct cases:

Case-1: The parameters fo r  this system relate to the canonical model widely used in the liter

ature [68, 36, 15, 17], This system has been used to compare the aeroelastic behaviour o f an 

elastically mounted rigid wing and a continuous wing that is modeled by a uniform cantilever. 

For this case, a single cantilever bending and a single torsional beam basis function reasonably 

approximate the coalescing aeroelastic modes fo r  the flutter analysis.

Case-2: The parameters o f this system are similar to the parameters o f Case 1, representative 

of a canonical model o f a cantilever wing, with exception o f increased value o f  static imbalance 

and the elastic axis offset. As a result o f  these param eter changes, the off-diagonal terms in the
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aeroelastic system matrices become more dominant, leading to greater coupling. Effectively, 

fo r  this case multiple bending and torsional beam basis functions are required to accurately 

model the two coalescing aeroelastic modes fo r  the flutter analysis.

Case-3: This aeroelastic system demonstrates how uncertainty in the system parameters can 

dramatically influence the probabilistic behaviour o f  the flutter speed and characteristic roots 

due to the strong non-linear mapping between the input and output, as delineated later.

The two different analytical functions, chosen to represent input parameter distributions, are 

namely Gaussian and uniform probability density functions.

3.4 Flutter Speed Estimation

3.4.1 CASE 1

The baseline system parameters are taken from a study by Borello et al. [36], who derived 

this 2-D simplified airfoil model to approximate the dynamics of a 3-D model of a uniform 

cantilever wing, originally studied by Goland [15]. In [36], the equivalence between the 2-D 

rigid airfoil and the uniform wing is established by matching the first two natural frequencies 

of the uncoupled system without air flow. One of these modes becomes unstable when the flow 

speed is increased, leading to the occurrence of coalescence flutter. The parameters describing

PARAMETER Symbol Value
mass m 35.7187 k g /m
normalized radius of gyration r9 0.5
heave stiffness kh 8.75 xlO 4JV/to2
pitch stiffness k0 6 .5 7 x l0 4iV /rad
chord length c 1.8288 m
span L 6.096 m
normalized static imbalance x0 0.2
damping ratio 1 6 0.05
damping ratio 2 6 0.05
free stream fluid density poo 1.225 k g / m 3
normalized distance btw EA and mid-chord &h -0.34
lift coefficient gradient c la 2tt
Num. of Samples — 50000

Table 3.1: Model parameters for Case 1
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this airfoil model are stated in tbl. (3.1), and additionally they are provided in Appendix C along 

with the parameters of an equivalent 3-D model.

Quasisteady Analysis: Baseline (Deterministic) Case

Fig. (3.10) shows the modal decays and the modal frequencies for the specified range of air 

speeds. As evident from fig. (3.10), the second mode (higher frequency) becomes unstable 

through a mild flutter having a flutter speed of 96.91m/s.
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Figure 3.10: Evolution of modal parameters with respect to airspeed

Fig. (3.11) demonstrates the relative magnitude of the elements of the eigenvectors of each 

mode at no flow condition and at the proximity of the flutter speed. The imaginary part of the 

mode relates to the relative phase between the individual components. For Case 1, it can be seen 

that the relative strength of each eigenvector changes with an increase in airspeed. Initially, the 

first mode exhibits strong heave dominance, and the second mode, pitch dominance. At flutter 

point, both of the modes lose the relative strength of dominant components. This change in 

the modal components may be indicative of the energy exchange between the two interacting 

modes due to aeroelastic coupling.

Lastly, using the nominal system parameters for the quasisteady case, the functions relating 

the flutter speed to the mass, stiffness and damping parameters are plotted in fig. (3.12). These
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Figure 3.12: The functional relationships among the flutter speed and structural parameters

results are obtained in an analytical form via Routh-Hurwitz Stability Criteria, derivation of 

which is described in the Appendix D. When generating the flutter speed mapping plots, a base-
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line case Prandtl-Glauert factor (accounting for the compressibility effects in subsonic region) 

is applied to the entire range of the uncertain system parameters. Although this approximation 

introduces some error, it simplifies the analysis. Nonetheless, the error due to this approxima

tion is very small in the vicinity of the baseline parameter. These flutter speed mapping plots 

provide an insight into the transformation of the input uncertainty to that of the flutter speed.

Assume a random vector x  with pdf p(x),  which transforms into a random vector y through 

the relationship: y =  f (x ) .  The pdf of y  can be written as p(y) =  X ^r=il^ljL/-i(j/)P(x ) 

where J  is the Jacobian matrix (i.e. for this case | | )  and |*| denotes its determinant [90]. If x 

represents an uncertain structural parameter and y  is the flutter speed, the \J\ parameter relates 

to the slope of the curve at Xi =  f ~ l (y). If the mapping is linear, the output pdf y will resemble 

the pdf of x.

Quasisteady Analysis: Probabilistic Case

Tbls. (3.2) and (3.3), provide a summary of the results of probabilistic flutter speed estimation 

for Case 1 with quasisteady aerodynamics.

All of the resulting flutter speed pdfs obtained for cases with low uncertainty in the struc

tural parameters indicate an almost linear mapping between the flutter speed and the structural 

parameter. For such a case, the information provided in tbls. (3.2) and (3.3) is sufficient to

Input COY 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COY %

mass Gaussian 0.753 2.99
uniform 0.753 3.00

radius of gyration Gaussian 0.958 3.87
uniform 0.958 3.85

heave stiffness Gaussian 0.526 2.10
uniform 0.526 2.10

pitch stiffness Gaussian 1.73 6.95
uniform 1.73 6.95

damping ratio 1 Gaussian 0.0817 0.327
uniform 0.0817 0.327

damping ratio 2 Gaussian 0.536 2.16
uniform 0.536 2.15

Table 3.2: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
independent uncertainty in the structural parameters
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Input COV 2.5% 10% 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV (%)

Uncorrelated Parameters Fully Correlated Parameters
mass & 

radius of gyration
Gaussian
Gaussian

1.22 4.88 0.206 0.884

mass & 
radius of gyration

uniform
uniform

1.22 4.87 0.205 0.852

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

Gaussian
Gaussian

1.81 7.23 1.21 4.85

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

uniform
uniform

1.81 7.22 1.21 4.84

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

Gaussian
Gaussian

0.543 2.19 0.618 2.49

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

uniform
uniform

0.543 2.18 0.618 2.48

Table 3.3: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
correlated uncertainty in the structural parameters

establish the conclusions from these cases. Thus, the full results will be examined only for cases 

experiencing large uncertainty (10% COV) in the input.

(A) Truncated Gaussian Distribution with COV=10%

Fig. (3.13) and tbls. (3.2) and (3.3) show the resulting flutter speed pdfs in blue. For the 

truncated Gaussian probability densities of the structural parameters with 10% COV, the COV 

of the flutter speed pdfs are shown in the boxes of each respective parameter variation plot. The 

mean of each flutter speed distribution and the baseline flutter speed, are depicted by a vertical 

green line and a vertical red line respectively. The equivalent Gaussian pdfs of flutter speed are 

also plotted using a green line. The equivalent Gaussian pdf, which is based on the mean and 

the variance obtained from the actual flutter speed pdf, provides a qualitative identification of 

the non-linear transformation features (i.e. skew effects). This effect will be examined in more 

detail in a later study.

In fig. (3.13) note the following observations:

• Although the uncertainties in the inertia (with exception of fully correlated inertia pa

rameters) and stiffness contribute significantly to the uncertainty in the flutter speed, the 

uncertainty in the structural damping of the flutter mode also influences the randomness
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Figure 3.13: Flutter speed pdfs (case 1 airfoil, quasisteady, 10% COV)

in the flutter speed due to the mild nature of the coalescence flutter for this system.

• When the uncertainty is present in multiple uncorrelated random parameters, the flutter 

speed uncertainty increases.

• Although the correlation among the mass and stiffness decreases uncertainty in the flutter 

speed, the correlated damping parameters lead to an increase of the uncertainty in the 

flutter speed.

• Some of the flutter speed pdfs have a slightly non-Gaussian distribution, indicating a mild 

non-linear mapping between the relevant structural parameter pdf and the flutter speed 

pdf. For such cases, the mean flutter speed no longer matches the baseline flutter speed.

(B) Uniform Distribution with COV=10%

For fig. (3.14), the observations are very similar to the case of Truncated Gaussian input pdfs.

We highlight the following points:
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Figure 3.14: Flutter speed pdfs (case 1 airfoil, quasisteady, 10% COV)

• Although the uncertainties in the inertia and stiffness contribute significantly to the uncer

tainty in the flutter speed, the uncertainty in the structural damping of the flutter mode also 

influences the randomness in the flutter speed due to the mild nature of the coalescence 

flutter for this system.

• When the uncertainty is present in multiple uncorrelated random parameters, the flutter 

speed uncertainty increases.

• Although the correlation among the mass and stiffness decreases uncertainty in the flutter 

speed, the correlated damping parameters lead to an increase in the uncertainty in the 

flutter speed.

• Some of the flutter speed pdfs no longer have a uniform distribution, indicating a mild 

non-linear mapping between the relevant structural parameter pdf and the flutter speed 

pdf. For such cases, the mean flutter speed no longer matches the baseline flutter speed.
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Unsteady Analysis: Baseline (Deterministic) Case

Fig. (3.15) shows the modal properties as a function of airspeed of the baseline system for the 

case of unsteady aerodynamics as a function of increasing air speed. Similarly to the quasis

teady case, the second mode becomes unstable. In contrast to the quasisteady case, the flutter 

type is no longer mild and the flutter speed increases to 140.94m/s.
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Figure 3.15: Evolution of modal parameters with respect to airspeed

Fig. (3.16) shows the relative magnitude of the elements of the eigenvectors of each mode for 

the no flow condition and at the flutter speed. The relative strength of individual components in 

each eigenvector changes with increase in airspeed. Initially, the first and second modes exhibit 

heave and pitch dominance, respectively, similarly to the quasisteady case. At flutter point, 

however, the dominance of the first and second aeroelastic modes switches to become heave 

and pitch dominant, respectively.

Unsteady Analysis: Probabilistic Case

Tbls. (3.4) and (3.5) provide a summary of the probabilistic flutter speed identification results.

Then, the flutter speed pdfs are examined in more detail. Similarly to the study of quasisteady 

results, only the results for large (10% COV) input uncertainty will be examined, since the low 

parameter uncertainty produces almost linear flutter speed transformation features.
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Figure 3.16: real part, imaginary part, and magnitude of eigenvectors of two modes, 
illustrating relative strength of each component

Input COV 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV %

mass Gaussian 0.380 1.52
uniform 0.380 1.52

radius of gyration Gaussian 0.811 3.25
uniform 0.811 3.25

heave stiffness Gaussian 0.334 1.34
uniform 0.334 1.33

pitch stiffness Gaussian 1.51 6.05
uniform 1.51 6.05

damping ratio 1 Gaussian 0.0914 0.365
uniform 0.0914 0.365

damping ratio 2 Gaussian 0.119 0.475
uniform 0.119 0.475

Table 3.4: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
independent uncertainty in the structural parameters

(A) Truncated Gaussian Distribution with COV=10%

From fig. (3.17) the following observations are made:

• Randomness in inertia (with exception of fully correlated inertia parameters) and stiffness 

parameters introduce large uncertainty in the flutter speed. As expected for the moder

ate/explosive flutter, the effect of damping is not significant.
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Input COV 2.5% 10% 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV (%)

Uncorrelated Parameters Fully Correlated Parameters
mass & 

radius of gyration
Gaussian
Gaussian

0.896 3.60 0.433 1.80

mass & 
radius of gyration

uniform
uniform

0.896 3.60 0.432 1.77

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

Gaussian
Gaussian

1.54 6.17 1.17 4.73

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

uniform
uniform

1.54 6.17 1.17 4.71

damping ratio I & 
damping ratio 2

Gaussian
Gaussian

0.150 0.599 0.210 0.841

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

uniform
uniform

0.150 0.599 0.210 0.840

Table 3.5: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
correlated uncertainty in the structural parameters
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Figure 3.17: Rutter speed pdfs (case 1 airfoil, unsteady, 10% COV)

The remainder of the observations are identical to the analysis with quasisteady aerodynamic
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forcing.

(B) Uniform Distribution with COV=10%

The observations from fig. (3.18) indicate similar conclusions as for quasisteady case, except 

that the effect of uncertainty in damping on the flutter speed is significantly reduced, as expected 

with a more explosive flutter type.

In this study, the effect of an uncertainty increase and an input distribution change did not 

effect the robustness of the results due to approximately a linear mapping between the flutter 

speed and the structural parameters. Furthermore, when comparing the probabilistic results of 

the analysis with the quasisteady and unsteady aerodynamics, in general (but not always), the 

effects of uncertainty are significantly smaller for the unsteady case. The exceptions to this 

observation are the cases of uncertainty in the structural damping of the non-flutter mode and 

the correlated inertia parameters.
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Figure 3.18: Rutter speed pdfs (case 1 airfoil, unsteady, 10% COV)
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3.4.2 CASE 2

The parameters of the baseline system are shown in tbl. (3.6). As mentioned previously, this 

case will be used later to compare the dynamics of a rigid 2-D model o f a wing and the dynamics 

of a continuous cantilever model.

Quasisteady Analysis: Baseline Case

Fig. (3.19) illustrates the modal decays and the modal frequencies for the specified range of air 

speeds. As evident from this figure, the second mode (higher frequency) becomes

PARAMETER Symbol Value
mass m 35.7187 k g /m
normalized radius of gyration r9 1.05
heave stiffness kh 8.74608 x 104N / m 2
pitch stiffness ke 2.62688 xlO4 N / r a d
chord length c 1.8288 m
span L 6.096 m
normalized static imbalance xe 0.95
damping ratio 1 6 0.04
damping ratio 2 6 0.04
free stream fluid density Poo 1.225 k g / m 3
normalized distance btw EA and mid-chord tifl - 1.0
lift coefficient gradient C la 27r
Num. of Samples — 50000

Table 3.6: Model parameters for Case 2

unstable through a mild flutter having a flutter speed of 95.19m/s.

Fig. (3.20) demonstrates the relative magnitude of the elements o f the eigenvectors of each 

mode at no flow condition and at the proximity of the flutter speed. In Case 2, it can be seen 

that the relative strength of each eigenvector changes with an increase in airspeed. Initially, the 

first mode exhibits strong pitch dominance, and the second mode, heave dominance. At flutter 

point, both of the modes lose the relative strength of dominant components.
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Figure 3.19: Evolution of modal parameters with respect to airspeed
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Figure 3.20: real part, imaginary part, and magnitude of eigenvectors of two modes, 
illustrating relative strength of each component

Similar to the previous case study, the mappings of flutter speed and the structural parameters 

are shown in fig. (3.21).
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Figure 3.21: The functional relationships among the flutter speed and structural parameters 

Quasisteady Analysis: Probabilistic Case

The summary of the probabilistic flutter speed results is reported in tbls. (3.7) and (3.8).

Similarly to the analysis of Case 1 results, the resulting flutter speed pdfs with effects of 

low uncertainty will not be illustrated in this section, since they show almost linear features. 

Therefore, all of the significant features in these cases can be obtained from the information 

provided in tbls. (3.7) and (3.8).

Figs. (3.22) and (3.23) illustrate the probabilistic flutter speed estimate resulting from a trun

cated Gaussian and a uniform distributions of the random structural parameters, respectively, 

with a 10% COV. The results of Case 2 show similar qualitative features as the results of Case 

1 study. From these figures the following observations are obtained:

• Although the uncertainties in the inertia (with exception of fully correlated inertia pa

rameters) and stiffness contribute significantly to the uncertainty in the flutter speed, the 

uncertainty in the structural damping of the flutter mode also influences the randomness
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Input COV 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Rutter Speed COV %

mass Gaussian 1.25 5.03
uniform 1.25 5.00

radius of gyration Gaussian 1.28 4.95
uniform 1.28 5.02

heave stiffness Gaussian 1.32 5.31
uniform 1.32 5.30

pitch stiffness Gaussian 0.123 0.493
uniform 0.123 0.492

damping ratio 1 Gaussian 0.0115 0.0460
uniform 0.0115 0.0460

damping ratio 2 Gaussian 0.348 1.40
uniform 0.348 1.40

Table 3.7: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
independent uncertainty in the structural parameters

Input COV 2.5% 10% 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV (%)

Uncorrelated Parameters Fully Correlated Parameters
mass & 

radius of gyration
Gaussian
Gaussian

1.78 6.87 0.0268 0.104

mass & 
radius of gyration

uniform
uniform

1.78 6.88 0.0268 0.105

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

Gaussian
Gaussian

1.33 5.33 1.20 4.82

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

uniform
uniform

1.33 5.32 1.20 4.81

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

Gaussian
Gaussian

0.348 1.40 0.360 1.45

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

uniform
uniform

0.348 1.40 0.359 1.44

Table 3.8: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
correlated uncertainty in the structural parameters

in the flutter speed due to the mild nature of the coalescence flutter for this system.

• Although the correlation among the mass and stiffness decreases uncertainty in the flutter 

speed, the correlated damping parameters lead to an increase of the uncertainty in the 

flutter speed.
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• Some of the flutter speed pdfs show mildly non-linear mapping trend between the flutter 

speed and the random structural parameter. For such cases, the mean flutter speed does 

not match the baseline flutter speed.

• Variation of a pitch stiffness parameter proves to be less influential on the variation of 

flutter speed in comparison to the effect of variation of damping in the flutter mode. In 

fig. (3.21), the gradient of flutter speed with respect to the pitch stiffness variation is very 

low, confirming that the flutter speed should not be very sensitive to this parameter.
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Figure 3.22: Flutter speed pdfs (case 2 airfoil, quasisteady, 10% COV)
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Figure 3.23: Flutter speed pdfs (case 2 airfoil, quasisteady, 10% COV)

Unsteady Analysis: Baseline Case

Fig. (3.24) shows the modal properties as a function of airspeed of the baseline system for 

the case of unsteady aerodynamics as a function of increasing air speed. In this case, the sec

ond mode becomes unstable, the flutter type changes to moderate-explosive the flutter speed 

increases to 130.37m/s.

Fig. (3.25) shows the relative magnitude of the elements of the eigenvectors of each mode for 

the no flow condition and at the flutter speed. The relative strength of individual components 

in each eigenvector changes with increase in airspeed. Initially, the first mode and second 

modes exhibit pitch and heave dominance, respectively. Despite the diminishing strength of the 

dominant component of each mode, the modal dominance of the aeroelastic modes does not 

switch, as it did in the previous case study with unsteady aerodynamics.
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Figure 3.25: real part, imaginary part, and magnitude of eigenvectors of two modes, 
illustrating relative strength of each component

Unsteady Analysis: Probabilistic Case

Tbls. (3.9) and (3.10), provide a summary of the results of probabilistic flutter speed estimation 

for Case 1 with quasisteady aerodynamics.

Similarly to all of the prior flutter speed results, the effects of low uncertainty will not be
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illustrated because they show almost linear features, since all of the significant features for 

these cases could be directly gathered from the information provided in tbls. (3.7) and (3.8).

Figs. (3.26) and (3.27) illustrate the probabilistic flutter speed estimate resulting from the 

truncated Gaussian and a uniform distributions of the random structural parameters, respec

tively, with a 10% COY. Once again, the probabilistic results of the Case 2 study are

Input COY 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COY %

mass Gaussian 0.455 1.89
uniform 0.454 1.84

radius of gyration Gaussian 0.280 0.981
uniform 0.281 1.02

heave stiffness Gaussian 1.20 4.82
uniform 1.20 4.81

pitch stiffness Gaussian 0.0325 0.130
uniform 0.0325 0.130

damping ratio 1 Gaussian 0.0127 0.0508
uniform 0.0127 0.0508

damping ratio 2 Gaussian 0.0698 0.282
uniform 0.0698 0.281

Table 3.9: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
independent uncertainty in the structural parameters

Input COY 2.5% 10% 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COY (%)

Uncorrelated Parameters Fully Correlated Parameters
mass & 

radius of gyration
Gaussian
Gaussian

0.531 2.06 0.171 0.678

mass & 
radius of gyration

uniform
uniform

0.532 1.99 0.171 0.680

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

Gaussian
Gaussian

1.20 4.82 1.16 4.69

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

uniform
uniform

1.20 4.81 1.16 4.68

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

Gaussian
Gaussian

0.0709 0.287 0.0826 0.332

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

uniform
uniform

0.0709 0.285 0.0825 0.331

Table 3.10: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
correlated uncertainty in the structural parameters
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very similar to the results of Case 1 study. Therefore, the observations from these figures 

indicate similar conclusions as for the quasisteady aerodynamics case:

• Uncertainty in inertia and stiffness parameters (excluding the cases with uncertainty in 

the fully correlated inertia parameters and the individual pitch stiffness) produce larger 

effects on the flutter speed estimate. As expected from a more explosive flutter type, the 

effect of damping is not very significant.

• Uncertainty in the pitch stiffness parameter proves to be non-influential on the variation 

of the flutter speed. Fig. (3.21) indicates that the gradient of the flutter speed with respect 

to the pitch stiffness variation is very low, confirming that the flutter speed should not be 

very sensitive to this parameter.

• Although the correlation among the inertia and stiffness decreases uncertainty in the flut

ter speed, the correlated damping parameters lead to an increase in the uncertainty of
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Figure 3.26: Flutter speed pdfs (case 2 airfoil, unsteady, 10% COV)
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Figure 3.27: Flutter speed pdfs (case 2 airfoil, unsteady, 10% COV)

the flutter speed.

Moreover, several other features should be examined:

• For the result cases where the mapping trends between the flutter speed and the random 

structural parameters are almost linear, the robustness of the results is not effected with a 

change in the uncertainty amount or the distribution.

• In contrast, for a larger uncertainty in the inertia parameters, most of the flutter speed 

pdfs experience strong positive skew effects and a minimum cutoff flutter speed. These 

effects are related to the non-linear features of the mapping plots, provided in fig. (3.21). 

Such non-linear features have profound effects on the solution robustness with respect to 

the increase in uncertainty and the distribution change. These effects are case specific and 

will be thoroughly covered in the analysis of the next case study. For cases that experience 

skew effects, the mean flutter speed does not match the baseline flutter speed.
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• While comparing the probabilistic results of the analysis with the quasisteady and un

steady aerodynamics, in general (but not always), the effects o f uncertainty are signifi

cantly smaller for the unsteady case. The exceptions to this observation are the cases of 

uncertainty in the structural damping of the stable mode and the correlated inertia param

eters.

3.4.3 CASE 3

This case is intended to demonstrate the effects of strong non-linear relationship among the 

flutter speed and the structural parameters as manifested in the probability density functions 

of the flutter speed mappings. The parameters selected for this case highlight the non-linear 

among the uncertain system parameters and the output quantities of interest (e.g. flutter speed 

and modal parameters). The parameters of the baseline system are stated in tbl. (3.11).

PARAMETER Symbol Value
mass m 75.0 k g / m
normalized radius of gyration ra 0.47
heave stiffness kh 7.50 xlO 4N / m 2
pitch stiffness ke 2 .1 2 x l0 4 N / r a d
chord length c 1.8288 m
span L 6.096 m
normalized static imbalance x g 0 .2
damping ratio 1 6 0.05
damping ratio 2 6 0.05
free stream fluid density Poo 1.225 k g / m 3
normalized distance btw EA and mid-chord dh -0.34
lift coefficient gradient Clc 2.ix
Num. of Samples --- 50000

Table 3.11: Model parameters for Case 3

The analysis of Case 3 is limited to the quasisteady aerodynamic loading.

Quasisteady Analysis: Baseline Case

Fig. (3.28) shows the modal properties as a function of airspeed of the baseline system for the 

case of quasisteady aerodynamics. The instability occurred in the second mode at 47.14m/.s',
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through a mild type of flutter.
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Figure 3.28: Evolution of modal parameters with respect to airspeed

Fig. (3.29) shows the relative magnitude of the elements of the eigenvectors of each mode 

at no flow condition and at the proximity of the flutter speed. The relative strength of each 

eigenvector changes with an increase in airspeed. Initially, the first mode exhibits strong heave 

dominance, and the second mode pitch dominance. At flutter point, both of the modes lose the 

relative strength of dominant components, but the first mode remains slightly heave dominant 

and the second, slightly pitch dominant.

The mappings of the flutter speed with respect to each random structural parameters are 

shown in fig. (3.30). In this case the baseline parameters were selected in a highly non-linear 

region of the mapping plots. For minor amounts of uncertainty, a linear form of mapping may 

hold, however, as the uncertainty increases to a moderate amount, the linearized depiction of 

this mapping would fail to capture the actual curve of the mapping. Therefore, in Case 3 study 

the non-linear mapping features of the flutter speed mapping results should produce greater 

non-linear mapping transformation effects in the flutter speed pdfs.
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Figure 3.30: The functional relationships among the flutter speed and structural parameters
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Quasisteady Analysis: Probabilistic Case

The summary of the probabilistic flutter speed results for Case 3 with quasisteady aerodynamics 

is reported in tbls. (3.12) and (3.13) below.

Input COV 2.5% 17.5%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV %

mass Gaussian 0.689 6.40
uniform 0.691 3.94

radius of gyration Gaussian 0.738 5.99
uniform 0.736 5.45

heave stiffness Gaussian 0.0949 2.20
uniform 0.0883 1.46

pitch stiffness Gaussian 1.15 7.34
uniform 1.15 7.49

damping ratio 1 Gaussian 0.103 0.720
uniform 0.103 0.720

damping ratio 2 Gaussian 0.671 4.89
uniform 0.671 4.81

Table 3.12: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
independent uncertainty in the structural parameters

Input COV 2.5% 17.5% 2.5% 17.5%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV (%)

Uncorrelated Parameters Fully Correlated Parameters
mass & 

radius of gyration
Gaussian
Gaussian

1.01 8.81 0.0422 0.484

mass & 
radius of gyration

uniform
uniform

1.01 6.78 0.0420 0.368

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

Gaussian
Gaussian

1.16 8.11 1.24 8.83

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

uniform
uniform

1.16 8.06 1.24 8.77

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

Gaussian
Gaussian

0.680 4.95 0.774 5.60

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

uniform
uniform

0.678 4.86 0.774 5.52

Table 3.13: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
correlated uncertainty in the structural parameters

Figs. (3.31) and (3.32) show the probabilistic flutter speed results for low structural param

eter uncertainty with COV=2.5%. Each figure, respectively, represents the effect of a truncated
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Gaussian and a uniform distributions of the structural parameters.

From these figures the following observations are revealed:

• Although the uncertainties in the inertia (with exception of fully correlated inertia pa

rameters) and stiffness contribute significantly to the uncertainty in the flutter speed, the 

uncertainty in the structural damping of the flutter mode also influences the randomness 

in the flutter speed due to the mild nature of the coalescence flutter for this system.

• The correlation among the inertia terms decreases uncertainty in the flutter speed, yet 

the correlation between the stiffness parameters and the damping parameters leads to an 

increase of the uncertainty in the flutter speed.

• Uncertainty in all structural parameters, with exception of the heave stiffness, show ap

proximately a Gaussian or a uniform flutter speed distributions, for their respective case of 

input distribution. This means that their flutter speed mapping with respect to the random 

parameter is almost linear.
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Figure 3.31: Flutter speed pdfs (case 3 airfoil, quasisteady, 2.5% COV)
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Figure 3.32: Flutter speed pdfs (case 3 airfoil, quasisteady, 2.5% COV)

• The uncertainty of the flutter speed pdfs for all scenarios is reflected by the gradient 

within the parameter range in the mapping plots. A laige gradient of the flutter speed 

with respect to the parameter, for example the pitch stiffness, results in a high uncertainty 

of flutter speed. On the contrary, a flat, or very low, gradient, for example with heave 

stiffness, has only minor effect on flutter speed.

• Uncertainty in the heave stiffness parameter produces very strong skewness. A sharp 

cutoff in the flutter speed pdf implies a strong non-linear relationship between the flutter 

speed and the heave stiffness. It occurs at a minimum flutter speed. These non-linear 

effects will be examined in greater detail in the probabilistic analysis of the modal param

eters.

• For the cases when the non-linear effects are significant, the mean and mode of theflutter 

speed pdf does not generally coincide with the baseline flutter speed.
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Next, the effect of large structural parameter uncertainty (COV=17.5%) is examined. The 

figs. (3.33) and (3.34) show the effect of the truncated Gaussian and the uniform distributions. 

The main conclusions are noted below:

• Although the uncertainties in the inertia (except for fully correlated inertia parameters) 

and stiffness contribute significantly to the uncertainty in the flutter speed, the uncertainty 

in the structural damping of the flutter mode also influences the randomness in the flutter 

speed due to the mild nature of the coalescence flutter for this system.

• The correlation among the inertia terms decreases uncertainty in the flutter speed, yet 

the correlation between the stiffness parameters and the damping parameters leads to an 

increase of the uncertainty in the flutter speed.

• The uncertainty of the flutter speed pdfs for all uncertainty scenarios is reflected by the 

gradient of the flutter speed mapping in the range of structural parameter uncertainty.
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Figure 3.33: Flutter speed pdfs (case 3 airfoil, quasisteady, 17.5% COV)
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Figure 3.34: Flutter speed pdfs (case 3 airfoil, quasisteady, 17.5% COV)

• The flutter speed pdfs that relate to strong non-linear dependence between the flutter speed 

and the random structural parameters result in mean and mode flutter speeds that do not 

match the baseline flutter speed.

However, one difference is obvious:

• Most of the cases with uncertainty in inertia and stiffness parameters produce flutter speed 

distributions that undergo strong non-linear transformations. These flutter speed distri

butions experience large positive skewness and substantial cutoffs at a minimum flutter 

speed.

A closer look at the fig. (3.30) of the flutter speed mapping confirms the strong non-linear 

features.

A more detailed investigation of effects of the non-linear mapping on the flutter speed pdfs 

is provided next. Some general conclusions are made based on figs. (3.30)-(3.34):
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• The skew effects and localized minima/maxima in the flutter speed pdfs relate to changes 

in the gradient of the flutter speed and the rate of change in this gradient around the base

line value of the structural parameter. The positive skew effects indicate a reduction of 

slope towards the decreasing values of the random parameter and an approaching mini

mum flutter speed. The effects of negative skew are opposite, indicating a reduction of 

the slope for increasing values of the random parameter and an approaching maximum 

flutter speed.

• A zero slope in the flutter speed mapping plot corresponds to either a minimum or a 

maximum flutter speed.

• An increasing magnitude of the slope (or gradient), which represents the Jacobian (J) 

described in section 3.4.1, around the baseline value of the random structural parameter is 

reflected by a larger sensitivity of the flutter speed with respect to the uncertain structural 

parameter. A decreasing gradient implies the opposite effect.

An example of these effects is clearly evident in fig. (3.30) for the pitch stiffness parameter. For 

the pitch stiffness range of approximately 1.5 x 104-2.12 x 104 the flutter speed experiences 

a reduction in gradient, which would imply a positive skew effect in the flutter speed pdf. At 

the pitch stiffness value of approximately 1.5 x 104, a minimum flutter speed is observed. For 

the pitch stiffness values below the 1.5 x 104 and above the baseline parameter value, the flutter 

speed shows an increasing gradient, which would imply that the skew effects would increase 

towards the regions of larger flutter speed. All of these effects are confirmed within the resulting 

flutter speed pdf with uncertainty in the pitch stiffness in fig. (3.33).

For an increased amount of structural parameter uncertainty, fig. (3.30) shows that the range 

of parameter uncertainty increases to include more of the non-linear features. As uncertainty is 

increased, some of the general observations are noted below:

• If the mapping between the flutter speed and the uncertain parameter remains linear, the 

increase of flutter speed variance is proportional to the increase in structural parameter 

uncertainty.
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• If the gradient of the flutter speed mapping experiences mostly a reduction around the 

baseline value of the parameter within the increased range of parameter uncertainty, the 

variance of the flutter speed pdf would result in a proportionally reduced variance with 

respect to the increased parameter uncertainty.

• Conversely, if the gradient of the flutter speed mapping experiences mostly a growing 

trend around the baseline value of the parameter within the increased range of parameter 

uncertainty, the variance of the flutter speed pdf would result in a proportionally increased 

variance with respect to the increased parameter uncertainty.

• Since most cases experience all of these effects, the resulting effects of the non-linear 

features on the flutter speed variance depend on which gradient varying trends tend to be 

strongest.

• Lastly, since the support of the uniform distribution of the random parameter is smaller 

than that of the Gaussian distribution, the non-linear features between the system param

eter and the flutter speed are less significant. Therefore, the effect of non-linear features 

is less influential on the variance of the flutter speed pdf for a uniform distribution of the 

random parameter.

3.5 Closing Remarks

The purpose of this chapter was to introduce the basic principles o f the coalescence flutter phe

nomenon for an elastically mounted rigid wing in a deterministic setting and then extend the 

analysis to a probabilistic setting. The probabilistic results confirm the deterministic interpre

tation of the coalescence flutter mechanism. The results indicate that typically the inertia and 

stiffness parameter uncertainties dominantly influence the frequency coalescence mechanism. 

The structural damping uncertainty produces only minimal effects. The effect of uncertainty on 

the flutter speed depends on the explosiveness of the flutter. In addition, these particular case 

studies have indicated that the effect of additional circulatory force due to unsteady aerodynam

ics has been stabilizing, whereby the flutter speed increases as the flutter type becomes more
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explosive. For correlations in the frequency controlling parameters, a reduction of uncertainty 

was noted in the flutter speed pdfs, and in contrast, the correlation between the damping param

eters typically increases the uncertainty. The next chapter continues this investigation from the 

prospective of characteristic roots describing modal frequencies and damping.



Chapter 4 

A Two Degree-of-freedom Airfoil: 

Characteristic Roots

In this chapter, the effect of structural parameter uncertainty on the aeroelastic modal parameters 

is investigated in detail. Note that:

• The modal decay rates 0 i ( U ) ,  i =  1,2) and the modal frequencies ( u j d t l ( U ) ,  i =  1,2) 

are complicated non-linear functions of the structural inertia, stiffness and damping pa

rameters. For analysis with the unsteady aerodynamic forcing, there are additional two 

non-oscillatory modes that arise due to circulatory forcing but they will not be considered 

in this probabilistic analysis.

• The physical mechanism of coalescence flutter dictates a strong relationship among the 

decay rate of the modes and spacing between the coalescing frequencies.

• It is therefore natural to expect that the decay rates and frequencies will exhibit strong 

statistical correlation due to uncertainty in the system parameters.

• Furthermore, the modal frequencies and decay rates may exhibit strong non-stationary 

trend with change in airspeed as the random scatter in these parameters display substantial 

growth or decay.

6 7
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A truncated Gaussian distribution will be used to represent the structural parameters, since it 

is likely to exhibit a fairly accurate representation of the realistic parameter distribution. In ad

dition, a larger amount of uncertainty in random parameters will be considered (i.e. 10% CO V). 

Lastly, the modal parameter pdfs will be obtained only for three test airspeeds at 0%, 70% and 

100% of the baseline flutter speed.

In this section, most of the effort is devoted to understanding the complex statistical inter

play among the modal frequencies and decays. For a conceptual difficulty of sorting complex 

aeroelastic modes, we avoid tracking the individual modes. Instead, the density plots are used 

to study the statistics of the modal decay rates and modal frequencies (e.g. see Adhikari et al. 

[76]). The density plots are especially convenient and useful when the modal parameters exhibit 

significant statistical overlap (i.e. their pdfs contain significant overlapping region). With this 

being said, the analysis begins with the presentation of Case 1 results.

4.1 CASE 1

4.1.1 Quasisteady Results

For uncertainty in the mass, the modal decays are shown in the left plot and the modal frequen

cies in the right plot in fig. (4.1). In black, the figures outline the baseline case modal parame

ters, and in red, the associated probabilistic modal parameter pdfs. Several notable features are 

observed. The uncertainty in the mass parameter produces greater influence on the frequency 

of the heave-dominant, first mode; The pdf of the first modal frequency also shows a nearly sta

tionary trend with an increasing airspeed, meaning that the modal frequency pdfs do not change 

significantly with increasing airspeed. The pdf of the second (i.e. flutter) modal frequency, 

shows some non-stationary trends, whereby the frequency pdf is approximately Gaussian for 

the no flow case, but its pdf becomes strongly skewed as the airspeed increases. As the non- 

stationary trends in the frequency pdfs of the coalescing modes are only mild, the modal decay 

pdf of the flutter mode experiences significant non-stationary trend with growing variance as a 

function of airspeed.
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Figure 4.1: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass with 10% COV, 
obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 69m /s , 96.9m / s

Next, the effects of uncertainty in the mass moment of inertia parameter are examined in 

fig. (4.2). The observations are very similar to the effects induced by the uncertainty of mass. 

The uncertainty in the mass moment of inertia produces a greater influence on the uncertainty 

of the frequency pdf of the second, pitch-dominant, flutter mode and an almost stationary trend 

with increasing airspeed. The frequency pdf of the first mode, shows some non-stationary 

trends, where the frequency pdf becomes skewed as the airspeed increases. Both frequency 

pdfs experience most significant non-stationarity in the flutter region. As the non-stationary 

trends in the frequency pdfs of the coalescing modes are only mild, the modal decay pdf of the 

flutter mode experiences significant non-stationary trend with growing variance as a function of 

airspeed. A slight skew in the decay pdfs is noted near flutter speed, but nonetheless, the flutter 

mode decay remains almost Gaussian.
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Figure 4.2: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass moment of inertia with 
10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  69m /s, 96.9m /s

Then, the effects of uncertainty in the stiffness parameters are shown next. The observations 

are very similar to those obtained for uncertainty in the inertia parameters. Fig. (4.3) illustrates 

the modal parameter pdfs produced by randomness in the heave stiffness parameter. The un

certainty in heave stiffness parameter has a greater influence on the uncertainty of frequency of 

the first, heave-dominant mode. Both of the modal frequency pdfs shows an almost stationary 

trend with an increasing airspeed. The frequency pdfs are approximately Gaussian. The modal 

decay pdf of the flutter mode shows a significant non-stationary trend with increasing airspeed, 

but it retain an approximately Gaussian distribution.

Then, fig. (4.4) illustrates the modal parameter pdfs produced by uncertainty in the pitch 

stiffness parameter. The uncertainty in this parameter produces a greater influence on the uncer

tainty of the frequency pdf of the second, pitch-dominant, flutter mode and an almost stationary 

trend with increasing airspeed. The frequency pdf of the first mode, shows a non-stationary 

transformation trend, where the frequency pdf is heavily skewed. Although only minor, but
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Figure 4.3: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in heave stiffness with 10% 
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s, 69m /5, 96.9m /s
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Figure 4.4: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in pitch stiffness with 10%
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  69m/s ,  96.9m / s
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most significant non-stationary effects occur in the flutter region. The modal decay pdf of the 

flutter mode shows a significant non-stationary trend with increasing airspeed and shows slight 

signs of skewness.

Next, the effect of uncertainty in the damping parameters on the modal properties is ex

amined. It was already described that the variations of the structural damping ratios do not 

produce considerable effects on the modal frequencies of system and thus does not affect the 

flutter mechanism. As such, the uncertainty in the structural damping reflects in the flutter only 

through change in the energy dissipation.

First, the effect of uncertainty in the first mode structural damping ratio are examined in fig. 

(4.5). The resulting observations confirm the anticipated trend. There are no notable uncertainty 

effects on the modal frequencies. Most significant uncertainty is experienced in the decay of 

the first (non-flutter) mode. The variance of the second mode is almost negligible, but increases 

near flutter point. Both modal decay distributions remain almost Gaussian. A very low and 

almost constant variance in the decay of the flutter mode leads to very low uncertainty in the
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Figure 4.5: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in 1st structural damping ratio
with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 69m /s ,  96.9m / s
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flutter speed pdf, as discussed previously.

Then, fig. (4.6) illustrates the effect of uncertainty in the second mode structural damping 

ratio. Once again, there are no notable uncertainty effects on the modal frequencies. Most 

significant variance is experienced in the decay of the second (flutter) mode. The variance of
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Figure 4.6: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in 2nd structural damping ratio 
with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  69m / s ,  96.9m / s

the first mode is almost negligible, but increases slightly near the flutter point. Both modal 

decay distributions remain almost Gaussian. A moderate and almost constant variance in the 

decay of the flutter mode leads to a moderate uncertainty in the flutter speed pdf for a case with 

mild flutter type.

Multiple Parameter Uncertainty

The analysis now turns to the study of effects of multiple parameter variations where the random 

parameters are fully uncorrelated. Figs. (4.7)-(4.9) show the resulting pdfs of modal parameters 

and its transformations as a function of airspeed for random inertia, stiffness and damping 

parameters. All of the results indicate that the combined effects of uncertainty for uncorrelated
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Figure 4.7: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated inertia 
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s ,  69m/s ,  96.9m/s
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Figure 4.8: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated stiffness
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  69m / s ,  96.9m / s
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Figure 4.9: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated damping 
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  69m / s ,  96.9m / s

parameters produce a larger variance in all of the modal parameter pdfs, when compared to the 

cases of individual parameter variations. In effect, the resulting larger variance of modal decay 

of the flutter mode produces a larger variance in the flutter speed, as evident in fig. (3.13). 

In certain cases that involve a linear transformation of the modal parameters, a convolution 

principle [90] could be applied to establish the probabilistic results of multiple independent 

parameter variations based on the results of individual structural parameter variations.

In most realistic scenarios, there usually exists some correlation between the random parame

ters. Next, the effects of having a full correlation between the random parameters are examined. 

Although a full correlation may be unrealistic, since the actual parameter correlation informa

tion is not available, the case of full correlation may be used in order to get a fundamental 

understanding of the correlation effects.

Figs. (4.10)-(4.12) illustrate the probabilistic modal parameter transformation results for 

fully correlated inertia, stiffness and damping parameters, respectively. From figs. (4.10) and

(3.13), the following observations are noted. The uncertainty of the frequency parameters does
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not significantly depend on the correlation between the random inertia parameters. The corre

lation between the random inertia parameters leads to certain correlation effects between the 

modal frequencies and the modal decays: in this case, the correlation between the modal fre

quencies reduces uncertainty in the frequency spacing between the coalescing modes, leading 

to a reduced growth of variance in the modal decays (as function of airspeed). Due to a reduced 

variance growth of decay in the flutter mode, the flutter speed pdf shows a lower variance for 

uncertainty in the correlated inertia parameters.

Then, figs. (4.11) and (3.13) indicate that a similar argument holds for the uncertainty effects 

of the correlated stiffness parameters. The uncertainty of the frequency parameters does not sig

nificantly depend on the correlation between the random stiffness parameters. The correlation 

between random stiffness parameters leads to correlation effects between the modal frequen

cies and the modal decays: the correlation between modal frequencies reduces uncertainty in 

the frequency spacing between the coalescing modes, leading to a reduced growth of variance 

in the modal decays (as function of airspeed). As a result of a reduced variance growth in the
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Figure 4.10: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the correlated inertia
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  69m/s ,  96.9m / s
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Figure 4.11: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the correlated stiffness 
parameters with 10% COY, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  69m /s ,  96.9m/ s
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decay of the flutter mode, the flutter speed pdf yields a smaller variance for a case of correlated 

stiffness parameters.

Lastly, from figs. (4.12) and (3.13) the observations from the effect of uncertainty in the 

damping parameters are obtained. The uncertainty effects in the modal frequencies are almost 

invariant to the uncertainty contained in the structural damping parameters, therefore the effects 

of parameter correlation are negligible in frequency pdfs. The correlation between random 

structural damping parameters leads to correlation effects between the modal decays, leading 

to a consistent increase in the variance of the modal decays in the coalescing modes for all 

airspeeds. An increased variance of the decay of the flutter mode results in an increased variance 

of the flutter speed pdf for correlated damping parameters.

4.1.2 Unsteady Results

Analysis of the effects of structural uncertainty on the probabilistic transformations of the modal 

parameters of a system with unsteady aerodynamics is provided next. The resulting effects of 

randomness in the independent parameters are presented first. A close attention has to be paid 

to the effect of a more explosive flutter type, which is experienced in this case due to unsteady 

aerodynamics.

The uncertainty in the modal parameters due to randomness in the mass parameter are shown 

in fig. (4.13). Only modal parameter pdfs of the oscillating modes are illustrated. For this 

case, the modal decay pdfs experience overlapping effects. In the modal frequency pdfs, the 

uncertainty of the mass parameter produces a greater influence on the uncertainty of the heave- 

dominant mode. Both modal frequency pdfs indicate a non-stationary trend, especially signifi

cant in the flutter region. It should be noted that such a dramatic increase of uncertainty in the 

non-flutter mode and a dramatic decrease in uncertainty of the flutter mode may be linked to 

a change in the dominance of the aeroelastic eigenvectors (see fig. 3.16). However, where the 

frequency pdfs are approximately stationary, a growing variance of the decay in the coalescing 

modes is observed. As a result of a fairly large and changing variance in the modal decay as a 

function of airspeed, flutter speed pdf with a moderate variance is produced.
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Figure 4.13: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass with 10% COV, 
obtained at 3 test airspeeds: at 0m / s ,  100m / s ,  141 m / s

Next, the effects of uncertainty in the mass moment of inertia parameter are examined in fig.

(4.14). The observations are very similar to the effects induced by the uncertainty of mass, but 

these effects have a greater influence in the pitch dominant mode. The modal decay pdfs expe

rience overlapping effects. In the modal frequency pdfs, the uncertainty of the mass moment of 

inertia parameter produces a greater influence on the uncertainty ofthe pitch-dominant mode. 

Both modal frequency pdfs indicate a non-stationary trend, especially significant in the flutter 

region. A dramatic decrease of uncertainty in the non-flutter mode and a dramatic increase in 

the uncertainty of the flutter mode should be noted in the flutter region, which may be linked to 

a change in the dominance of the aeroelastic eigenvectors. As a result of a large and changing 

variance in the modal decay, a large variance is produced in the flutter speed pdf.

The effects of parameter uncertainty in the structural stiffness are shown next. Figs. (4.15) 

and (4.16) illustrate the modal parameter pdf transformations produced by uncertainty in the 

heave stiffness and pitch stiffness parameters, respectively. Similarly to the observations from 

effects of uncertainty in the inertia parameter, but most notably, the uncertainty in heave stiffness
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Figure 4.14: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass moment of inertia 
with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: «  0m /s , 100m /s , 141m/s
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Figure 4.16: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in pitch stiffness with 10%
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: «  0m / s ,  100m / s ,  141 m / s

parameter has a greater influence on the uncertainty of the frequency pdf of the heave-dominant 

mode. In contrast, the uncertainty in the pitch stiffness parameter has a greater influence on 

the uncertainty of the frequency pdf of the pitch-dominant mode. In both cases, the modal 

frequency pdfs show a non-stationary trend with an increasing airspeed, especially noticeable 

in the flutter region, where dramatic changes in variances of frequencies are experienced in both 

modes. For case of uncertainty in the heave stiffness, a non-stationary trend in the modal decays 

leads to a moderate variance in the flutter mode decay pdf at flutter point. With uncertainty in 

the pitch stiffness, similar effects lead to a large variance in the decay pdf at flutter point.

In the analysis of the probabilistic flutter speed results for this case, it was noted that the 

uncertainty of the structural damping parameters become much less significant for the case 

of unsteady aerodynamics, since the flutter type became more explosive. The probabilistic 

results of the modal parameter transformations remain very similar to the results for quasisteady 

aerodynamic forcing. The one distinguishable feature observed in the modal parameter pdfs is 

a greater change in the variances of the decay pdfs in the flutter region, where the greatest
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frequency coalescence occurs. It is assumed that the changes in dominance of the eigenvectors 

contribute to this effect.

Figs. (4.17) and (4.18) illustrate the effects of uncertainty in the first and the second mode 

structural damping ratios, respectively. There are no notable uncertainty effects on the modal 

frequencies. The uncertainty in the first structural damping ratio, produces greater variance in 

the heave-dominant mode. Similarly, for the uncertainty in the second structural damping ratio, 

a pitch-dominant mode experiences the greater variance. As the dominance of the eigenvector 

switches near the flutter point, so does the relative magnitude of variance in the modal decays. 

With an explosive flutter type, a fairly low variance in the decay of the flutter mode, which does 

not vary significantly as a function of airspeed, leads to very low uncertainty in the flutter speed 

pdf.
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Figure 4.17: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the 1st modal damping 
ratio with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: «  0m / s ,  100m / s ,  141 to /s
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Figure 4.18: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the 2nd modal damping 
ratio with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: «  0m / s ,  100m / s ,  141 m / s

Multiple Parameter Uncertainty

The effect of multiple parameter variations will be examined next. First, the results for fully 

uncorrelated random parameters are introduced. Figs. (4.19)-(4.21) show the probabilistic 

results of the modal parameters and their transformations as a function of airspeed for random 

inertia, stiffness and damping parameters, respectively. All of the observations are identical to 

the observations from the quasisteady aerodynamic forcing: the combined effects of uncertainty 

in the uncorrelated parameters produce a larger variance in all of the modal parameter pdfs, 

when compared to the cases of individual parameter variations. In effect, due to a larger variance 

of the modal decay of the flutter mode, the flutter speed pdfs experience a larger variance as well 

(evident from fig. (3.17)).

Next, the effects of full parameter correlation are examined when the uncertainty in the same 

random parameters is considered. Figs. (4.22M4.24) illustrate the probabilistic results for the 

modal parameters for fully correlated inertia, stiffness and damping parameters, respectively.
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Figure 4.21: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated damping 
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: «  0m / s ,  100m / s ,  141 m / s

From figs. (4.22) and (4.23), along with the fig. (3.17), the following are the noted obser

vations for the effects of inertia and stiffness parameter uncertainties. The uncertainty in the 

frequency parameters does not depend significantly on the correlation between the random in

ertia or stiffness parameters. For uncertainty in the inertia or stiffness, the correlation between 

these parameters leads to correlation effects between the modal frequencies, and in effect, the 

modal decays. Similarly with the quasisteady analysis, in this case the correlation between the 

modal frequencies reduces the uncertainty growth of the modal decays prior to the frequency 

coalescence region, which leads to a smaller variance in the flutter speed pdf.

Then, from fig. (4.12) the effects of correlation in the structural damping parameters are ex

amined. Following is the list of made observations. The effects of uncertainty of the correlated 

damping parameters are negligible in the frequency pdfs. However, the correlation between 

random structural damping parameters leads to correlation effects between the modal decays, 

which leads to a consistent increase in the variance of the modal decays in the coalescing modes 

for all airspeeds. This increase of flutter mode decay variance results in an increased variance
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Figure 4.22: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the correlated inertia 
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: ss 0m / s ,  100m / s ,  141 m / s
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Figure 4.23: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the correlated stiffness
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Figure 4.24: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness correlated damping 
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of the flutter speed pdf.

4 . 1 . 3  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  Q u a s i s t e a d y  a n d  U n s t e a d y  R e s u l t s

A comparison of the probabilistic results of unsteady aerodynamics with the results of quasis

teady aerodynamics shows certain differences. The modal frequencies of the coalescing modes 

experience statistical overlaps with unsteady aerodynamics due to a significant frequency coa

lescence (related to a more explosive flutter type). In this case, due to a more explosive flutter, a 

greater non-stationary trend of the aeroelastic frequencies are observed between the coalescing 

modes in vicinity of flutter.
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4.2 CASE 2

4.2.1 Quasisteady Results

Case 2 rigid wing model presents an alternate system, which is represented by a different set of 

structural parameters. This section focuses on interpreting the probabilistic results based on the 

probabilistic trends of the modal parameter transformations. The main observations from these 

results are very similar to the observations of Case 1, implying that the physical mechanism of 

flutter remains almost the same. Therefore, only a brief summary of the results will be provided. 

Figs. (4.25) and (4.26) illustrate the probabilistic results o f modal parameters for uncertain 

mass and mass moment of inertia parameters, respectively. The following observations are 

noted. Uncertainty in the mass parameter leads to a fairly small variance and nearly stationary 

trend in both of the modal frequency pdfs, which cause a significant growth of variance in the 

modal decay pdfs. The frequency pdf of the second mode experiences positive skewness and a 

minimum cutoff and slight negative skewness in the decay pdf. In contrast, the uncertainty in 

the mass moment of inertia has a greater influence on the second, heave-dominant, mode and 

results in large variance and a near stationarity in the modal frequency pdfs, which leads to a 

growing variance of the decay of the flutter mode. For both uncertainty cases, the growth of 

variance in the flutter mode decay, with a large variance at the flutter point results in a large 

variance of the flutter speed pdf.

Next, figs. (4.27) and (4.28) illustrate the effects of uncertainty of the stiffness parameters. 

The uncertainty in heave stiffness parameter has a greater influence on the uncertainty of the 

frequency pdf of the second, heave-dominant mode. Both of the modal frequency pdfs show an 

almost stationary trend with an increasing airspeed with approximately Gaussian distributions, 

which results in a growth of variance in the modal decays of the coalescing modes as function 

of increasing airspeed. This leads to a large variance of the flutter speed pdf. The decay of the 

flutter mode develops a light positive skewness. The uncertainty in the pitch stiffness parameter 

has a greater influence on the uncertainty of the frequency pdf of the first, pitch-dominant mode. 

The modal frequency pdfs show an almost stationary trend with increasing airspeed with
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Figure 4.25: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass with 10% COV, 
obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  68m /s, 95m / s
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Figure 4.26: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass moment of inertia
with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 68m /s, 95m /s
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approximately Gaussian distributions. Only minor growth of variance in the modal decays of 

the coalescing modes is noticeable. The flutter speed pdf shows very minor variance.

The effects of uncertainty in the structural damping ratios are reported in figs. (4.29) and 

(4.30). The resulting observations are as anticipated. There are no notable effects of uncertainty 

on the modal frequencies. For case of uncertainty in the first structural modal damping ratio, the 

most significant effect appears in the decay of the first (non-flutter) mode. The variance of the 

second mode decay is almost negligible, but increases slightly near the flutter point. Both modal 

decay distributions remain almost Gaussian. Since the variance of the flutter mode decay is 

almost negligible, the variance of the flutter speed is also negligible. For the case of uncertainty 

in the second structural modal damping ratio, the most significant effect appears in the decay of 

the second (flutter) mode. The variance of the second mode is remains moderate, but decreases 

slightly near the flutter point. Both modal decay distributions remain almost Gaussian. Due to 

a mild flutter type and only a moderate and almost constant variance of the flutter mode decay, 

the variance of the flutter speed is moderately large.
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Figure 4.27: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in heave stiffness with 10%
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  68m / s ,  9 5 m /s
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Figure 4.28: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in pitch stiffness with 10% 
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 68m /s, 9 5 m /s
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Figure 4.29: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the 1st modal damping
ratio with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  68m / s ,  95m /s
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Figure 4.30: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the 2nd modal damping 
ratio with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  68m /s, 95m/ s

Multiple Parameter Uncertainty

The effects of multiple parameter variations are shown next. Figs. (4.31)-(4.33) show the 

resulting pdfs of modal parameters and their transformations as a function of airspeed for fully 

uncorrelated inertia, stiffness and damping parameters, respectively. Similar to the previous 

case study, these results indicate that uncertainty in multiple uncorrelated parameters produces 

a larger variance in all of the modal parameter pdfs in comparison to the individual random 

parameter effects. Therefore, a larger variance in the flutter speed pdfs is obtained.

The effect of full correlation between the random structural parameters is also examined. 

Similarly, figs.(4.34)-(4.36) illustrate the probabilistic results for modal parameters of fully cor

related inertia, stiffness and damping parameters, respectively. From these figures, the following 

observations are noted. The uncertainty in the frequency parameters does not depend signifi

cantly on the correlation between the random structural parameters. The correlation between the 

random inertia and stiffness parameters leads to certain correlation effects between the modal
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Figure 4.31: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the unconelated inertia 
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s, 68m /s, 95m /s
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Figure 4.32: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated stiffness
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Figure 4.33: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated damping 
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  68m / s ,  95m/ s
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Figure 4.34: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the correlated inertia
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  68m /s, 95m / s
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Figure 4.35: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the correlated stiffness 
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s ,  68m / s ,  95m / s
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Figure 4.36: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness correlated damping
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  68m / s ,  95m / s
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frequencies and the modal decays, which leads to a reduced growth of variance in the modal 

decays with increasing airspeed. As a result, the flutter speed pdf yields a smaller variance for 

a fully correlated set of either inertia or stiffness parameters. The effects of correlation between 

the damping parameters are outlined next. Since the effects uncertainty in the modal frequen

cies are almost negligible for random damping parameters, the correlation between structural 

damping parameters only leads to correlation effects between the modal decays. In effect, a 

very slight increase of variance in the modal decays of coalescing modes is experienced, which 

leads to a slightly larger variance in the flutter speed pdf.

4.2.2 Unsteady Results

The probabilistic analysis of the effects of structural uncertainty on the transformations of the 

modal parameters of a system with unsteady aerodynamics is provided next. Once again, these 

results are very similar with the results for quasisteady aerodynamics, however, there is some 

influence that arises from a more explosive flutter type due to unsteady aerodynamics. The 

resulting observations for independent parameter variation are presented first.

Figs. (4.37) and (4.38) show the resulting transformations for random inertia parameters. 

The modal frequency and decay pdfs experience very large non-linear transformation effects 

and significant non-stationarity. The non-stationarity of the frequency pdfs is especially evident 

in the frequency coalescence region. For the case of uncertainty in the mass moment of inertia, 

as the modal frequencies coalesce, their pdfs produce overlapping effects. Uncertainty of inertia 

parameters produces more variance in the modal frequency pdfs o f the heave dominant mode. 

Although the variance of the modal frequencies is much larger in the case with uncertainty in the 

mass moment of inertia parameter, it is expected that the substantial non-linear transformation 

trends as well as specific frequency correlation trends for the random mass parameter produce 

greater growth of variance in the decay of the flutter mode. The large negative skewness and 

a maximum cutoff value in the flutter mode decay near the flutter speed are assumed to be the 

cause of the minimum flutter speed cutoff and a positive skew in the flutter speed pdf. The 

variance of flutter speed is very small for both cases of uncertainty due to very large non-linear
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Figure 4.37: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass with 10% COV, 
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Figure 4.38 : Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass moment of inertia
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mapping features.

The effects of parameter uncertainty in the structural stiffness are illustrated next. Figs. 

(4.39) and (4.40) illustrate the modal parameter pdf transformations produced by uncertainty 

in the heave stiffness and pitch stiffness parameters, respectively. Prior to the flutter region, 

the uncertainty in heave stiffness parameter has a greater influence on the uncertainty in the 

frequency pdf of the heave-dominant (second) mode. Within the same region, the uncertainty 

in the pitch stiffness parameter has a greater influence on the uncertainty of the frequency pdf of 

the pitch-dominant (first) mode. For both cases, the modal frequency pdfs show a strong non- 

stationary trend in the flutter region, where the most significant frequency coalescence effects 

take place and dramatic changes in variances of frequencies are experienced in both modes. 

For case of uncertainty in the heave stiffness parameter, substantial non-linear transformation 

effects are noted in the first mode frequency pdf, in addition to a strong positive skewness in the 

decay of the flutter mode. A very significant growth of flutter mode decay variance in the flutter 

region produces a large variance in the flutter speed pdf. For the case of uncertainty in the pitch
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Figure 4 .3 9 : Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in heave stiffness with 10%
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: «  0m /s , 98m /s ,  V37m/s
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Figure 4.40: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in pitch stiffness with 10%
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: ~  0m / s ,  98m / s ,  137m / s

stiffness, due to a minor variance in the flutter mode decay pdf, the flutter speed pdf produces 

only low variance.

Next, figs. (4 .41) and (4 .42) illustrate the effect of uncertainty in the structural damping ratio 

parameters. There are no significant uncertainty effects on the modal frequencies. For the un

certainty in the structural damping ratio of the first mode, the first aeroelastic mode experiences 

the greater variance. The second mode experiences the greater variance for uncertainty in the 

second structural damping ratio. As the dominant modal features of the eigenvectors change 

near the flutter region, so does the relative magnitude of variance in the modal decays. Lastly, 

due to the explosive nature of flutter type, and a fairly low and almost constant variance in the 

modal decay of the flutter mode the flutter speed pdf results in a low variance.
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Figure 4.41: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the modal damping 
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Figure 4.42: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the 2nd modal damping
ratio with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: «  0m /s ,  98m /s, 137m / s
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Multiple Parameter Uncertainty

The effect of combined uncertainty in the pair of parameters will be examined next. First, 

the results for fully uncorrelated random parameters are shown. Figs. (4.43)-(4.45) show the 

pdfs of the modal parameters as a function of airspeed for random inertia, stiffness and damping 

parameters, respectively. When uncertain parameters are uncorrelated, the variance in the modal 

parameters increases in relation to the cases of individual uncertain parameters.

Now, the effects of full parameter correlation are examined. Figs. (4.46)-(4.48) illustrate the 

probabilistic modal parameter transformation results for fully correlated inertia, stiffness and 

damping parameters, respectively. From figs. (4.46), (4.47) and (3.26), the following observa

tions for inertia and stiffness parameter uncertainties are noted. The uncertainty in the aeroe- 

lastic frequencies does not depend significantly on the correlation between the random inertia 

or stiffness parameters. While considering the uncertainty in the inertia or stiffness properties, 

the assumed correlation effects between the modal parameters produce a reduced growth of 

variance in the modal decays, showing a smaller variance in the flutter speed pdfs.
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Figure 4.43: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated inertia
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: as 0m / s ,  98m / s ,  137m / s
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Figure 4.45: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated damping
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  98m /s, 137m/s
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Additionally, it should be noted that correlation between the inertia parameters eliminates the 

strong non-linear transformation effects that were observed for the independent parameter vari

ations.

From fig. (4.48) and fig. (3.26), the effects of correlation in the structural damping parame

ters are examined. The following observations are made. The uncertainty effects in the modal 

frequencies are almost negligible, thus the effects of parameter correlation are negligible in the 

frequency pdfs. However, there are certain correlation effects in the modal decays due to cor

relation between the structural damping parameters, which result in an increased variance of 

the modal decay of the flutter mode at all airspeeds. Such increase of variance the flutter mode 

decay produces an increased variance of the flutter speed pdf.

4.2.3 Comparison of Quasisteady and Unsteady Results

Similar to Case 1, a comparison of the effects of unsteady and quasisteady aerodynamic forcing 

indicates that the modal frequencies of the coalescing modes experience statistical overlaps for
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Figure 4.46: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the correlated inertia
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: ss 0m /s , 98m / s ,  137m / s
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Figure 4.47: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the correlated stiffness 
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Figure 4.48: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness correlated damping
parameters with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: «  0m / s ,  98m/s ,  137m / s
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unsteady aerodynamics. Additionally, a non-stationary trend of the aeroelastic frequencies of 

the coalescing modes near the flutter point. Lastly, significant non-linear transformation trends 

in the modal parameters produced by uncertainty in the inertia parameters leads to low variance 

in the flutter speed pdfs.

4.3 CASE 3

4.3.1 Quasisteady Results

This case is devoted primarily to highlight the strong non-linear dependence among the flutter 

speed and the structural parameters and how this effect manifests in the probabilistic character

istics of the modal parameters and the flutter speed. For brevity, this case study will only focus 

on the analysis with quasisteady aerodynamics.

Figs.(4.49)-(4.54) illustrate the effects of random inertia, stiffness and damping parameters, 

respectively, on the pdfs of the modal parameters as function of airspeed. The probabilistic 

flutter speed results from fig. (3.33) are examined in parallel. Significant non-linear effects are 

evident in the modal decays for cases of random inertia and stiffness parameters. For uncertainty 

in the mass and mass moment of inertia, depicted by figs. (4.49) and (4.50), the following obser

vations are noted. The modal frequency pdfs show almost stationary trend, showing only some 

signs of non-stationarity in the most significant frequency coalescence region, where substantial 

statistical overlaps are observed. The modal decay pdfs show very strong non-stationary trends, 

with a growth of variance near the flutter region. For uncertainty in the mass parameter, the sec

ond (flutter) mode frequency distribution is non-Gaussian, experiencing a minimum frequency 

cutoff and a significant positive skewness. The first mode frequency distribution is approxi

mately Gaussian. The modal decay pdf of the flutter mode has a heavy negative skewness with 

a cutoff at maximum decay value. For a random mass moment of inertia parameter, both modal 

frequency distributions are approximately Gaussian. The modal decay pdf of the flutter mode 

has a heavy negative skewness with a cutoff at maximum decay value. An assumption is made 

that such non-linear mapping features along with a growth of variance of the
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Figure 4.49: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass with 17.5% COV, 
obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 33m /s, 47m/ s
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Figure 4.50: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass moment of inertia
with 17.5% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 33m /s, 47m / s
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flutter mode decay in the flutter region correspond to a flutter speed pdf with a minimum cutoff, 

large positive skewness and a significant variance.

For the random heave and pitch stiffness parameters, the results are provided in figs. (4.51)- 

(4.52). The modal frequency pdfs show an almost stationary trend, showing only some signs 

of non-stationarity in the region of frequency coalescence. The modal frequency distributions 

contain only slight skewness. For a random heave stiffness parameter, the modal decay pdfs 

show non-stationary trends with significant non-linear effects. The modal decay pdf of the flut

ter mode has a heavy negative skewness with a cutoff at maximum decay value. Such non-linear 

features correspond to a flutter speed pdf with a minimum cutoff and large positive skewness. 

The flutter mode decay pdf does not experience significant growth of variance in the flutter re

gion, producing a low variance in the flutter speed pdf. For a random pitch stiffness parameter, 

the modal decay pdfs show very strong non-stationary trends, with a growth of variance near 

the flutter region. At flutter point, the modal decay pdf of the flutter mode has a heavy negative 

skewness with a cutoff at a maximum decay value. Such non-linear features and the growth of
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40 -
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Figure 4.51: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in heave stiffness with 17.5%
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 33m /s, 47m / s
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Figure 4.52: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in pitch stiffness with 17.5%
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  33m / s ,  A l m j s

variance in the flutter region of the flutter mode decay correspond to a flutter speed pdf with a 

minimum cutoff, large positive skewness and a significant variance, as evident in fig. (3.33).

The results of uncertainty in the damping parameters are examined in figs. (4.53) and (4.54). 

The observations are similar to Case 1 or Case 2 studies with quasisteady aerodynamics. There 

are no significant uncertainty effects on the modal frequencies. For uncertainty in the first 

structural damping ratio, a first mode experiences the greater variance. Similarly, for uncertainty 

in the second structural damping ratio, a second mode experiences the greater variance. As the 

dominant modal features of the eigenvectors changes near the flutter region, so does the relative 

magnitude of variance in the modal decays. Although the variance in decay of the flutter mode 

is almost constant, due to a mild flutter type the variance of the flutter speed pdf is fairly laige.
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Figure 4.53: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the Is* modal damping 
ratio with 17.5% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 33m /s, A l m / s
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Figure 4.54: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the 2nd modal damping
ratio with 17.5% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 33m /s, A l m / s
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Multiple Parameter Uncertainty

The uncertainty for parameter pairs will be illustrated next with the probabilistic results. Figs. 

(4.55)-(4.57) illustrate the effect of uncertainty in the uncorrelated structural inertia, stiffness 

and damping parameters. Figs. (4.58)-(4.60) show the effect of correlation between the same 

random structural parameters. For this case, the effects of uncertainty in multiple random pa

rameters becomes more complex due to very strong non-linear effects. The uncertainty in the 

uncorrelated random inertia, stiffness and damping parameters produces a larger uncertainty in 

the modal parameters, which leads to a variance increase in the flutter speed pdf. For stiffness 

uncertainty, the non-linear mapping effects in the flutter mode decay pdf vanish.

The resulting observations from the effect of parameter correlation are summarized below. 

For inertia parameter uncertainty, the variance of the flutter mode decay pdfs decreases, perhaps 

leading to a low variance in the flutter speed pdf. For uncertainty in the stiffness parameters, the 

variance of the modal frequency and the flutter mode decay pdfs increases, perhaps resulting in 

a larger variance of the flutter speed pdf. The non-linear mapping effects in the flutter mode

Uncorrelated

8 20
10 20 30 40 50 60
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10 20 30 40 50 60
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Figure 4.55: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated inertia
parameters with 17.5% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m f  s, 33m /s , 47m / s
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Figure 4.56: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated stiffness 
parameters with 17.5% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s, 33m /s, A7m/s
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Figure 4.57: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the uncorrelated damping
parameters with 17.5% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 33m / s ,  A i m / s
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Figure 4.58: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the correlated inertia 
parameters with 17.5% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  33m / s ,  47m/ s
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Figure 4.59: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in the correlated stiffness
parameters with 17.5% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 33m /s, 47m/s
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Figure 4.60: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness correlated damping 
parameters with 17.5% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 33m /s, 47m/ s

decay pdf vanish. For damping parameter uncertainty, the variance of the modal decay pdfs 

increases, leading to a larger uncertainty in the flutter speed pdf.

4.4 Closing Remarks

The results indicate that typically the inertia and stiffness parameter uncertainties dominantly 

influence the characteristic roots, describing modal frequencies and decays. Furthermore, un

certainty in the modal parameters typically decreases for unsteady aerodynamics. The effect of 

parameter correlations has proven to be significant, altering the correlations among the modal 

parameters.



Chapter 5

A Cantilever Wing: Flutter Speed

A two dimensional rigid wing model of a wing provides considerable insight into the coales

cence flutter induced aeroelastic instability. Nevertheless, a realistic aeroelastic model must 

also consider the three dimensional effects from (a) the structural dynamics and (b) the aerody

namics point of view due to the following reasons:

(a) A rigid wing model cannot adequately capture the spacially varying heave and pitch motion 

(as described for the 2-D airfoil model) due to bending and torsional motions exhibited by a 

realistic aircraft wing.

(b) From aerodynamics prospective, a complex three dimensional flow around the wing pro

duces highly complex aerodynamic loading along the span of the wing, which cannot be rep

resented with the rigid airfoil model. There are two main factors that contribute to the 3-D 

flow effects: one, the highly varying nature of the wing motions arising from the flexural and 

torsional effects, and two, the span-wise reduction of lift due to the effect of tip vortices. An 

example of a lift reduction factor that reflects the span-wise reduction of lift due to the effect 

of tip vortices is illustrated in fig. (5.1), where rj represents a normalized wing span. The lift 

coefficient varies along the span, reducing to a value of zero at the free-end.

For a rigid wing model, only two dofs, namely the pitch and heave motions contribute to the 

dynamics of the two coalescing modes inducing flutter. On the contrary, the cantilever system 

having an infinite number of dofs, must be approximated by a finite dimensional representation.

114
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Figure 5.1: Lift reduction factor as function of normalized span

In this case, a larger number of generalized coordinates, or dofs, can contribute to two coa

lescing aeroelastic modes that induce flutter. For closely spaced aeroelastic modes, the modal 

frequencies may exhibit substantial statistical overlap, which produces significant difficulty in 

tracking the aeroelastic modes.

5.1 Deterministic Formulation

In this investigation, the baseline (deterministic) continuous wing is idealized by a uniform can

tilever model. The flutter speed and characteristic roots for the baseline system are investigated 

for both, the quasisteady and unsteady aerodynamics. It is then followed by the probabilistic 

analysis of the flutter speed and characteristic roots. From the probabilistic prospective, the sim

ilarities and differences between the cantilever and equivalent rigid airfoil models are pointed 

out.

The coupled bending and torsional motions of the uniform cantilever wing are given by the 

following system of partial differential equations (pdes):

d 2h(x , t )  d 29(x , t )  d h ( x , t )  d9 (x , t )  d 5h (x , t )  d 4h(x , t )
" ‘- s k + +B ' k k + ^ k k  + B ‘ ~ k k  + t ! k k  = ~ L { t - '>

(5.1)

d 29(x, t) d 2h(x , t )  d h ( x . t )  d9 (x , t )  d39 {x , t ) d 29(x . t )
‘- - k 1 + m b x ‘ - n k + B * k k  + * k k  + B‘ k k r  ~ G J~ k ~  -

(5.2)
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where x  is a span-wise Cartesian coordinate that specifies the distance from the root of the wing. 

The m and Iea represent distributed mass and mass moment of inertia about the axis of rotation, 

respectively; Bi-B$ represent the proportional structural damping coefficients due to bending 

and torsional motions; E  and G  are the modulus of elasticity and the shear modulus, respec

tively; I  and J  are the second moment of area and the polar moment o f inertia, respectively; b is 

the half-chord length and xe is a geometric measure of offset between the center of gravity and 

the axis of rotation; h and 9 are the vertical (bending) and rotational (torsional) displacements; 

L and M ea are the distributed lift and moment forces, respectively, acting on the wing; and t is 

a time coordinate.

5.1.1 Discrete Model Representation

In order to obtain a solution to the above pdes, Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), the continuous model 

of a cantilever wing is discretized using the resultant modes of an uncoupled and undamped 

cantilever system in vacuum (with no influence of surrounding air) as the projection bases. The 

discretization was achieved using the Galerkin Method [91]. Then, the resulting vertical and 

rotational motions of the elastic axis can be represented as:

where 'i'i(x) and i}l (x) are the bending and torsional projection basis and &(<) and 7 i(t) are 

their corresponding generalized coordinates, respectively. Only a sufficient number of basis 

functions was used to satisfy the flutter speed convergence criteria for accurate computation of 

flutter speed. The n and rn parameters specify the truncated number of basis functions used 

to represent the bending and torsional motions, respectively. Due to the geometrical simplicity 

of a uniform cantilever model, only a few basis functions were needed to obtain an accurate 

representation of the two modes that participate in the flutter mechanism. In particular, only 3 

bending and 3 torsional functions were needed to represent the coupled bending and torsional

OC n

(5.4)

(5.3)



motion. A detailed description of the basis functions and the associated finite dimensional 

model is provided in Appendices E and F.

From the discretization of pdes, the following set of ordinary differential equations (odes) is 

formulated:

where [Mstr], [Bstr\ and [Katr] are the structural inertia, damping and stiffness matrices re

spectively; {L6} and {M*a} are vectors that represent the bending and torsional aerodynamic 

forcing onto the wing, obtained from the distributed lift force and aerodynamic moment about 

the elastic axis, respectively. Lb vector is representative of the forcing associated with each of 

the bending generalized coordinates, and likewise M*a vector is representative of the forcing 

associated with each of the rotational generalized coordinates.

5 . 1 . 2  Q u a s i s t e a d y  A e r o d y n a m i c s

Next, the aerodynamic loading terms will be restated as a combination of added aerodynamic 

inertia, damping and stiffness matrices, which would lead to the following relations for the 

quasisteady aerodynamics model:

r  -1

{ « }
r  i

/  \

r

M aero < I  ) > + B a e ro (U ) > + i ►

L J
m

V. /
J

( 7 >
k. J

*• J { 7 }
k J

(5.6)

Similar to the airfoil model, the added inertia terms are included with the quasisteady aerody

namics. Then, the aeroelastic system can be represented as:
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where

\Ma

[■Ba

[Ke

(m(x)  +  \ pb2CLa) [7]nxn (m(x)bxe -  \pb3C Laah) [Ai j }nxm

(m(x)bxe -  \pbaC Loah) [Ai j } l ixn ( l ea('x) +  \ pbAC La (± +  a h2)) [I]mx

[^llnxn +  pUbCia  [/]„*„ [B2]nxm +  pUb2CLn (1 -  ah) [Aij]n

m m*n -  pUb2C La (I + ah) [ A j |L n m m*m -  pUb*CLaa h ( i  -  ah) [I)r
p U 2bCLa [ A t j }nxm

[0], G J (x )  [t?2 -  p U 2b2C La ( i  +  ah) [/]„

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

where an represents the distance between the mid-chord point and the rotational axis, normal

ized by the half-chord length; C lc is the lift curve slope; p and U are free flow air density and 

air speed, respectively (See Appendix E for further details).

Mach Correction Factor

Similar to the 2-D airfoil, the compressibility effects have to be considered in the solution. They 

are included in the aerodynamic forcing using a Prandtl-Glauert Mach Correction Factor in the 

lift curve slope, using Eq. (3.10), which was illustrated in the previous chapter.

3-D Aerodynamic Lift Reduction Factor

The dynamics of the system does not so far consider any effects of the 3-D aerodynamic flow 

due to tip vortex effects. These effects reduce the lift force towards the tip of the wing. In order 

to include the 3-D aerodynamic effects, a very simple lift reduction factor, which was illustrated 

in fig. (5.1), was applied to the lift coefficient as:

=  C Z  x (1 -  x2) (5.11)

where C LaD  represents the 2-D lift curve slope for incompressible flow.

Eigenvalue Analysis of Discrete System

The cantilever wing modal analysis is based on a set of second order ordinary differential equa

tions presented in eq. (5.7). To solve this equation, a general harmonic solution was used to
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arrive at a quadratic eigenvalue problem stated as:

A2Ma(, +  A Bae + K ( {X} = |  0 } ( 5 . 1 2 )

where A represents the characteristic roots of this aeroelastic system and { X } represents the 

eigenvectors that are associated with each of these characteristic roots. Identical to the analysis 

of the airfoil stability, this Quadratic Eigenvalue Problem will be reduced to a Standard Eigen

value Problem by using a state space representation. The general form of these equations in the 

state space is:

Similar to the analysis of the rigid wing model, the A’s and {X} represent the characteristic 

roots of the system and their associated eigenvectors, respectively. The eigenvalues and the 

eigenvectors are:

Typically, the number of these characteristic roots depends on the size of the discretized aeroe

lastic model. In these case studies, since six basis functions were used to represent the continu

ous cantilever system, the solution yields six complex conjugate root pairs. As before, each pair 

represents the modal properties of each mode, describing its damped frequency and decay rate. 

Fig. (5.2) illustrates the modal transformation of the six modes of the representative aeroelastic 

system as a function of airspeed. This system is described by Case 1 parameters, given in Ap

pendix C. For a better illustration of the coalescing modes, fig. (5.3) provides a zoomed view 

of fig. (5.2). The observations from these figures describe the same qualitative features as the 

equivalent rigid wing model. As airspeed increases up to a certain point, the modal frequencies 

of the two interacting modes coalesce and simultaneously the modal decays of these modes 

diverge. At the onset of flutter one of the modal decays becomes zero.

\A]{X} =  X{ X} ( 5 . 1 3 )

Ai =  - P i  ±  j  (ud)i (5.14)

( 5 . 1 5 )
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5.1.3 Unsteady Aerodynamics

The unsteady aerodynamic effects are introduced into the model using the Wagner’s Function
m

via an additional degree of freedom in z ( x , t) =  Qi(x)qi(t). The basis functions Oj(x) that
i=z 1

were used to represent this degree of freedom are the same basis functions used to represent the 

rotational degree of freedom (See Appendix E for more details).

In order to express the unsteady effects due to circulatory forcing, a two term Wagner Func

tion approximation [88] was used to describe the diminishing influences of the ’’starting vor

tices” onto the wing as they travel downstream. With the additional degree of freedom in z(x, t), 

an extra set of odes is derived to describes the lag effects of the circulatory forcing. The resulting 

general aeroelastic system is given by:

lM . ,e r | [0]

mi m
{*}
m
K)

[B.,/,-1 [01
[01 ( 6 i + 6 2 ) [ / J

{<}

{<}
(A',t7 [01

[OJ (hi62)[/l

«}
<7} <5.16)

where [Matr], [B str] and [A",strj are the structural matrices with a similar definition provided in 

the quasisteady aerodynamics analysis; { L b}  and {M ‘a} represent vectors of aerodynamic lift 

and moment about elastic axis for each respective generalized coordinate in bending and twist. 

{£} and {7 } are previously defined vectors of generalized coordinates of the wing for each 

respective shape function in bending and twist. There is a new vector of generalized coordinates 

in {c}, representing the lag states, and an associated force vector | w | c| ,  representing the 

effective downwash at the three-quarter chord point. For unsteady effects, the forcing terms 

become explicit functions of time, acceleration, velocity, displacement and airspeed:

{ L b}  = Lb ( tM 7 } ,{ i} ,{ 7 } ,{ £ } < { 7 } ,t)

{Mia} -  Mla (u, {7} , {£}  , {7} , {£} , {7} ,t)

{ ^ |c }  = ^ ( { 7 } ,{ ^ } ,{ 7 } )

(5.17)

Restating all of the aerodynamic loading terms in matrix form leads to the expression:
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C 6} 

{AC}

I K)
, = Maero j *

' { 0  I
W) ► + [ BaeroiU) <

' W '
{7}

/

► + [ K aern(U) ] <

. «  . {<}\

{£}

{7} (5 . 18)

where [Maero], [Baero\ and [Kaero\ are aerodynamic mass, damping and stiffness matrices re

spectively. The aerodynamic damping and stiffness matrices are non-symmetric. The full rep

resentation of these equations of motion can be found in Appendix E. A combination of the 

structural and aerodynamic matrices yields the final aeroelastic system of equations shown be

low:

( 5 . 1 9 )

Based on the convergence analysis, it was determined that only three basis functions were 

needed to obtain accurate results for unsteady effects. Since 3 extra basis functions were used 

to represent the unsteady effects, 3 additional odes were introduced to the original set of odes. 

The individual aeroelastic matrix terms of this aeroelastic system are illustrated below (See 

Appendix E):

■j { * }  1 I
’ ^ 1

[ « > ]
I
' { 0 }  '

M a e  J < { 7 } > + B a e  J * { 7 } ► + K ae i { 7 } ► =  < { 0 }

. « >  . r
...

...
.

V { 0 }

[Ma,] = L
( r n ( r )  +  i p o c C ' i . , , 6 2 )  ( / ) „ x „  ( m ( r ) b T . 0 -  J  P x  C  L „  b 3 a  [0]„>

( m ( x ) 6 x a -  i p o c , C L a b 3 a h J [ ^ i j l m x ™  ( / * « ( * )  +  i p ^ C ^ ^ b 3 ( i  +  Of,2 ) )  [0]m .

(Olmxr .  [ O J mx m U U ,

(nhl + ±Pxux cLiyb) [/]nx„ (Be, + ±Pxux cLr,b2 (f -«fc))

(5.20)
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l ° l , n x n  f>ll>2 m m x m

15.22)
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Eigenvalue Analysis of Discrete System

When the cantilever wing is forced with unsteady aerodynamics, the eigenvalue analysis of the 

representative system yields a number of additional characteristic roots to the original set of 

complex conjugate root pairs representing the oscillatory aeroelastic modes. The additional 

roots are real and distinct, which represent the overdamped modes from the addition of the ex

tra degree of freedom z(x, t), which accounts for the unsteady aerodynamics. The two figures 

below, figs. (5.4) and (5.5), illustrate the evolution of modal parameters with respect to varying 

airspeed of the six oscillatory modes of the aeroelastic system. The modal properties of over

damped modes are not shown in these figures. Fig. (5.5) is a zoomed image of fig. (5.4), which 

focuses on the modes that interact in the flutter mechanism. This representative system is based 

on Case 1 parameters, which are shown in Appendix C.
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of the oscillatory modes’ modal parameters with respect to increasing 
airspeed. Top plot describes modal decay rates; bottom plot describes damped modal

frequencies
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of the oscillatory modes’ modal parameters with respect to increasing 
airspeed. Top plot describes modal decay rates; bottom plot describes damped modal
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5.2 Flutter Speed Estimation

This section presents both the deterministic and probabilistic flutter speed results. The mapping 

plots between the flutter speed and the random system parameters will not be provided for the 

cantilever wing analysis due to the complexities involved in obtaining the analytical relation

ships from the Routh-Hurwitz stability criteria (i.e. involves characteristic roots of a higher 

order polynomial, therefore the size of sub-determinants becomes very large, see [1]).

5.2.1 CASE 1

For this case, the baseline parameters of a uniform cantilever wing have been taken from Borello 

et. al. [36]. Based on these parameters, they derived an equivalent 2-D simplified rigid model 

of a wing, which was presented in the previous chapter. This chapter will examine the results 

of the cantilever model and later compares these results with the 2-D equivalent model in order 

to examine the validity of the simplified model. The parameters of this system are shown in tbl.

(5.1). Moreover, the results from Borello et. al. [36] were also used to validate the computer
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code developed in this investigation.

PARAMETER Symbol 3D Wing
mass m 35.7187 kg /m
normalized radius of
gyration r 9 0.5
heave/bending stiffness kh/ E I 9 .77x l0 6iVm2
pitch/torsional stiffness kg/GJ 9.89 x 105iVra2
chord length c 1.8288 m
span L 6.096 m
normalized static imbalance X g 0.2
damping ratio (mode 1) 6 0.05
damping ratio (mode 2) £2 0.05
free stream fluid density Poo 1.225 k g / m 3
normalized distance btw
EA and mid-chord -0.34
lift coefficient gradient c la 27 t (1  — rf)
Num. of Samples — 100000

Table 5.1: Model parameters for Case 1 

Quasisteady Analysis: Baseline Case

The aeroelastic frequencies and decays are plotted in fig. (5.6) as a function of airspeed. For an 

accurate computation of the modal properties of the coalescing modes, three bending and three 

torsional beam basis were used. A magnified view of the modal parameters of two coalescing
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of the modal parameters with respect to airspeed
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modes is shown in fig. (5.7). As evident in this figure, the second mode becomes unstable 

through a mild-moderate flutter at a flutter speed of 155.13m/s.
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Figure 5.7: Magnified view of evolution of the modal parameters with respect to increasing
airspeed

Fig. (5.8) shows the relative magnitude of the elements of the eigenvectors of each mode at 

no flow condition and at the proximity of the flutter speed. Although three bending and three 

torsional beam basis functions are used to approximate the dynamics of the cantilever, the two 

coalescing modes are mostly dominated by the first bending and first torsional basis functions. 

At flutter, the relative strength of each eigenvector is changed. Initially, the first mode contains 

dominant contribution from the first bending basis function. The second aeroelastic mode is 

dominated by the first torsional basis function. At the flutter point, both of the modes lose the 

relative strength of their dominant components.

The most evident differences in the comparison between these results and those of the rigid 

wing in Case 1 with quasisteady aerodynamics are a more explosive flutter type in this case and 

a much larger flutter speed.
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Quasisteady Analysis: Probabilistic Case

Tables, 5.2 and 5.3, provide a summary of the results of probabilistic flutter speed estimation 

for Case 1 with quasisteady aerodynamics.

The resulting flutter speed pdfs for a truncated Gaussian distribution and a uniform distribu

tion of the random structural parameters are illustrated in figs. (5.9) and (5.10), respectively. 

The boxed value represents the flutter speed COV. These results only include cases with large 

input uncertainty (10% COV), since low structural parameter uncertainty (2.5% COV) produces 

approximately Gaussian pdfs. The following observations were noted from these figures. Al

though the uncertainties in the inertia (with exception of fully correlated inertia parameters) 

and stiffness contribute significantly to the uncertainty in the flutter speed, the uncertainty in 

the structural damping of the flutter mode also influences the randomness in the flutter speed
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Input COV 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV %

mass Gaussian 0.887 3.6
uniform 0.886 3.58

radius of gyration Gaussian 0.967 3.88
uniform 0.967 3.87

heave stiffness Gaussian 0.574 2.3
uniform 0.574 2.29

pitch stiffness Gaussian 1.69 6.79
uniform 1.69 6.78

damping ratio 1 Gaussian 0.0461 0.184
uniform 0.0461 0.184

damping ratio 2 Gaussian 0.271 1.09
uniform 0.271 1.09

Table 5.2: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
independent uncertainty in the structural parameters

Input COV 2.5% 10% 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV (%)

Uncorrelated Parameters Fully Correlated Parameters
mass & 

radius of gyration
Gaussian
Gaussian

1.31 5.28 0.0813 0.348

mass & 
radius of gyration

uniform
uniform

1.31 5.26 0.0812 0.336

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

Gaussian
Gaussian

1.79 7.16 1.11 4.49

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

uniform
uniform

1.78 7.14 1.11 4.48

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

Gaussian
Gaussian

0.275 1.11 0.317 1.28

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

uniform
uniform

0.275 1.10 0.317 1.27

Table 5.3: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
correlated uncertainty in the structural parameters

due to a fairly mild nature of the flutter type that is experienced in this case. Uncertainty in 

the flutter speed increases for independent uncertainties in multiple system parameters. The 

correlation among the inertia and stiffness decreases uncertainty in the flutter speed (most no

tably in inertia), yet correlation in damping parameters leads to an increased uncertainty in the 

flutter speed. In contrast to the rigid wing case, the probabilistic characteristics of the flutter
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speed are less sensitive to the structural damping uncertainty due to a slightly more explosive 

nature of flutter. Some of the flutter speed pdfs indicate mild non-linear mapping effects. For 

such cases, the mean flutter speed no longer matches the baseline flutter speed. Due to only 

weak non-linear effects, the increase of the flutter speed uncertainty is almost proportional to 

an increase in structural parameter uncertainty.
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Figure 5.9: Flutter speed pdfs (case 1 wing, quasisteady, 10% COV)
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Unsteady Analysis: Baseline Case

Next, the baseline results for unsteady aerodynamic forcing are examined. Fig. (5.11) illustrates 

the modal parameters of the baseline system as a function of air speed. Fig. (5.12) shows 

a magnified view of the modal parameters of the coalescing modes. In contrast to the case 

with quasisteady aerodynamics, the unsteady aerodynamics lead to instability of the first mode 

through a more explosive flutter type (i.e. moderate explosive) with a larger flutter speed of 

190.2^. In contrast to the rigid wing with unsteady aerodynamics, this case exhibits a milder 

flutter type and a higher flutter speed.

Fig. (5 .13) shows the relative magnitude of elements of eigenvectors of each mode at no 

flow condition and at flutter speed. As the airspeed increases, the relative strength of individual 

components in each eigenvector changes. Similar to the case of quasisteady aerodynamics, 

initially the first mode exhibits a dominant first bending component. The second mode is first
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torsion component dominant. At the flutter point the two modes lose the relative strengths of 

their dominant components.
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Figure 5.11; Evolution of modal parameters with respect to airspeed
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Figure 5.13: real part, imaginary part, and magnitude of eigenvectors of the vibration modes, 
illustrating relative strength of each component

Unsteady Analysis: Probabilistic Case

The probabilistic flutter speed estimation results with unsteady aerodynamics are presented in 

figs. (5.14) and (5.15) for a truncated Gaussian and uniform structural parameter distributions 

with a larger amount of uncertainty, respectively. A summary of these results is reported in 

tbls. (5.4) and (5.5). Similar to the quasisteady aerodynamics, only the results for large input 

uncertainty (10% COV) will be examined in details.

Most of the conclusions are similar to the case with quasisteady aerodynamics. As expected 

from a more explosive flutter type, the randomness in inertia and stiffness parameters introduces 

significant uncertainty in the flutter speed and the effect of damping is not significant, as evident 

from figs. (5.14) and (5.15). In general, the most significant qualitative conclusions of the 

cantilever model and a rigid wing model retain similarities.
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Input COV 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Rutter Speed COV %

mass Gaussian 0.425 1.76
uniform 0.424 1.73

radius of gyration Gaussian 0.690 2.76
uniform 0.690 2.76

heave stiffness Gaussian 0.360 1.45
uniform 0.360 1.44

pitch stiffness Gaussian 1.43 5.73
uniform 1.43 5.72

damping ratio 1 Gaussian 0.0898 0.359
uniform 0.0898 0.359

damping ratio 2 Gaussian 0.0509 0.204
uniform 0.0509 0.204

Table 5.4: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
independent uncertainty in the structural parameters

Input COV 2.5% 10% 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV (%)

Uncorrelated Parameters Fully Correlated Parameters
mass & 

radius of gyration
Gaussian
Gaussian

0.812 3.28 0.267 1.1

mass & 
radius of gyration

uniform
uniform

0.812 3.27 0.267 1.08

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

Gaussian
Gaussian

1.47 5.89 1.07 4.30

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

uniform
uniform

1.47 5.88 1.07 4.29

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

Gaussian
Gaussian

0.103 0.414 0.141 0.563

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

uniform
uniform

0.103 0.413 0.141 0.563

Table 5.5: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
correlated uncertainty in the structural parameters
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Next, the probabilistic results of Case 2 study of a cantilever wing are examined.

5.2.2 CASE 2

The parameters of the baseline system representing Case 2 are reported in tbl. (5.6). As stated 

earlier, this case represents a canonical cantilever wing model that experiences contributions 

of the higher order basis functions in the aeroelastic modes, as discussed next. The arising 

complex motion exhibited by the cantilever cannot be adequately represented by the two dof of 

rigid wing.
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PARAMETER Symbol 3D Wing
mass m 35.7187 k g / m
normalized radius of
gyration r9 1.05
heave/bending stiffness kh / EI 9 .7 7 x l0 6Arm2
pitch/torsional stiffness k g / G J 3.956x 105Arm 2
chord length c 1.8288 m
span L 6.096 777.

normalized static imbalance X g 0.95
damping ratio (mode 1) 0.04
damping ratio (mode 2) & 0.04
free stream fluid density Poo 1.225 k g / m 3
normalized distance btw
EA and mid-chord -1.0
lift coefficient gradient Cla 27r(l — r f )
Num. of Samples --- 100000

Table 5.6: Model parameters for Case 2

Quasisteady Analysis: Baseline Case

The aeroelastic frequencies and decays are plotted as a function of airspeed in fig. (5.16). Sim

ilar to Case 1, three bending and three torsional beam basis were used for accurate computation 

of the coalescing modes. A magnified view of the modal parameters of two coalescing modes 

is shown in fig. (5.17). As evident in this figure, the second mode becomes unstable through a 

moderate type of flutter occurring at a flutter speed of 160.21m/s.

Fig. (5.18) shows the relative magnitude of the elements of eigenvectors for each mode at 

no flow condition and at flutter speed. Similar to Case 1, the stable coalescing mode (mode 1) 

consists mainly of the first bending and first torsional beam basis components. In contrast to 

Case 1, the unstable mode (mode 2) contains substantial contribution of the first bending, first 

and second torsional beam basis functions. Without any flow, the first aeroelastic mode exhibits 

is dominated by the first torsional basis component. The second mode indicates dominance 

of the first bending and the second torsional basis functions. At the flutter point, the relative 

strength of the first bending and first torsion basis components in the coalescing modes changes 

and the effect of the second torsional basis reduces for the unstable mode.
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In contrast to Case 2 of the rigid wing, the cantilever model exhibits a more explosive type 

of flutter and a significantly larger flutter speed.

Quasisteady Analysis: Probabilistic Case

Tbls. (5.7) and (5.8) report a brief summary of the probabilistic results for Case 2 study with 

quasisteady aerodynamics. Figs. (5.19) and (5.20) show the resulting flutter speed pdfs. These 

figures illustrate the results for parameter uncertainty with 10% COV, with a truncated Gaussian 

and a uniform distribution, respectively. From these results, the following observations were 

obtained. Uncertainty in most cases of the inertia and stiffness parameters produces larger 

effects on the flutter speed estimate than those due to damping. Uncertainty in the torsional 

stiffness parameter does not produce significant uncertainty in the flutter speed. From the study 

of the flutter speed mapping plots of the previous chapter, it is conjectured that the cause of
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Input COV 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV %

mass Gaussian 0.283 1.49
uniform 0.279 1.28

radius of gyration Gaussian 0.244 1.17
uniform 0.242 0.945

heave stiffness Gaussian 1.33 5.32
uniform 1.33 5.31

pitch stiffness Gaussian 0.228 0.936
uniform 0.228 0.923

damping ratio 1 Gaussian 0.00472 0.0189
uniform 0.00472 0.0189

damping ratio 2 Gaussian 0.177 0.712
uniform 0.177 0.710

Table 5.7: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
independent uncertainty in the structural parameters

Input COV 2.5% 10% 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV (%)

Uncorrelated Parameters Fully Correlated Parameters
mass & 

radius of gyration
Gaussian
Gaussian

0.378 2.19 0.0335 0.143

mass & 
radius of gyration

uniform
uniform

0.374 1.88 0.0334 0.138

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

Gaussian
Gaussian

1.34 5.40 1.10 4.43

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

uniform
uniform

1.34 5.39 1.10 4.42

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

Gaussian
Gaussian

0.177 0.712 0.173 0.692

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

uniform
uniform

0.177 0.710 0.173 0.691

Table 5.8: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
correlated uncertainty in the structural parameters

such low sensitivity is the low gradient of the flutter speed with respect to the torsional stiffness 

parameter within the uncertainty region. Uncertainty in the multiple uncorrelated structural pa

rameters causes a larger variance in the flutter speed estimate. The correlation among all, inertia, 

stiffness and damping parameters reduces the uncertainty in the flutter speed. The uncertainty 

in the inertia parameters leads to significant non-linear effects in the flutter speed pdfs.
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For such cases, the mean flutter speed does not match the baseline flutter speed, as a large 

positive skewness and a minimum cutoff are observed in the flutter speed pdfs. In cantilever 

wing analysis, the most notable differences between the cantilever and the rigid wing arises from 

a more profound non-linear effect due to uncertainty in inertia parameters and a less significant 

influence of damping due to a more explosive flutter type, as evident from figs. (5.19) and 

(5.20).

Unsteady Analysis: Baseline Case

Fig. (5.21) shows the modal properties as a function of increasing air speed of the baseline 

system for unsteady aerodynamics. Fig. (5.22) shows a magnified view of the modal param

eters of the coalescing modes. In contrast to the quasisteady aerodynamics, the first mode 

becomes unstable, the flutter type becomes moderate-explosive and the flutter speed increases 

to 187.91m/s.
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Figure 5.22: Magnified view of evolution of the modal parameters with respect to increasing
airspeed

Fig. (5.23) illustrates the relative magnitude of the elements of eigenvectors for each mode 

at no flow condition and at flutter speed. As in quasisteady analysis, the first mode consists 

mainly of the first bending and first torsional beam basis and the second mode contains sub

stantial contributions of the first bending, first and second torsional beam basis functions. For 

unsteady aerodynamics, the first mode becomes unstable. The relative strength of each eigen

vector changes with an increase of airspeed. Without air flow, the first mode exhibits dominant 

first torsional component and the second mode shows dominant contributions of the first bend

ing and second torsion basis, with a significant contribution of the first torsional basis com

ponent. At flutter point, both modes lose the relative strength of their dominant components 

and furthermore, the stable mode experiences a drastic reduction o f the second torsional basis 

component.

In contrast to the rigid wing (as evident from fig.(3.24», where the second mode becomes 

unstable, the cantilever exhibits instability through the first mode, as shown in fig.(5.22). Addi

tionally, it is noted that a similar type of flutter is experienced for both cases, but the onset of 

flutter is delayed for the cantilever case.
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Figure 5.23: real part, imaginary part, and magnitude of eigenvectors of the vibration modes, 
illustrating relative strength of each component

Unsteady Analysis: Probabilistic Case

Tbls. (5.9) and (5.10) summarize the probabilistic flutter speed results for analysis with un

steady aerodynamics. Figs. (5.24) and (5.25) show the resulting flutter speed pdfs correspond

ing to a truncated Gaussian and a uniform distribution of structural parameters, respectively, 

having a 10% COV. From these figures the following observations are obtained. Uncertainty in 

most cases of the inertia and stiffness parameters produces larger effects on the flutter speed es

timate than that of damping, as expected with a moderate-explosive type of flutter. Uncertainty 

in the torsional stiffness, mass and mass moment of inertia parameters does not produce signif

icant uncertainty in the flutter speed. The effect of multiple independent structural parameter 

uncertainties produce a larger variance in the flutter speed estimate. In this case, the correlation 

effects in inertia and stiffness parameters reduce the uncertainty in the flutter speed, yet
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Input COV 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV %

mass Gaussian 0.251 1.13
uniform 0.250 1.06

radius of gyration Gaussian 0.0416 0.468
uniform 0.0384 0.259

heave stiffness Gaussian 1.08 4.34
uniform 1.08 4.32

pitch stiffness Gaussian 0.0133 0.0593
uniform 0.0132 0.0556

damping ratio 1 Gaussian 0.0230 0.0922
uniform 0.0230 0.0921

damping ratio 2 Gaussian 0.00226 0.0106
uniform 0.00224 0.00971

Table 5.9: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
independent uncertainty in the structural parameters

Input COV 2.5% 10% 2.5% 10%
Random Parameter Distribution Flutter Speed COV (%)

Uncorrelated Parameters Fully Correlated Parameters
mass & 

radius of gyration
Gaussian
Gaussian

0.256 1.28 0.212 0.862

mass & 
radius of gyration

uniform
uniform

0.254 1.13 0.212 0.856

heave stiffness &; 
pitch stiffness

Gaussian
Gaussian

1.08 4.34 1.06 4.29

heave stiffness & 
pitch stiffness

uniform
uniform

1.08 4.32 1.06 4.28

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

Gaussian
Gaussian

0.0231 0.0928 0.0253 0.101

damping ratio 1 & 
damping ratio 2

uniform
uniform

0.0231 0.0927 0.0252 0.101

Table 5.10: Results illustrating the uncertainty in the flutter speed due to 
correlated uncertainty in the structural parameters

correlation of damping increases the uncertainty. The uncertainty in the inertia parameters 

(except for correlated case), torsional stiffness and structural damping ratio of the second mode 

show significant non-linear effects in the flutter speed pdfs. For such cases, the mean flutter 

speed does not match the baseline flutter speed. While comparing the probabilistic results of 

the analysis with the quasisteady and unsteady aerodynamics, the effects of uncertainty are
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Figure 5.24: Flutter speed pdfs (case 2 wing, unsteady, 10% COV)

significantly smaller for the unsteady case in most cases. The exceptions to this observation are 

the cases of uncertainty in the structural damping of the first mode and the correlated inertia 

parameters. In contrast to the results from the rigid wing model, illustrated in figs. (3.26) and 

(3.27), the flutter speed pdfs for the cantilever show significant non-linear effects (i.e. skewness 

and cut-off speeds).

As a continuation of this investigation, the following chapter examines the characteristic 

roots for a cantilever wing from probabilistic prospective. Similar to the case of rigid wing, the 

probabilistic results of modal parameters provide significant insight into the mechanics of the 

coalescence flutter as delineated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

A Cantilever Wing: Characteristic Roots

In this chapter, a probabilistic analysis of the modal parameters of a cantilever wing is conducted 

in detail. Similar to the study of the rigid wing model, the density plots were used to study the 

statistics of the modal properties of complex aeroelastic modes in order to avoid the difficulties 

of tracking the individual aeroelastic modes. For the cantilever wing, these density plots become 

especially useful because the modal parameters experience much greater statistical overlap, due 

to mode veering attributed to the effect of randomness.

Several important points should be noted. The modal decay rates / 3 i ( U ) ,  i =  1 , 2 , ..., 6 and the 

modal frequencies u > d , i { U ) ,  i =  1, 2 ,..., 6 are complicated non-linear functions of the structural 

inertia, stiffness and damping parameters. For the unsteady aerodynamics, there are additional 

six (6) non-oscillatory modes that arise due to effects of circulatory forcing (but their probabilis

tic results are not shown for clarity of results). The physical mechanism of coalescence flutter 

dictates a strong relationship among the decay rate of the coalescing modes and the spacing 

between the coalescing frequencies. It is therefore natural to expect that the decay rates and fre

quencies will exhibit strong statistical correlation due to uncertainty in the system parameters. 

In general the frequencies and decay rates exhibit strong non-stationary trend with respect to the 

airspeed as the pdfs of the modal parameters substantially changes with the airspeed. This sec

tion is devoted to understanding the complex statistical interplay among the modal frequencies 

and decays.

147
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6.1 CASE 1

6.1.1 Quasisteady Results

The following probabilistic results illustrate the transformation of the modal properties as a 

function of airspeed. For each case, two figures will be provided, one illustrating modal prop

erties of all modes and the second showing the magnified view of the same results focusing on 

the modes involved in the flutter mechanism. The effects of individual parameter uncertainty is 

considered first.

Fig. (6.1) shows the probabilistic results of the modal parameters for uncertain mass. Fig. 

(6.2) provides a magnified view focusing specifically on the modal parameters of modes in

volved in the flutter mechanism. The following observations are noted. The frequency pdfs of 

the coalescing modes show only weakly non-stationary trends, reflecting a milder flutter type. 

Furthermore, the pdf of frequency of the second (i.e. flutter) mode, show some non-Gaussian 

trend in the vicinity of flutter speed. The modal decay pdfs of the coalescing modes show sig

nificant non-stationarity, as their variances increase as function of airspeed. The uncertainty in 

mass has greater effect on the uncertainty in the frequency of the first coalescing (stable) mode, 

which exhibits predominantly bending motion, as evident fig. (5.8). However, the uncertainty 

of the modal decays in both coalescing modes is affected by the uncertainty in mass.

The effects of uncertainty in mass moment of inertia is considered next, with resulting modal 

parameter pdfs shown in fig. (6.3) and the magnified view of the coalescing modes provided 

by fig. (6.4). The observations for this case are very similar to the case of uncertain mass, 

but the most significant uncertainty effects appearing in the torsion dominated mode instead 

of the bending dominant mode. The frequency pdfs of the coalescing modes show only weak 

non-stationary trends. Furthermore, the frequency pdf of the first (i.e. stable) mode, show some 

non-Gaussian features in the vicinity of flutter speed (although not very clear in the scale of 

the graph). The modal decay pdfs of the coalescing modes show significant non-stationarity as 

their variances increase as function of airspeed. The uncertainty in the modal frequency of the 

torsion dominated (second) coalescing mode is most affected by the uncertainty in the mass



Figure 6 .1: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass with 10% COV,
obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 109m /s, 155.13tti/ s
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moment of inertia. The uncertainty in mass moment of inertia influences the uncertainty in the 

modal decays of both coalescing modes.

Then, the effects of stiffness uncertainty are examined next. Figs. (6.5) and (6.6) show the 

effects of uncertainty in the bending stiffness on the modal parameters of the system. Figs. 

(6.7) and (6.8) illustrate the effects of torsional stiffness uncertainty on the modal properties 

of the aeroelastic system. From these figures, it is evident that the effects of bending stiffness 

uncertainty are almost similar to those of uncertain mass. The effects of torsional stiffness 

uncertainty also resemble the case of uncertain mass moment of inertia.

From the probabilistic results of uncertain inertia and stiffness and the resulting flutter speed 

pdfs, illustrated in fig. (5.9), note that the effect of growing variance in the modal decay of the 

flutter mode produces a large variance in the flutter speed pdfs.

The uncertainty of damping parameters has been shown to cause less significant effects in 

the flutter speed pdfs. Figs. (6.9) and (6.11) illustrate the effects o f the first and second struc

tural damping parameter uncertainties on the modal parameter pdfs, respectively. Figs. (6.10) 

and (6.12) provide a magnified view of the modal properties of the coalescing modes for the 

respective cases. There are no notable effects of uncertainty on the modal frequencies of the co

alescing modes. The pdfs of the modal decays do not show large changes in variance as function 

of airspeed, which may be attributed to a milder type of flutter. Only in the vicinity of flutter, 

the modal decays of the coalescing modes show very slight changes in variance. For uncertainty 

in the first structural damping ratio, the most significant uncertainty effects are experienced in 

the decay of the first (stable) mode. The variance of the second mode is not significant. For 

uncertainty in the second structural damping ratio, the most significant effects of uncertainty 

are experienced in the decay of the second (flutter) mode. The variance of the first mode is not 

significant.
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Figure 6.5; Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in bending stiffness with 10%
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s , 109m /s, 155.13m/s
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Figure 6.6: Magnified view of coalescing mode’s modal parameter pdfs for uncertainty in
bending stiffness



Figure 6.7; Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in torsional stiffness with 10%
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  109m /s , 155.13m/s
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Figure 6.9: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in first structural damping ratio
with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  109m / s ,  155.13m/s
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Figure 6.10: Magnified view of coalescing mode’s modal parameter pdfs for uncertainty in
first structural damping ratio
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Multiple Parameter Uncertainty

The analysis examines effects of multiple parameter variations where the random parameters 

are fully uncorrelated. Figs. (6.13)-(6.18) show the resulting pdfs o f modal parameters as a 

function of airspeed for random inertia, stiffness and damping parameters. When the uncertain 

parameters are uncorrelated, the uncertainty in the modal parameter pdfs increases. The un

certainty in the uncorrelated inertia parameters introduces statistical overlapping effects in the 

modal decays.

Next, the effects of full correlation between the random parameters are examined. Figs. 

(6.19)-(6.24) illustrate the modal parameter pdfs for fully correlated inertia, stiffness and damp

ing parameters. The following are the observations that were gathered from these results. The 

uncertainty in the modal frequencies of the coalescing modes is not significantly affected by the 

correlation between the random parameters. However, correlation between the random param

eters may lead to changes in correlations between the modal frequencies and the modal decays. 

For uncertainty in inertia parameters, the correlation between the modal frequencies leads to a 

reduced growth of variance in the modal decays (as function of airspeed), especially evident in 

the flutter mode. Such reduction of variance in the flutter mode may imply a lower uncertainty 

in the flutter speed pdf due to structural parameter correlation. For uncertainty in the stiffness 

properties, similar trend in variance of the modal decays is experienced in both modes. The 

reduction of variance in the flutter mode implies a lower uncertainty in the flutter speed pdf 

due to effects of structural parameter correlation. The correlation between random structural 

damping parameters mostly affects the correlation between the modal decays. In this case, the 

correlation between modal decays of the coalescing modes leads to a consistent increase in the 

variance of the modal decays at every airspeed.

Lastly, a comparison of the probabilistic modal parameter results of the 3-D cantilever wing 

model and the rigid wing model (represented by Case 1 system parameters), for quasisteady 

aerodynamics, is obtained. Qualitatively, the results are very similar. Only a minor difference 

is noted for the cantilever model, where a more explosive flutter type leads to greater non- 

stationary effects in the modal pdfs in vicinity of flutter.
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6.1.2 Unsteady Results

This section examines the effect of structural parameter uncertainty on the modal parameters 

for unsteady aerodynamics. The effect of individual parameter uncertainty will be investigated 

first. These results show only minor differences with respect to the results of quasisteady aero

dynamics, mainly due to the effect of a more explosive flutter type.

Figs. (6.25) and (6.27) show the effects of uncertainty in the mass and mass moment of 

inertia parameters on the modal parameter pdfs, respectively. Figs. (6.26) and (6.28) provide a 

magnified view focusing specifically on the modal parameters of modes involved in the flutter 

mechanism. The frequency pdfs of the coalescing modes show strong non-stationary trends in 

the flutter region, reflecting a more explosive flutter type. The uncertainty in mass has greater 

effect on the uncertainty in frequency of the first (unstable) mode, which exhibits predominantly 

bending motion. Uncertainty in mass moment of inertia has greater influence on the frequency 

of the second (stable) mode, which exhibits predominantly torsional motion. For both cases, 

the decays of both coalescing modes are greatly affected. These modal decay pdfs show
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Figure 6.25: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass with 10% COV,
obtained at 3 test airspeeds: ^  0m /s , 135.0m/s, 190.2m /s
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Figure 6.28: Magnified view of coalescing mode’s modal parameter pdfs for uncertainty in
mass moment of inertia

significant non-stationarity, where the variance increases as function of airspeed. For unsteady 

aerodynamics, a significant statistical overlap of the coalescing modal frequencies is observed 

near the flutter point.

The effects of stiffness uncertainty are illustrated in figs. (6.29) and (6.31) show the effects 

of bending stiffness and torsional stiffness uncertainty on the modal parameters of the system, 

respectively. Figs. (6.30) and (6.32) show the magnified view of the coalescing modes. As 

in quasisteady analysis, these figures indicate that effects of stiffness parameter uncertainty are 

almost identical to those of the uncertainty in the respective inertia parameter.

From the probabilistic results for uncertain inertia and stiffness parameters and the flutter 

speed pdfs from fig. (5.14), it is seen that the effect of growing variance in the modal decay of 

the flutter mode produces a substantial variance in the flutter speed pdfs. However, it should be 

noted that the growth in variance of the decay of the flutter mode is more substantial in cases of 

uncertainty of mass moment of inertia and the torsional stiffness, therefore the resulting flutter 

speed pdf for these cases experiences greater variance.
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The effects of uncertainty of the damping parameters are illustrated in figs. (6.33) and (6.35) 

for uncertainty in the first and second structural damping parameters, respectively. Figs. (6.34) 

and (6.36) provide the magnified view of the modal properties of the coalescing modes for each 

respective case. The resulting observations are almost identical to the case of quasisteady aero

dynamic forcing. There are no notable influence effects of uncertainty on the modal frequencies 

of the coalescing modes. The modal decay pdfs do not show large changes of variance as func

tion of increasing airspeed. Only in vicinity of flutter the modal decays of the coalescing modes 

show very slight changes in variance. For uncertainty in the first structural damping ratio the 

most significant uncertainty is experienced by the decay of the first (flutter) mode. The variance 

of the second mode is not significant. For uncertainty in the second structural damping ratio, 

the decay of the second (non-flutter) mode is most affected. The variance of the first mode is 

insignificant.
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Figure 6.33: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in first structural damping
ratio with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: ^  0m /s , 135.0 ra /s , 190.2m/s
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Figure 6.35: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in second structural damping
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Multiple Parameter Uncertainty

The effects of uncertainty in multiple parameters are examined next. Figs. (6.37)-(6.42) show 

the resulting transformations of the modal parameter pdfs as a function of airspeed for inde

pendent inertia, stiffness and damping parameters. All of the results indicate that uncertainty 

effects of the independent multiple parameters lead to an increase of the uncertainty in the 

modal parameter pdfs. The resulting larger variance of modal decay of the flutter mode pro

duces a larger variance in the flutter speed (evident in fig. (5.14). It should also be noted that 

modal frequencies of the coalescing modes experience full overlapping effects.

Next, the effects of full correlation between the random parameters are examined. Figs. 

(6.43)-(6.48) illustrate the probabilistic modal parameter transformation results for fully cor

related inertia, stiffness and damping parameters. These results are identical with the results 

of analysis with quasisteady aerodynamics. Due to correlation between the random structural 

parameters, the following observations are deduced from these results. The uncertainty of the
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Figure 6.37: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in uncorrelated inertia terms 
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Figure 6.41: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in uncorrelated damping 
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Figure 6.45: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in correlated stiffness terms 
with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: «  0m /s, 135.0m/s, 190.2m/s
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modal frequency parameters of the coalescing modes does not experience significant effects 

from correlation between the random parameters. However, correlation between the random 

parameters of course may lead to changes in correlations between the modal frequencies and 

the modal decays. For uncertainty in inertia and stiffness parameters, the correlation between 

modal frequencies lead to a reduced growth of variance in the modal decay of the flutter mode 

(as function of airspeed) in the vicinity of flutter. The correlation between random structural 

damping parameters effects the correlation between the modal decays. In this case, this partic

ular correlation between modal decays of the coalescing modes leads to a consistent increase in 

the variance of the modal decays at every airspeed.

6.1.3 Comparison of Quasisteady and Unsteady Results

At this point, the probabilistic results of modal parameter transformations with quasisteady 

aerodynamics should be compared with those of the unsteady aerodynamics. Although, these 

effects were noted in the above results, the main observations should be stated. First, a more 

explosive flutter type in the unsteady loading case leads to a greater non-stationary effects of 

the modal parameters in region of strong frequency coalescence, as exhibited by the greater 

rate of change in the variance of the modal frequency pdfs. Furthermore, since the frequency 

coalescence is more substantial for cases with a more explosive flutter type, with unsteady 

aerodynamics, the modal frequencies of the coalescing modes experience significant statistical 

overlapping due to mode veering.

6.2 Comparison of Cantilever and Rigid Wing Model Results

Lastly, a comparison of the probabilistic modal parameter transformation results between the 

3-D cantilever wing model and the rigid wing model, which are represented by Case 1 system 

parameters with unsteady aerodynamic forcing, is provided. Two main differences are noted. 

Mainly a more explosive flutter type is experienced by the rigid wing aeroelastic model and the 

cantilever model becomes unstable through the first mode, whereas the second mode becomes
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unstable for the rigid wing. Although the flutter type experienced by the rigid wing is more 

explosive, the modal frequency pdfs of the coalescing modes in the cantilever model experience 

significant overlaps due to a greater coalescence of frequencies. Due to a more explosive flutter 

type, greater non-stationary effects of the modal parameters are experienced for the rigid wing 

in the region of strong frequency coalescence, as exhibited by the greater rate of change in the 

variance of the modal frequency pdfs. The modal decay pdfs of the coalescing modes of the 

rigid wing show significant overlap. These effects do not exist in the cantilever model.

6.3 CASE 2

6 . 3 . 1  Q u a s i s t e a d y  R e s u l t s

The probabilistic results of modal parameter trends for the aeroelastic system described by Case 

2 parameters are provided in this section. For this case it will become evident that there is sig

nificant overlap that occurs between the modal parameter pdfs, which presents some difficulties 

in interpreting the actual physics in the problem. The analysis begins with the presentation of 

results for individual parameter uncertainties in the aeroelastic system for quasisteady aerody

namics.

Figs. (6.49)-(6.52) show the effects of uncertainty in inertia parameters on the probabilistic 

results of modal parameters, along with a magnified view of the modes involved in the flutter 

mechanism. The frequency pdfs of the coalescing modes show non-stationary trends in the flut

ter region, reflecting a more explosive flutter type. The uncertainty of both inertia parameters 

produces a more significant effect on the uncertainty in the frequency of the second (unstable) 

mode, which exhibits predominantly bending motion. For mass parameter uncertainty the fre

quency pdf of the second mode indicates a non-Gaussian trend in the vicinity of flutter. The 

modal decay and frequency pdfs of coalescing modes show small amounts of variance. The 

decays show non-Gaussian trends. The modal decay pdfs of the coalescing modes show signifi

cant non-stationarity, where the variance increases as function of airspeed, but only slightly. For 

uncertainty in the mass moment of inertia, the decays show strong non-Gaussian trends. The
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Figure 6.49: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass with 10% COV, 
obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m /s, 112m/s, 160.21m/s
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Figure 6.51 : Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in mass moment of inertia
with 10% COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: Om/s, 112m /s , 160.21m/s
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modal decay pdfs of the coalescing modes show significant non-stationarity, where the variance 

experiences moderate increases as a function of airspeed. A significant statistical overlap of the 

modal decays is evident.

Similarly, the effects of stiffness uncertainty are illustrated in figs. (6.53)-(6.56), which illus

trate the effects of bending stiffness and torsional stiffness uncertainty on the modal parameters 

of the system. Figs. (6.54) and (6.56) show a magnified view of the coalescing modes for each 

respective uncertainty case. The frequency pdfs of the coalescing modes show non-stationary 

trends in the flutter region, reflecting a more explosive flutter type. The uncertainty of both 

stiffness parameters produces a more significant effect on the uncertainty of frequency of the 

unstable mode, which exhibits predominantly bending motion. For bending stiffness uncer

tainty the frequency pdfs of both coalescing modes indicate an increase of variance in the flutter 

region. The modal decay pdfs of the coalescing modes show significant non-stationarity with 

large increase in variance as a function of airspeed. For uncertainty in the torsional stiffness the 

frequency pdfs of both coalescing modes indicate a decrease of variance in the flutter region. 

The modal decay pdfs of the coalescing modes show significant non-stationarity, where the vari

ance experiences only a moderate increase as a function of airspeed, but shows less significant 

growth in the flutter region. For both cases, a significant statistical overlap of the modal decays 

is evident.

The probabilistic results of inertia and stiffness parameter variations are examined along with 

the flutter speed pdfs from fig. (5.19). Note that the effect of moderately growing variance in 

the modal decay of the flutter mode produced by inertia parameter uncertainty leads to only 

moderate variance in the flutter speed pdfs. A large growth of variance in modal decay of the 

flutter mode with bending stiffness uncertainty produces large variance in the flutter speed pdf. 

For case of torsional stiffness uncertainty, the low growth of variance in the modal decay of the 

flutter mode produces very low variance in the flutter speed pdf.

The uncertainty effects of the damping parameters are illustrated in figs. (6.57)-(6.60) for 

uncertainty in the first and second structural damping parameters, respectively. Figs. (6.58) and

(6.60) provide the magnified view of the modal properties of the coalescing modes for each
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Figure 6.53: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in bending stiffness with 10%
COV, obtained at 3 test airspeeds: 0m / s ,  112m / s ,  160.21m/s
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Figure 6.54: Magnified view of coalescing mode’s modal parameter pdfs for uncertainty in
bending stiffness
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Figure 6.55: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in torsional stiffness with 
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Figure 6.57: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in first structural damping
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respective case. The resulting observations are similar to Case 1 with quasisteady aerodynamics. 

Multiple Parameter Uncertainty

The effects of uncertainty in multiple parameters are very similar to the previous case. Figs.

(6.61)-(6.66) show the resulting transformations of the modal parameter pdfs as a function of 

airspeed for independent inertia, stiffness and damping parameters. The results indicate that 

uncertainty of multiple uncorrelated parameters increases the uncertainty of the modal param

eter pdfs. The resulting high variance of modal decay of the flutter mode produces significant 

variance in the flutter speed (evident in fig. (5.19)). There are however some differences that 

are noted in comparison to the previous case study. Mainly, the uncertainty in inertia causes 

the flutter mode decay to experience non-Gaussian effects in vicinity of flutter, and additionally, 

both inertia and stiffness parameter uncertainties lead to significant statistical overlap of the 

modal decay pdfs.

The effects of full correlation between the random parameters are examined in Figs. (6.67)- 

(6.72) illustrate the probabilistic modal parameter results for fully correlated inertia, stiffness 

and damping parameters. The uncertainty of the modal frequency parameters of the coalescing 

modes is not significantly influenced by the correlation between the random parameters. How

ever, correlation between the random parameters may lead to changes in correlations between 

the modal frequencies and the modal decays. For uncertainty in inertia and stiffness param

eters, the correlation between modal frequencies leads to a reduced growth of variance in the 

modal decay of the flutter mode (as function of airspeed) in the vicinity of flutter. The reduction 

of variance in the flutter mode decay implies a lower uncertainty in the flutter speed pdf due 

to structural parameter correlation. In case of random inertia effects, the flutter mode decay 

no longer shows non-Gaussian features in the flutter region. The correlation between random 

structural damping affects the correlation between the modal decays. In such a case, this partic

ular correlation between modal decays of the coalescing modes leads to a consistent decrease 

in the variance of the modal decays at every airspeed, leading to a reduction of variance in the 

flutter speed pdf.
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6.3.2 Unsteady Results

Next, the effects of unsteady aerodynamic forcing are examined. Figs. (6.73)-(6.76) show 

the effects of uncertainty in inertia parameters on the probabilistic modal parameter transfor

mations, along with a magnified view o f the modes involved in the flutter mechanism. The 

observations are very similar to the case o f quasisteady aerodynamics. The frequency pdfs of 

the coalescing modes show significant non-stationary trends in the flutter region, indicating a 

more explosive flutter type. The uncertainty o f both inertia parameters have significant effect 

on the uncertainty in the frequency o f the second (stable) mode, which exhibits predominantly 

bending motion. For uncertain mass parameter, the frequency pdfs o f both coalescing modes 

indicate a non-Gaussian trend in the flutter region. The modal decay and frequency pdfs of 

coalescing modes show only small amounts o f variance. The decays show high non-Gaussian 

transformation. The modal decay pdfs of the coalescing modes show significant non-stationary 

trends with a moderately increasing variance with respect to airspeed. For uncertainty in the 

mass moment of inertia, the frequency pdfs of the coalescing modes show significant statistical 

overlap in the flutter region. The modal decay pdfs o f the coalescing modes show significant 

non-stationarity with non-Gaussian features. The variance of the flutter mode decay experi

ences a reduction o f variance in the flutter region. A significant statistical overlap of the modal 

decays is also evident.

The effects of stiffness uncertainty are illustrated in figs. (6.77)-(6.80), which illustrate the 

effects of bending stiffness and torsional stiffness uncertainty. Figs. (6.78) and (6.80) show the 

magnified plots of the coalescing modes for respective cases. The following observations were 

noted. The frequency pdfs of the coalescing modes show significant non-stationary trends in the 

flutter region, indicating a more explosive flutter type. The uncertainty of both stiffness param

eters has significant effect on the frequency of the second mode, which exhibits predominantly 

bending motion. For uncertain bending stiffness, the frequency pdfs o f both modes experience 

a high variance in the flutter region. The pdf of the first mode indicates a non-Gaussian trend. 

Additionally, there is statistical overlapping of the frequency pdfs. The modal decay pdfs of the 

coalescing modes show significant non-stationary trends, and significant variance increase and
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a non-Gaussian trend of the flutter mode in the flutter region. For uncertainty in the torsional 

stiffness, the frequency pdfs o f the coalescing modes show significant statistical overlap in the 

flutter region. The modal decay pdfs o f the coalescing modes show significant non-stationarity 

with strong non-Gaussian trends. The variance of the flutter mode decay experiences a reduc

tion of variance in the flutter region. For uncertain torsional stiffness, the frequency pdfs of 

both coalescing modes show significant non-stationary trends in the flutter region, resulting in 

a change of variance. The modal decay pdfs o f the coalescing modes show significant non- 

stationarity, but the variance o f decay in the flutter mode experiences only slight changes with 

respect to the airspeed. In both cases a significant statistical overlap of the modal decays is 

evident.

From the probabilistic results o f the random inertia and stiffness and the flutter speed pdfs in 

fig. (5.24), note that a moderate growth of variance in the modal decay of the flutter mode for 

uncertainty in the mass parameter leads to a moderate variance in the flutter speed pdf. Then, a 

reduction of variance in the flutter mode decay in the flutter region produces a low uncertainty 

in the flutter speed pdf. For uncertainty in the bending stiffness, a large growth of variance in 

the flutter mode decay results in a large variance o f the flutter speed pdf. For uncertainty in 

the torsional stiffness, a low and almost constant variance in the decay of the flutter mode are 

experienced.

The effects of uncertainty in the damping parameters are illustrated in figs. (6.81)-(6.84). 

Figs. (6.82) and (6.84) provide the magnified view of the modal properties o f the coalescing 

modes for the respective cases. The resulting observations are similar to the Case 1 study 

for unsteady aerodynamics. Most notably, for uncertainty in the first structural damping ratio, 

the decay o f the first (flutter) mode is most affected. The variance o f the second mode is not 

significant. The flutter speed pdf has a low level o f uncertainty, as evident in fig. (5.24). For 

uncertainty in the second structural damping ratio, the decay of the second (non-flutter) mode 

is most affected. The variance of the first mode is insignificant. The uncertainty of the second 

structural damping ratio also introduces very low uncertainty in the flutter speed.
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Multiple Parameter Uncertainty

The effects of uncertainty in multiple parameters are very similar to the previous cases. Figs. 

(6.85)-(6.90) show the resulting the modal parameter pdfs as a function o f airspeed for uncorre

lated inertia, stiffness and damping parameters. The results indicate that uncertainty of multiple 

uncorrelated parameters increases the uncertainty of the modal parameter pdfs. The resulting 

larger variance o f modal decay of the flutter mode produces a larger variance in the flutter speed 

(evident in fig. (5.24)). There are however some differences that are noted in comparison to 

the previous case study. Mainly, the uncertainty in inertia and stiffness parameters causes the 

modal decay and frequency pdfs to experience significant statistical overlap.

The effects of uncertainty with full correlation between the random parameters are examined 

in figs. (6.91)-(6.96). From the analysis o f these figures, it is seen that the correlation between 

these random parameters does not cause significant changes in the probabilistic results of the 

modal parameters. Only from the probabilistic flutter speed results, shown in fig. (5.24), it can 

be assumed that: the uncertainty in the flutter mode decay decreases due to inertia and stiffness 

parameter correlation and the uncertainty in the flutter mode decay increases due to a damping 

parameter correlation. However, these effects are very minor.

6.3.3 Comparison of Quasisteady and Unsteady Aerodynamics

At this point, the probabilistic results of modal parameter transformations with quasisteady 

aerodynamic forcing are compared with those of unsteady aerodynamic forcing. The unsteady 

aerodynamics induce a more explosive flutter type, which leads to significant non-stationary 

effects on the modal parameters in the region o f strong frequency coalescence. Additionally, a 

slightly stronger non-Gaussian trend is introduced in the flutter mode decay for the uncertain 

torsional stiffness and second mode damping ratio. Since the frequency coalescence is more 

profound in the case of unsteady aerodynamics, the modal frequencies o f the coalescing modes 

experience significant statistical overlapping due to mode veering.
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Figure 6.95: Modal parameter pdfs resulting from randomness in correlated damping terms 
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6.4 Comparison of Cantilever and Rigid Wing Models for 

Quasisteady Aerodynamics

The probabilistic results o f the modal parameters between the 3-D cantilever wing and the rigid 

wing for quasisteady aerodynamics are compared. The results show significant differences. 

It has already been noted that the cantilever wing experiences a more explosive type o f flut

ter. However, there are also additional probabilistic effects due to significant statistical overlap. 

These differences are summarized below. A more explosive type o f flutter typically produces 

greater non-stationary effects of the modal parameters in the flutter region. The modal decay 

pdfs o f the coalescing modes experience significant statistical overlap due to presence o f addi

tional modes. Uncertainty in the torsional parameters produces a greater influence on the fre

quency o f the bending dominant (unstable) mode. A low uncertainty and greater non-Gaussian 

features are present in the decay o f the flutter mode with uncertainty in inertia. For uncertainty 

in torsional stiffness, prior to flutter, a larger variance is observed in the flutter mode decay.

6.5 Comparison of Cantilever and Rigid Wing Models for 

Unsteady Aerodynamics

The probabilistic results for the modal parameters of the cantilever wing model and the rigid 

wing model are compared next for unsteady aerodynamics. There are some significant differ

ences between the two models. The cantilever model exhibits the following additional features 

that are absent in the rigid wing model. For the cantilever model, the modal decay pdfs of the 

coalescing modes experience significant statistical overlap due to presence of multiple modes 

contributing to the response. The non-Gaussian features and lower variance in the decay of 

the flutter mode are evident with uncertainty in the torsional stiffness and the damping ratio of 

the second mode. Uncertainty in mass moment of inertia produces nearly Gaussian features in 

the pre-flutter decay and the flutter frequency of the first mode. Uncertainty in the torsional 

parameters has influence on the frequency of the bending dominant (first) mode.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

The primary objective of this thesis is to examine the coalescence flutter problem from a prob

abilistic prospective. The investigation focuses on (1) a probabilistic flutter speed analysis and 

(2) a probabilistic characterization of the aeroelastic modal parameters. For numerical studies, 

an elastically mounted rigid wing and a uniform cantilever wing are considered for both qua

sisteady and unsteady aerodynamics. For the specific cases studied in this investigation, the 

conclusions are summarized as follows:

• In general, the effects o f uncertainty in the flutter speed due to randomness of inertia and 

stiffness parameters proves to be significant. Uncertainty in damping, on the other hand, 

has some significance in cases o f mild flutter type.

• The modal frequency pdfs of the coalescing modes show almost stationary trends for 

mild flutter types. However, for explosive flutter type, strong non-stationary trends in 

the pdfs of modal frequencies are observed in the flutter region. The modal decay pdfs 

show significant non-stationary features as a function o f airspeed for inertia and stiffness 

parameter uncertainty.

• In most cases, the statistically correlated uncertainty in the inertia and stiffness parameter 

decreases the uncertainty of the flutter speeds.

• In contrast to independent parameter uncertainty, the correlation between the uncertain
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structural parameters significantly influence the probabilistic characteristics of the modal 

parameters.

• In numerous cases, the statistical overlap of the modal parameters is observed, which 

leads to significant non-Gaussian features in the probabilistic density plots. For explosive 

flutter the statistical overlap o f the coalescing modal frequencies is more pronounced.

• In contrast to the 2-dof rigid wing, the statistical overlap is more prominent in the can

tilever wing due to the participation of large number o f structural modes in the structural 

response.



Appendix A

Equations of Motion for Rigid Wing Model

The derivation of the aeroelastic system equations of motion for a 2-D rigid wing model are 

detailed in this section. This derivation is taken from texts by Hodges and Pierce [83] and Fung 

[1]. First some basic assumptions are stated:

• the section is thin and symmetric

• the amplitude of vibration is small

• the Reynolds Number is high, representative o f inviscid flow

• the Mach Number is low, being representative of subsonic flight

These assumptions simplify the theoretical treatment o f this problem and permit a linear repre

sentation of the aeroelastic system. The derivation of the aerodynamic forcing is based on the 

Thin Airfoil theory, which uses the Potential Flow theory to capture the flow around the airfoil.

Fig. (A .l) shows the schematic o f the symmetric rigid airfoil undergoing heave and pitch 

motion. Here the chord length of the airfoil is denoted by c  and the half-chord by b. The mass 

center (CG), aerodynamic center (AC) and elastic axis (EA) locations are also illustrated in this 

figure. The mass center is the center o f gravity of this airfoil. The aerodynamic center is a point 

on the airfoil, where the aerodynamic moment remains constant with respect to changing angle 

of attack (in low angle range and high Reynolds Number). For subsonic flow, this point is the 

quarter-chord point of the airfoil aft leading edge. The shear
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center is assumed to coincide with the 

elastic axis o f the airfoil. Additionally, 

certain distance parameters associated to 

these three points need to be noted. As 

seen in the figure, x# is normalized mass 

static unbalance with respect to the rota

tional axis and a* is normalized distance

between the half-chord point and the elastic axis. The normalization constant is the half-chord 

b. The parameter e represents the distance between the rotation axis and the aerodynamic center 

(AC).

The following figure A.2 shows the location of the springs associated with the structural 

model. There are two linear springs that provide stiffness against motion in heave

and pitch. The stiffness in heave and pitch is 

represented by kh and k0, respectively. These springs 

introduce a reaction force proportional to the 

deflections of the airfoil, which resists the deflection.

The rotational spring is assumed to be aligned with 

the elastic axis, and in effect the shear center, 

therefore the elastic axis serves as both, the rotational

and translational axis.

Prior to derivation of equations of motion, a set of degrees o f freedom describing the motions 

will be defined and a brief description of the aerodynamic forces will be included. Figure A.3 

shows the degrees of freedom in blue, which are (translational) heave (h) and

/ / / / / / / / / / / /

Figure A.2: Airfoil with 
definition of the translational 

and rotational springs

bx»

c  =  2k

Figure A. 1: Airfoil with definition 
of geometric parameters
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M» M  e a  ■ C L ^ M k

Figure A.3: Definition of the forcing 
acting on airfoil, lift and moment, as 

well as the degrees of freedom in heave 
and pitch about elastic axis

Figure A.4: Redefinition of lift and 
moment about aerodynamic center into 

equivalent forces about elastic axis

(rotational) pitch (9) at the elastic axis. The two forces associated with these motions are lift 

(L) and moment (Mac), which are taken about the aerodynamic center. To simplify the analysis, 

the aerodynamic forces are calculated with respect to the elastic axis (see in fig. (A.4)).

The dynamics of the aeroelastic system can be expressed as [1]:

, /i I | h
[ M s t r \   ̂ / + [ B s t r \

0 1 I 0
+  [K

- L

M e a

(A.l)

where [Msfr] [Bstr] and [K str] are the system structural inertia, damping and stiffness matrices, 

which are given by:

[3'fsir] —
m mbxQ

[ K atr]  =

1-----o

I.

rnbxo lea O

=  C*o [Mstr]+ai  [K str\ (A.2)

The structural damping properties are represented by viscous and proportional Rayleigh damp

ing, which gives a good approximation of the damping properties for a simple structural system 

vibrating at low amplitudes [92]. The proportionality is set with respect to the mass and stiff

ness matrices. The coefficients r*o and are taken to attain the prescribed damping ratios, 

and of the two structural modes. Based on and the a 0 and are obtained as follows:

(A.3)

“ ■ /
1

2 U i 2 <
1 UJJ_

2 U j 2 V

where ujt and ujj are the natural frequencies of the two modes used to formulate the proportional 

damping. In this study the two chosen modes, i and j ,  are the two coalescing modes. For studies
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where a greater number o f modes are involved in the solution, the development of the damping 

matrix may take other forms. However, since coalescence flutter problem primarily depends on 

the two coalescing modes, a two modal damping approximation is acceptable.

Returning to the definition of variables o f eq. (A.2), the m represents the distributed mass of 

the wing and Iea represents the mass moment o f inertia o f the wing about the elastic axis. The 

ha  can be restated as Iea =  h  +  mr*,  where Ic represents the mass moment of inertia of the 

wing about the center of gravity and rg =  bxg.

A e r o d y n a m i c  L o a d i n g  

Quasisteady Aerodynamics

To calculate the aerodynamic loads, the airfoil is assumed to undergo small amplitude vibra

tions, at a high Reynolds Number regime in the subsonic flow [1]. The steady aerodynamic lift 

force can be calculated as:

The poo and U00 are the free stream air density and air velocity respectively. a t is an initial angle 

of incidence (assumed to be zero in this study) and 9 is the static angle of attack representing 

the pitch motion. 9eff  is the effective angle of attack, which combines the effect both compo

nents of the angle between the air flow and the airfoil chord-line; and CL is the lift coefficient 

also restated as Ci(9)  =  C i Q6(,f{. When linear, 2-D and incompressible aerodynamics are 

considered, CxQ becomes 2tt.

In quasisteady aerodynamics, the heave and pitch motions lead to the following effective 

angle of attack [1]:

Lsteady — Poo Uqc bC L w here  C /. 9ef f  — CLa&eff (A.4)

a n d  6ef f  — (cti +  9) (A.5)

(A.6)
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leading to the following expression for the lift force:

L(t) =  Poo U lb C La 0(t) + Hi) b (5 ~ ah) Hi)
Ua + un (A.7)

Next, the expression of the quasisteady moment about the elastic axis will be provided. From 

prior derivations, it was shown that the moment expression can be introduced in the following 

form:

Mea(t) =  eL(t) +  Ma (A.8)

Once again, it will be mentioned that M ac, moment about aerodynamic center, remains constant 

if assumptions of small displacements and linear aerodynamics are applicable. Parameter e 

in this expression represents the distance between the elastic axis and the aerodynamic center, 

which can be expressed as b ( |  +  ah) . Substituting eq. (A.7) into eq. (A.8), the aerodynamic 

moment can be expressed as:

M„ b l ^ + a h)  PooU l b C La U ( t )  +  ^  +  Ma (A.9)

where Mac =  

expressed as:

.PttUx b3c L a js derived by the Thin Airfoil theory [1]. Finally, M ea can be

A/f »,2 I 1 rr2 i Hi) , ^(2 ah)Hi)\ PooUoob̂CLa  ̂ (K lmM ea = b I ~ &h I PooU ^ C l *  0{t) +  —— +  -L ---------------------   0(«) (A. 10)ua ua

The effect of added mass is next included in the calculation o f the aerodynamic loading [1], 

yielding the following expressions for lift and moment:

-L(t)

Mea{t) =

2
a u 2

h(t) b3ah-d{t) +  +  262(1 aH e{t) + 2bB(t)un
2b2U  +  ah) ■

U2

263( i  -  ah)ah .

U2 h(t)

6{t) -  2b2 -  +  ah ) 0(t)

(A .l 1) 

(A. 12)

(A. 13)

These additional effects arise due to the displacement o f air particles by the oscillating wing.
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The added mass effects are included in the terms of eqs. (A .l 1) and (A. 13) with the acceleration 

and velocity terms h(t), 0( t ) and 0(t).  Typically, the effects of added mass (otherwise known as 

the non-circulatory effects) are included with the unsteady aerodynamic loading. In this study, 

these effects will be introduced into the quasisteady aerodynamics. This treatment does not 

affect the validity of the quasisteady model.

Unsteady Aerodynamics

For the unsteady aerodynamics, the circulatory components of the aeroelastic forces, stemming 

from the trailing edge vortex shedding are considered. As a trailing edge vortex is shed follow

ing a certain change in angle o f attack, a steady-state in the aerodynamic load is achieved after 

the vortex has traveled approximately ten chord-lengths downstream o f the airfoil. Within these 

ten chord-length bounds, the effects of trailing vortices are accounted by the Wagner’s Function 

in time domain or the Theodorsen’s Function in the frequency domain.

A two-term approximation of the Wagner’s Function is given by [1]:

where r  is a dimensionless time parameter defined as r  =  In the dimensional form, the 

Wagner’s function can be expressed as

$ ( t )  =  1 -  0.165e —0.0455r -  0.335e"a3r (A. 14)

$(*) =  1 -0 .1 6 5 e
-0 .0 4 5 5 L T n n  *

(A .15)

In the above expression, the circulatory component o f lift can be approximated by:

f'c(^) — PooUocbCi/au}(0eff *̂f?(t') (A. 16)

where uo{0eff)  is the downwash, which is the perpendicular component of velocity to the chord 

line. This component can be seen in fig. (A.5), where the downwash u(0eff)  is
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Figure A.5: Illustration of airfoil 
and component of velocity that 

represents downwash

evaluated by U00S i n { 9 eff) .  Due to 

the assumption o f  small angular de

flections, the downwash term can be 

restated as u(9ef f )  =  Uoo9eff.  In eq. 

(A. 16), the Wagner’s function $
introduces the transient effects caused by the trailing edge vortex shedding.

Using the Thin Airfoil theory, the effective downwash can be represented as [1]:

U ) 3r  —  U ( x > 9 e f f  
4 J J

un (A. 17)

Now, a differential lift term can be obtained due to an instantaneous differential change of 

downwash at time t0. At time t 0 a vortex originates and travels downstream, inducing a reducing 

magnitude o f the differential lift until a steady-state is reached. The differential lift introduced 

by this traveling vortex is represented as:

dLc {t) =  PocUocbCLacLj3e{to)<t>(t -  to)
4

Integrating the differential lift expression, we obtain the total circulatory lift force as:

f'C (t) — PocUoobCf̂ OL f  *f?(t s) 
Jo

The circulatory lift force can be expressed as [1]:

T'C (t) — PooUoobC

(kv'3c ( s )
   ds

ds

OJ 3c  
4

rt duj3c(s)
= ( 0 ) $ ( f ) +  /  $ ( t - s ) -----1----- ds

Jo ds

(A. 18)

(A. 19)

(A.20)

where the first term on the right hand side accounts for the initial conditions. From this equation, 

it becomes evident that the equations of motion are o f integro-differential form. In order to solve 

them analytically, the integral needs to be transformed. This transformation was taken from a 

thesis [89].

Focusing on the bracketed term in the above equation, using the Wagner’s function from eq.
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(A. 15) and integrating by parts one obtains:

dw3c.(s)r l aw3cisi
l(0 )$ ( t )+  /  * ( t - s ) ----?-----ds

Jo ds

=w^(f)fc(0) +  J û {s) J +  62A2e - 6a(t- " )

Cd3c ^
/ 0 

rt
.............ds  (A.21)

Using the Laplace transformation (assuming the initial conditions are negligible), eq. (A.21) 

becomes:
Sui3£(S') (hiAy +  b2A 2) +  W3c (5) (Ai +  A 2 ) hi6 2

(A.22)W3£(S)$(0) +
4

Defining a new parameter

(5  +  h i ) (5  +  h2)

U)3c{S)

2<*> -  (5  +  bi)  ( S  +  6 2 ) (A'23)

eq. (A.22) is restated as:

wac (S)$(0) + [5«(5) {by Ay +  b2A 2) +  z{S) {Ay A A 2) hih2] (A.24)
4

For zero initial condition z(t  =  0) =  0, the inverse Laplace transform of eq. (A.24) yields:

W3c(t)$(0) +  z(t) {byAy + b2A 2) +  z{t) {A] +  A 2) byb2 (A.25)
4

In terms of the variable z(t),  the expression for the circulatory lift force becomes:

Lc (t) =  PocUoohCLa [w *(t)$(0) +  z(t) (by Ay +  b2A 2) +  z(t) {Ay +  A2) hi ha] (A.26)

In order to solve for three unknowns, h(t), 9{t) and z(t)  an additional equation of state has to

be obtained in terms o f z(t).  From eq. (A.23) note that:

z(S) (S +  hi) {S +  h2) =  z(S)  (S2 +  S  {by +  ha) +  byb2) =  (5) (A.27)

For trivial initial conditions, z( t  =  0) =  0 and z ( t  =  0) =  0, eq. (A.27) leads to:

:{t) +  z{t)  (hj +  b2) 4- z{t)byb2 =  uzc{t )  (A.28)
4
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Thus, the equations o f motion with unsteady aerodynamic forcing can be recast as:

[■Bstr] {0}

[0 ] (6 1 + 6 2 )

m mbxQ 0 h

mbxQ lea 0 e *+

0 0 1 M

h kh 0 0
• > 

h - L ( t )

e + 0 ke 0 < 0 > =  < Mea{t)

z 0 0 b\b2 , *
(A.29)

where:

-L{t) =
b2 ■■

m - m

6 2 ( | _ - a ^  +  2b(A 1b1 + A 2b2) . {t) +  w { t )  +  2 b ^ ( ^ x ± A 2))z(t)
U -5C U 'V- Urx̂

(A.30)

Meaify — U2 ̂OO u2^ 00

2b2 ( |  + a h)  (Aibi + A 2b2) 2 , * , 1
 — ------   z(t) -  b* -  +  ah ) 0{t)Ua

Uj3±(t) —Uoo9{t) +  h +  b [ - - a h ) &

£/oc Ua

2  i i(I +  ah) (6162 (+1 + +2))
i t )

(A.31)

(A.32)

Recall that A \  =  0.165, A 2 =  0.335, 6 1  =  : =*=■, b2 =  . The non-circulatory effects

remain completely unchanged from the quasisteady analysis.



Appendix B

State Space Transformation

The dynamics of the aeroelastic system are given by:

Ma
h

+ Bn
h

e
+ K n

h

e
(B. l)

Assuming {Xi} =   ̂ > and { X 2} =  jX i  j  =  < } , the above second order system is
e J  1 J [ e

converted into a first order model defined as

{X2} = -  [Mae]-1 [Bae] { X 2} -  [Mae]_1 [Kae] {Xx} -  [ M J '1 {F} (B.2)

In the matrix form, the above equation becomes

/  >

h
' > 

h

9

1

^2
,

o
"

i

9
/

0
> = < > +  <

h _ -  [Mae]'1 [Kae] ~  [ A /« e ] _ 1  [Bae] _ h ,  - [ M , r

9
< >

9
< >

(B.3)
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Compactly, the above equation can be written as

{ i}  =  [A] { x }  +  { /}  (B.4)

where [yl] and {x } represent the state matrix and state vector respectively. { /}  represents the 

external forcing vector, excluding the aerodynamic effects, which is not considered in this study 

(i.e. { /}  =  {0}).



Appendix C 

System Parameters

PARAMETER Symbol 2D Airfoil 3D Wing
mass m 35.7187 k g /m 35.7187 k g /m
normalized radius of
gyration*** ra 0.5 0.5
heave/bending stiffness kh/ E I 8.75 xlO 4N / m 2 9 .7 7 x l0 6iVm2
pitch/torsional stiffness k e / G J 6 .57x104N /r a d 9 .8 9 x l0 5iVm2
chord length c 1.8288 m 1.8288 m
span L 6.096 m 6.096 m
normalized static imbalance* xe 0.2 0.2
damping ratio (mode 1) £ i 0.05 0.05
damping ratio (mode 2) £2 0.05 0.05
free stream fluid density*** P o o 1.225 k g / m 3 1.225 k g / m 3
normalized distance btw
EA and mid-chord* -0.34 -0.34
lift coefficient gradient**** C  la 27T 27t(1 — rj2)
Num. of Samples --- 50000 100000

Table C. 1: Model parameters for Case 1
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PARAMETER Symbol 2D Airfoil 3D Wing
mass to 35.7187 k g /m 35.7187 k g /m
normalized radius of
gyration*** r9 1.05 1.05
heave/bending stiffness kh/ E I 8.74608 x l 0 4iV/m2 9.77 xlO 6 iVm2
pitch/torsional stiffness ke /GJ 2.62688 x l 0 4Ar/ra d 3.956x 105 N m 2
chord length c 1.8288 m 1.8288 to
span L 6.096 m 6.096 m
normalized static imbalance* xe 0.95 0.95
damping ratio (mode 1) 6 0.04 0.04
damping ratio (mode 2) 6 0.04 0.04
free stream fluid density*** Poc 1.225 k g / m 3 1.225 k g / m 3
normalized distance btw
EA and mid-chord* cih -1.0 -1.0
lift coefficient gradient**** Cla 2tt 27r(l — q2)
Num. of Samples --- 50000 100000

Table C.2: Model parameters for Case 2

PARAMETER Symbol 2D Airfoil
mass TO 75 kg/m.
normalized radius of gyration* ** r 9 0.47
heave stiffness kh 7.5 x 104N / m 2
pitch stiffness kg 2 A 2 x l 0 4N / r a d
chord length C 1.8288 to
span L 6.096 m
normalized static imbalance* Xg 0.2
damping ratio (mode 1) 0.05
damping ratio (mode 2) £2 0.05
free stream fluid density*** Poo 1.225 k g / m 3
normalized distance btw EA and mid-chord* dh -0.34
lift coefficient gradient**** C ln 2 tt

Num. o f Samples — 50000

Table C.3: Model parameters for Case 3

NOTES:

* parameters have been normalized by half-chord length b =  §

** radius of gyration is defined about Center o f Gravity 

*** density defined at standard conditions

* * * *  ^  j s  a non-dimensional span defined as: q =  f ; additionally, the coefficient for compress

ibility effects is not included



Appendix D

Analytical Expression for Flutter Speed

Using the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion, a semi-analytical relationship can be obtained for 

the flutter speed as function of the system parameters. Using the Laplace transformation of eq. 

(3.3) for a 2-D rigid wing model with quasisteady aerodynamic forcing the following system 

matrix is obtained:

S,2M oe(l,l) +  s B ae( 1,1) +  A'’ae(1)i) S2Mae(1; 2 ) +  s P ae(l,2 ) +  ^ae( 1,2)
, V-L'. 1 )

S2Mae{ 2,1) +  s B a e ( 2 , l )  +  Aae(2,l) S2M ae( 2,2) +  s P ae(2,2) +  Aae(2,2)

Setting the determinant of this dynamic matrix equal to zero leads to a root finding problem 

defined by the following polynomial:

; V  +  P3S3 +  P2s 2 +  PlS +  Po =  0 (D.2)

Pa, Pi-. P 2 P\, Pq are all functions of airspeed (U^).  According to the Routh-Hurwitz stability 

criterion [1], which assesses the system stability based on evaluation o f its sub-determinants, 

the system becomes unstable if:

P i (P3 X P 2 -  P4 x P i)  -  P 0 x P 2 =  0 (D.3)
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The flow velocity that satisfies eq. (D.3) is identified as the flutter speed. This equivalence is 

reached when one of the modal decays reaches a value of zero [1].



Appendix E

Continuous Aeroelastic System

The equations illustrated in this section were taken from references [1, 83, 92]. The coupled 

bending and torsional oscillations of a uniform cantilever are described next for both quasis

teady and unsteady aerodynamics. The linear dynamics of the cantilever is modeled by Euler- 

Bemoulli’s beam together with a rod model.

Quasisteady Aerodynamics

where

at2 • -f  r n b x & - 0*2 
32 l

+
d t

+ b3
d x 4 d t

+  E l -

d 2 0 { x , t )  d ^ h ( x . t )  d h l x , t )  d 9 ( x , t ) d 3 0 ( x , t )
l e a  -^ ----------- 1 +  B 4  i------ -  +  D 5 ---- 1------   +  D f l -------- 1------J-  -  G J

O x *

a2e(x, t)
d t 2 B x 2 Ot O x 2

— L ( x t t )

A l e a  » 0

(E.l > 

(E.2)

Mea(x, <) =

6 0 h ( x ,  t )  b d  0 ( x , t )  ^  26 d h ( x , t )

262 (1 -  a h ) e>0(x. ()
U r , d t

at2 u„
+  2 6 f l ( x , t )

at

b3 a h a 2 h ( x ,  t )  ^  b * ( £  +  a h 2 ) 3 2 0 ( x ,  t )  2b 2 ( ^  -+- a h ) d h ( x ,  1)

2 b 3

at2 ul
a h ) a h 3 0 t , x ,  t )

at2

at 2 b 2 ( I  9 ( x , t )

Here x is a span-wise coordinate that measures the distance from the root of the wing and t is 

a time coordinate. The m  and Iea represent the distributed mass and mass moment of inertia 

about the axis of rotation, respectively. B^-Bq represent the proportional structural damping co

efficients due to bending and torsional motions. E  and G  are the modulus of elasticity and the
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shear modulus, respectively. I  and J  are the second moment of area and the polar moment of 

inertia, respectively; b is the half-chord length and xg is a geometric measure of offset between 

the center of gravity and the axis of rotation, normalized by half-chord; ah represents the dis

tance between the mid-chord point and the rotational axis, normalized by the half-chord; C Ln is 

the lift curve slope, h and d are the vertical (bending) and rotational (torsional) displacements 

of the elastic axis of the uniform wing, px  and (/£. are the free flow air density and air speed, 

respectively. L and Mea are the distributed lift and moment forces, respectively, acting on the 

wing.

U n s t e a d y  A e r o d y n a m i c s

Then, the equations of motion are restated, where the aerodynamic loading takes into account 

the unsteady effects. In time domain these equations become [1]:

0 2 h ( x , t . )  d 2 f ) (x. t . )  _  d h ( x ,  t )  _  0 0 ( x , t )  _  d * h ( x , t )  _
m ------- 1——i -+  7n b x „ ------- i— -  +  B i ---- — —  +  B 2  +  B 3 --------— —  +  E l   ------   =  ~ L ( x ,  t )  (E.3)

a t 2 8 a t 2 at  at d x*a t  ax*
T  a 2 9 ( * - ‘ ) . _  , a 2 e { x , t )  _ _  ,  ^K a   r   4- mbxQ    b B 4  b B  5 ------------ 4 ------  r --------- C J --------------- =  M  ra (•'K. *) (i*-4)

d t *  * at  2 d i  &t  d x ^ d t  d x 2
d 2 z ( x ,  t )  O z ( x ,  t )
 —   4  (6i  4  b2 ) ------—  4  b i b 2 z ( x ,  t )  — *) (F..5j

where

—  1 2 f b 2 a 2h(T, t )  b3 a h  0 2e ( x , t )  b a h ( x , t )

b2( i  -  nh ) a e( x , t )  2b 0 z ( T , t )  26
4 . -----------------------------------4  b0 ( x ,<) 4  ------ (*4 1 b\ 4  A 2b2 )   — 4   b  1 b 2 ( A \  4  A 2)  t)

U x  Ot  ( J9c d t  Use:

1 2 r b3 a h a 2h (x , t )  fc4 ( l  + a h 2 ) a 2 f l ( x , ( )  62 ( i  +  a h ) d h ( x , t )  b 3 ( ±  -  a h ) 2 Of ) (x.  t)
M  t . a { X ,  t )  — — —  O r ,c  V   O j n   _L      — -S.....................   4-  S------------------------------------------

2 ~  I u 2 a <2 U2 Ot2 u ac a t  +  Uoc a t

2 / 1  \  262 /  1 \  d z ( x ,  t )
b  4  J  0(-.r, t ) -  ——  (  2  a f l )  ^ ll>1 +  A 2 f,2 )  ---- — -----

{  1 \  a e ( x . t )

2b
uZ fcl b2 ( ^ l  +  a 2 )  z ( r -  t )

O h ( x , t )
^ U ^ e ( x . t )  4     4  b

here, z is a parameter that accounts for the unsteady effects of the trailing vortices and 4 , =  

0.165, A 2 =  0.335, h  =  004 , b2 =  .

In this investigation, the frequency domain approach, based on a Theodorsen’s function, 

was used to validate the time domain approach by Wagner at the point of flutter onset. In
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Theodorsen’s approach the aerodynamic forces have the following expressions [1]:

- L ( x . t )
b 2 0 2 h . ( x , t )  bJ a h 0 2 $ ( x ,  t )  2 b C ( k )  O h ( x ,  t )

+

t%  at* u*. at2 u
h2(i +  2c i k ) ( i  -  a,,)> a e ( j ,  t)

at

at

+  2 b C ( k ) 0 ( x ,  t )

b3 a h e 2 h ( x ,  t )  h4 ( |  +  a h 2 ) 3 2 0 (x ,  0  262 C ( f c ) ( |  +  o h ) 9 A(x.  ()

c/2, a t 2 +  t / 2. a t 2 U Z  at

b3 ( ;  -  a h ) ( l  -  2 C ( f c ) ( $  +  a h »  O0 ( x ,  t )

u. d t
2 C ( k )  ( i  + a h ) e ( x , f )

where the Theodorsen’s function C ( k ) accounts for the effect of the unsteady load that arises 

due to the trailing vortices and k is the reduced frequency k =  jp-, where us is the frequency of 

oscillation [1], The complex representation of the Theodorsen’s function is given by expression 

C(k)  =  F(k) +  iG(k)  and its associated real and imaginary components are plotted in fig. (D.l) 

below.

Theodorsen’s Function

0 7

Figure D. 1: Theodorsen’s function, C(k), at top F(k) and bottom G(k) [ 1 ]

Finite Dimensional Representation

Using the uniform cantilever modes for both bending and torsion as the basis functions, are 

illustrated in Appendix G, the solution is approximated as:
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h(x, t )  ~  ^ 2  (E-6)
i=l
ni

9{x, t )  w ^ n i(x)7 i (i) (E.7)
i= l
n

z {x , t )  «  'Y2'&i(x )i i{t)  +  (E.8)
i= l 7=1

However, for simplicity we only consider the effect o f pitch motion in the approximation o f  

down wash W3c(x ,t )  expressed as:
4

wac(M ) =  U^Oi xA)  +  b Q  -  ah)  - j * —  (E.9)

Therefore, the approximation o f z(x, t )  becomes:

711
z(x ,t )  «  ^2£lj(x)<,j(t) (E.10)

i =i

Using Galerkin projection ( [91]), the discrete system is represented as follows.
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Quasisteady Aerodynamics
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where L represents the wing span, a*,* «  1.8751/L, 4.69409/L, 7.85476/L  for i =  1 ,2 ,3  

and are individual elements of diagonal structural stiffness matrix. The matrix

coupling terms are represented by [83]:

[Aij r̂ixm — 'i?i(x)Qj(x)dxSj  /L

Unsteady Aerodynamics

Time Domain:
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where M str, B str and K str are the inertia, damping and stiffness structural matrices o f the system 

with quasisteady aerodynamic loading.

Frequency Domain:
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Appendix F

Basis Functions

The derivation of the fundamental bending and torsional basis functions is detailed in [83]. 

These basis functions are the vibration modes o f the uncoupled, undamped uniform cantilever. 

Flexural modes:

'l'l(x) cos 

cos(l

1.8751x coshL J \  L
.8751) + cosh( 1.8751)

1.8751x^

4.69409a; \
sin(1.8751) +sinh(1.8751) 

cos ^ 

cos (4

sin 1.8751a; \
L  J

sinh 1.8751x^

L )  V L
69409) +  cosh(4.69409)

— cosh 4.69409x ̂

sin(4 

cos 

cos (7

sin.69409) +  sinh(4.69409) _ 
7.85476a; \  , /  7.85476x \_ _ j - cosh( _

.85476) +  cosh (7.85476)
)

sin(7.85476) + sinh(7.85476) _ sin

4.69409a; \
L )

7.85476a; \  
L ;

— sinh 4.69409a;

— sinh ^ 7.85476a; ̂  y

Torsional modes:

ili(x) = sin ( ^ a ; )  n 2(x) =  sin ^ 3^ )  =  sin

These mode shapes are plotted in fig. (D .l). The wing span L is s set to 6.096m.
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FLEXURAL MODES
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Figure D.l: Top figure depicts first 3 flexural mode shapes; bottom figure depicts first
3 torsional mode shapes
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